
1 A Steiff limited edition replica 1908 white mohair teddy bear, 1705 of 7000 for the year 1994, in original box with 
certificate and outer packing --25 1/4in. (65cm.) high 
£150-200

2 A Steiff limited edition Baby Alfonso teddy bear, made exclusively for Teddy Bears of Witney, with red mohair, 
apricot and cream silk trousers and jacket, 2262 of 5000, in original box with certificate and outer packing --9 
1/2in. (24cm.) high 
£60-80

3 Two Steiff limited edition Harrods Musical Bear Replicas of 1920 and 1904/05 teddy bears, the larger with 
golden mohair 1642 of 2000, plays Beethoven's Elise --16in. (40cm.) high; smaller with cinnamon mohair,1528 
of 2000, play Mozart's Lullaby, both in original window boxes with certificates and smaller with outer packaging 
(some creasing to top right and bottom right corners of larger box, plastic window also split to side at bottom 
right) 
£100-120

4 A Steiff limited edition Harrods Musical Centenary Teddy Bear, with Harrods Green mohair, 446 of 2000, for the 
year 1995, signed to foot pad, plays "The Anniversary Waltz", in original box with certificate and outer packaging 
--17 1/4in. (44cm.) high 
£60-80

5 Two Steiff limited edition British Collectors teddy bears, made exclusively for the UK, a 1996 collectors bear with 
blonde mohair, in a tweed tailored waistcoat, 2011 of 3000 --15in. (43cm.) high; and a collectors 1911 replica 
bear for 1992, with white distressed mohair, both in original boxes with certificates, blonde bear with outer 
packing also (slight foxing to inside of 1992 box) 
£120-150

6 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, a 1921 replica with white mohair, 918 of 4000 for the year 1996 --15 3/4in. 
(40cm.) high; and a Holland teddy bear made exclusively for Holland, with orange mohair, 1473 of 1500 for the 
year 1995; both in original boxes with certificates, Holland bear with outer packing also (small tear to inside of 
box where Holland bear was tied in) 
£120-150

7 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, a musical clown bear made exclusively for Harrods, with cinnamon 
mohair, signed to foot pad and plays 'The Entertainer, 286 of 2000; and Chester bear, made exclusively for 
Hamleys, with creamy apricot mohair, 1052 of 2000 --12 1/4in. (32cm.) high; both in original window boxes with 
certificates and outer packaging (clown hat looses) 
£80-120

8 A Steiff limited edition New Orleans Band, 454 of 1000, comprising of the five Jazz musicians, a Catfish, Pelican, 
shark, alligator on a New Orleans street scene-- 31in. (79cm.) wide by 19in. (48cm.) high (small chip to left 
corner of roof, missing black bear) 
£80-120

9 A Steiff limited edition Biggie Beagle toy dog, 1340 of 1500 for the year 2013, with brown leather collar and lead, 
in original box (no certificate) --4 3/4in. (12cm.) high; and a yellow tag spaniel soft toy dog in original box (2) 
£50-80

10 A Steiff limited edition Christmas fawn, with cinnamon and white mohair, 212 of 1500 for the year 2012, in 
original box (no certificate and staining to box) -- 5in. (13cm.) high; a yellow tag Historic Miniature Eisbar 1950 
replica polar bear, with Steiff box (not original to polar bear) and a yellow tag Fuchs fox in a Steiff box (not 
original to fox (3) 
£80-100

11 Five Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, a classic teddy bear with blonde mohair, in original box --10 1/2in. (26cm.) 
high; a smaller classic bear with painted details to pads in original box, a red black and white hanging bears and 
a yellow tag Treff West Highland Terrier dog (6) 
£50-80

12 A Steiff yellow tag black classic teddy bear, in original box —11in. (28cm.) high; and a Steiff yellow tag Ginny 
Guinea Pig in original box (2) 
£40-60
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13 A Steiff limited edition replica 1909 teddy bear, with dark blue mohair, 4733 of 7000 for the year 1998, in original 
box with certificate --14in. (35cm.) high; and three Steiff brown paper bags 
£50-70

14 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, a Royal Diamond Wedding teddy bear 530 for the year 2007, made 
exclusively for Danbury Mint, with 60th anniversary medallion in original box with certificate; and a Margarete 
Steiff Museum Teddy 2000, 1684 for the year 2000, with white mohair, ceramic medallion and tag certificate, in 
outer package box and a Steiff Classic and Friends '99 magazine and two brown paper bags (5) 
£60-80

15 A Steiff limited edition Beatrix Potter Tommy Brock, 419 of 1500, for the year 2008, made exclusively to UK and 
Ireland, character originally introduced in the 'Tale of Mr Tod', in original box (no certificate, glue around left eye) 
£60-80

16 A Steiff limited edition Club Jubilee Set 2002 teddy bears, 1786 for the year, one with pale yellow mohair the 
other with blue, both with brown felt bags containing club magazines and ceramic medallions, in original box with 
certificate --8 1/4in. (21cm.) high 
£50-80

17 A Steiff limited edition teddy bear in a boot, 543 of 4000, with red velvet cap, in original box with certificate --8
 /14in. (21cm.) high; and two Steiff Club gift bears for 2002 and 2003 in original boxes with certificates (teddy 
bear in shoe, box small scuff mark to lid) (3) 
£50-80

18 A Steiff limited edition Prof. Ernst Fuchs anniversary 'Schatzi' teddy bear and 'Babushka', 115 of 2002 made, 
bear with signature embroidered to left hand pad; porcelain 'Babushka contains, two childhood photographs 
signed by Ernst Fuchs, with red heart pendant --8in. (20cm.) high; in original box with certificate 
£100-120

19 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, a Scottish bear, with white mohair and 'Scottish Parliament Tartan bow- 
tie, 2923 of 3000; and an Irish bear with red/ brown mohair and Celtic enamelled silver locket,1309 of 2000 --13 
3/4in. (35cm.) high; both in original boxes with certificates and outer packaging 
£80-120

20 A Steiff limited edition 1909 replica teddy bear, with dark blue mohair, 2507 of 7000, for the year 1998, with white 
cotton apron, in original box, with outer packaging --13 3/4in. (35cm.) high (no certificate) 
£50-80

21 A Steiff limited edition British Collectors 2002 teddy bear, 2494 of 4000, with honey-golden mohair, a replica of a 
1908 bear who resides at the Puppenhaus museum Basel, in original box with certificate and outer packaging 
--13 3/4in. (35cm.) high 
£50-80

22 A Steiff limited edition Winnie the Pooh 75th Anniversary teddy bear, 18207 for the year 2001, in original box 
with certificate and outer packaging; and a Steiff for Danbury Mint Centenary bear, USA anniversary -1902-
2002, with The History of the Teddy Bear booklet and certificate --12in. (30cm.) high (2) 
£70-90

23 Three Steiff Classic yellow tag teddy bears, a 1909 replica with dark brown mohair --13 3/4in. (35cm.) high; a 
golden curly mohair and another 
£60-80

24 Three Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, a 1920 replica with golden mohair, with drawstring bag,, a Danbury Mint 
Bertie, the first bean bear with certificate and drawstring bag --9 3/4in. (25cm.) high; and another 
£60-80

25 Three limited edition Susan Jane teddy bears, Jonathon,1of 1 with aged blonde mohair and card certificate, the 
old Boy,1of 1 with blonde mohair and card certificate --17in. (43cm.) high; and another 
£70-100

26 Three Nuns Pardon artist teddy bears, Marmaduke, with aged blond mohair, orange and black glass eyes 
pronounce muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth --14 1/2in. (37cm.) high; a small Webster Min, with beige art 
silk and Harry Mimizan, all with card certificates 
£70-100
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27 Three Nuns Pardon artist teddy bears, Churchill with golden mohair head, hands and feet, green ad pink mohair 
body, with pom, poms to chest --19in. (48.5cm.)high; Webster and Mrs Marmaduke, with golden mohair, all with 
card certificates 
£70-100

28 A R John Wright limited edition Pocket Winnie-the-Pooh complete set, 1390 of 3500, comprising Christopher 
Robin --12½in. (32cm.) high, Pooh, Piglet --3in. (7.5cm.) high, Eeyore, Rabbit, Kanga & Roo, Owl and Tigger, all 
in original boxes with certificates and a folding backdrop of 100 Acres Wood, an un-numbered edition of 1000, in 
original box --33¾in. (86cm.) wide x 19in. (48.5cm.) high;(top left corner split) a boxed collection of eight RJW 
Collectors Club magazines and three Winnie the Pooh story books (inner liner to Collectors club loose at 
corners, box slight bowed) 
£800-1,200

29 Two limited edition artist teddy bears, a Beares of Mimizan George, 1of 1 with tag certificate, and a Bell Bears 
Blackberry 1 of 2 with card certificate --11in. (28cm.) high 
£60-80

30 A Stier Bears artist teddy bear, designed by Kathleen Wallace, with dark pink mohair with black tips, black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth swivel head and jointed limbs, label to base --23 1/2in. (60cm.) high 
£80-120

31 A Johanna Haida German artist teddy bear, with light golden mohair, black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs, label to lower arm seam states **Maharadja 95 ** --28in. (71cm.) high 
(slight bobbling to felt pads) 
£60-80

32 An Audie Sison artist teddy bear, with blonde mohair, black shoe button eyes, waxed brown nose, swivel head 
and joint limbs, label to underside of right leg --17in. (43cm.) high (hole to the felt of left hand pad); and a smaller 
Appletree Bears, bear with golden mohair 
£80-100

33 A limited edition Bear Bits Beorn teddy bear, 18 of 40, on all fours, with light brown mohair, black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs and small hump, label to side --10in. (26cm.) long; and an 
unknown artist bear, with curly golden mohair 
£70-100

34 Three artist teddy bears, a limited edition Beares of Mimizan, Fathering, 5 of 10 made exclusively for Teddy 
Bears of Witney, with tag certificate --13in. (33cm.) high; a Bernie Windell Windelwood bear, with curly golden 
mohair, brown waxed nose, aged pads and label to side seam 1996; and another 
£70-100

35 Five Ticklepenny Bears artist teddy bears, including a pale pink/apricot curly mohair bear, with black glass eyes, 
brown stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --17in. (43cm.) high; a black mohair bear and a 
cinnamon mohair bear, all with sown in labels 
£60-80

36 A Charnwood Bears Wanda's Panda Special teddy bear by Frank Webster, 1 of 1 with black and white mohair, 
card certificate --23in. (59cm.) high (glue marks around base of nose) 
£80-120

37 A Charnwood Bears Old Blue Jnr Special teddy bear by Frank Webster, 1 of 10 with petrol blue mohair and card 
certificate --19in. (48.5cm.) high 
£60-80

38 A Charnwood Bears teddy bear by Frank Webster, 1 of 1 with cinnamon mohair --17 1/2in. (44.5cm.) high 
(missing card certificate) 
£50-70

39 Four Bears That Are Special teddy bears, designed by Pam Howells, a dark pink mohair bear with white muzzle 
and chest, black glass eyes, pink stitched nose and mouth and floral head band --18in. (46cm.) high; a cream 
with grey tipped mohair bear, and two others (Pam was formerly a designer for Chiltern Toys) 
£80-120
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40 Four Bears That Are Special teddy bears, designed by Pam Howells, a white mohair bear with green and black 
glass eyes, light brown stitched nose, mouth and claws --18in. (46cm.) high; a golden curly mohair, with black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose mouth and claws and two others (Pam was formerly a designer for Chiltern Toys) 

£80-120
41 Seven artist teddy bears, including two Chatterton Bears, one with pink mohair, other with blonde mohair and 

green ribbon, a light brown bear with brown and black glass eyes, clipped mizzle brown stitched nose, velvet 
pads --13 1/2in. (35cm.) high; and four others 
£70-100

42 Three artist teddy bears, a The Claudia Collection by Claudia Hawkins, golden mohair bear with black glass 
eyes, brown stitched nose and mouth, sown in label to back seam --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high; a Bears That Are 
Special peach and brown tipped bear and another 
£60-80

43 Eight Deans Rag Book Co, teddy bears, including a limited edition Howard 4534, with card certificate --11in. 
(28cm.) high; a limited edition Tavistock Bears no 34, a Horace 1997 Membership bear no.4270, a limited edition 
Asquith's Anniversary bear 15 of 200 and four others 
£80-100

44 Eight limited edition British collectors teddy bears, Four Merrythought bears, including a boxed Barney 592 of 
10,000, Beau Bell, 23 of 500, all with card certificates; a Deans Rag book Co. HRH Golden Jubilee,131 of 2002, 
in original box with card tag and outer packaging --13 1/2in. (34cm.) high; a Deans Rag Book Co. Lenny 25 of 
200 with card certificate and two others all with card certificates; magazines and advertisements relating to the 
bears, with hand written notes for three bears by original owner and seven Dean's/ Merrythought carrier bags, 
£80-120

45 A limited edition Nugget Bears Caspar miniature teddy bear, designed by German artist Britta Uhlendorff, 1 of 5, 
aged brown mohair, black glass eyes, pronounce muzzle, stitched nose, mouth and claws, label to back seam, in 
original fabric bag with tag certificate --4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£80-120

46 A limited edition Nugget Bears Tristan miniature teddy bear, designed by German artist Britta Uhlendorff, 1 of 5, 
brown mohair head, arms and feet with dark blue mohair body and embroider front, black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, label to back seam, in original fabric bag with tag certificate --4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) 
high 
£80-120

47 A limited edition Nugget Bears David miniature teddy bear, designed by German artist Britta Uhlendorff, 2 of 5, 
with blue curly mohair body, black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, mouth and claws, label to back seam, in 
original fabric bag with tag certificate --4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£80-120

48 A limited edition Nugget Bears Friedrich miniature teddy bear, designed by German artist Britta Uhlendorff, 4 of 
5, with light brown head and chest, with golden brown mohair body, black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, two brass buttons to chest, label to back seam, in original fabric bag with tag certificate --4 1/2in. 
(11.5cm.) high 
£80-120

49 An Elizabeth Leggat - Beth's Bears Bedtime Bobby teddy bear, made for Teddy Bears of Witney in 2009, 2 of 5, 
with minky brown mohair, white pyjamas, with rattle and tag certificate --4 1/4in. (11cm.) high 
£60-80

50 Three artist teddy bears, a Lilian Trigg Jim Bob 1 of 1 with golden mohair, black glass eyes, purple stitched nose, 
with wobble head feature, dressed in blue dungarees with purple jacket, in original box with car certificate --4 
1/2in. (11.5cm.) high; a Bears on the Coast, Gordon & Golly 1 of 2 by Janelle Dulce with card certificate and a 
World of Miniatures Bears, brown bear (Golly has small mark to top of chest, possible from manufacture 
process) 
£70-90
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51 A limited edition Shultz Characters Old Wallace teddy bear, by Paula Strethill Smith,1 of 5, with light brown 
mohair, in original fabric bag with card certificate --4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£80-120

52 Two limited edition Shultz Characters teddy bears, by Paula Strethill Smith, Grenadier 2 of 3, with blonde mohair 
dressed in Grenadier Guards ceremonial sate uniform --7 1/2in. (19cm.) high including busby; and Jemima 1 of 3
 with white mohair, floral dress carrying a bouquet of roses, both with card certificates and fabric bag 
£150-200

53 A limited edition Shultz Characters Prospector teddy bear, by Paula Strethill Smith, 1 of 6 with black mohair, 
dress cotton top, dungarees, hand-made small leather shoes, gold pan and shovel, in original fabric bag with 
card certificate -- 3 1/2in. (9cm.) 
£70-100

54 A limited edition Shultz Characters Wiggins teddy bear, by Paula Strethill Smith, 4 of 6 with red mohair, with 
black glass eyes, black stitched nose mouth and claws, dressed in stripped dungarees with handmade leather 
shoes, in original fabric bag with card certificate --5in. (12.5cm.) high 
£80-120

55 Two limited edition Shultz Characters teddy bears, by Paula Strethill Smith, Olaf 1 of 5 with spares light 
cinnamon mohair; and Soots 1 of 5, with golden mohair and black ears, both in original bags with card 
certificates --3in. (7.5cm.) high 
£100-150

56 A limited edition Shultz Characters Midnight Blue teddy bear, by Paula Strethill Smith, 1 of 3 with blue aged 
mohair, in original fabric bag with certificate -- 4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£80-120

57 Two limited edition Shultz Characters teddy bears, by Paula Strethill Smith, Vincent, 6 of 6 and Edith 6 of 6, 
designed for a Parisian street scene street at Hugglets Winter Bearfest 2013; Vincent plays accordion with Edith 
on vocals; both in original fabric bags with card certificates --3 1/2in. (9cm.) high 
£150-200

58 A limited edition Shultz Characters Master Black teddy bear, by Paula Strethill Smith, 5 of 6 with black mohair, in 
original fabric bags with card certificate --4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£80-120

59 Three artist teddy bears, limited edition Shultz Characters teddy bears, by Paula Strethill Smith, Captain Blythe 1
 of 6 with golden mohair --4in. (10cm.) high; Master Albert, 8 of 10, a Victor 1 of 5, all in original fabric bags with 
card certificates 
£180-220

60 Two limited edition Shultz Characters teddy bears, by Paula Strethill Smith, Horatio, 10 of 10 --3 1/2in. (9.5cm.) 
high; and Patsy 1 of 6 dressed in traditional sailors costumes, in original bags with certificates 
£150-200

61 Two limited edition Shultz Characters teddy bears, by Paula Strethill Smith, Nicolaus monkey 1 of 1, with warm 
golden brown mohair, felt sculpted face, orange and black glass eyes, open mouth, in a red hooded coat with 
Christmas tree --7in. (18cm.) high; Rudolf, 1 of 1 with antique dark red/orange mohair and green wool felt 
jumper, both in original fabric bags with card certificates 
£180-220

62 A limited edition Shultz Characters Darice teddy bear, by Paula Strethill Smith,1 of 1, with aged pink mohair and 
aged white pads, in original fabric bag with card certificate --4in. (10cm.) high 
£60-80

63 A limited edition Shultz Characters Farley teddy bear, by Paula Strethill Smith, 1 of 5, with light cinnamon brown 
mohair, black glass eyes, black stitched nose mouth and claws, wobble head and felt pads --4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) 
high 
£80-120
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64 Four Artist teddy bears, Two Trendle miniature bears by Theresa Yang, Custard with sparse grey mohair and 
Chocolate Chip --3.5in. (9cm.) high; with fabric bags, a Deb Canham bear with golden mohair in original box and 
a limited edition Hermann in original box 
£50-70

65 A limited edition Nugget Bears Manfred miniature teddy bear, designed by German artist Britta Uhlendorff, 2 of 5
 with pink/ red tinted mohair, and blue ruff, label to back seam with tag certificate and in a Shultz Characters 
fabric bag --4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£80-120

66 Two Limited edition Once Upon A Time 5th Anniversary Collection Charlie Bears teddy bears, Edward, dark 
brown with black tip plush --13in. (33cm.) high; and Thomas with light brown plush, both with tag certificates 
limited collection of 6000 
£50-70

67 House of Nisbet Bully Bear family of teddy bears, Captain Bully, 851 of 2500, with tag certificate signed by Peter 
Bull and Alison Nisbet --17 1/2in. (45cm.) high; a Young Bully 2986 of 5000, with tag certificate and Bully Minor 
2843 (filling to legs to captain, settled into feet, Young bully with small bald area to back 
£50-70

68 A Steiff limited edition Museum Collection St Bernard Dog 1931 Replica, 3081 of 4000,tail operated neck 
mechanism operated, in original window box --11in. (28cm.) high (top of box loose from plastic, tear to side and 
corner of lid plastic cracked top on bend) 
£80-120

69 A Steiff limited edition Winnie the Pooh Collection Classic Owl, 1018 of 5000, with grey mohair, in original box 
with tag certificate and outer packaging --9 3/4in. (25cm.) high (some staining to box) 
£60-80

70 A Steiff limited edition snowman with raven soft toy, 2936 of 3000, in original window box, still attached to back, 
with certificate --7in. (18cm.) high; and a Steiff yellow tag Congratulations bear in original box and a yellow tag 
Terrier dog (plastic broken to window box of snowman) (2) 
£60-80

71 Five limited edition Dean's Rag Book Co. teddy bears, a Jack bear, named after Jack Crane, the Sales Manager 
during World War II, 1425 of 2500, in original window box with certificate --17in. (43cm.) high; Morty, 60 of 300, 
in original box with tag certificate, Jelly Bean, 257 of 1500, with tag certificate and to others (Some staining to 
collar of Morty and inside of book, small areas of Discretionolouration two pads of panda) 
£50-80

72 Two artist teddy bears, a Beru Bears Torben 1 of 1 by Lynn Berube, with card certificate --14 1/2in. (37cm.) high; 
and Callum 1 of 1 by Sue Gibson with card certificate 
£60-80

73 A Turner Teddies artist teddy bear Emily, with blonde mohair, black glass eyes, suede pads, blue feather boa 
and card tag --16in. (41cm.) high (some staining to pads) 
£40-60

74 A Bo Bears Custard teddy bear by Stacey Lee Terry designs with apricot mohair, black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose mouth and claws, signed to foot pad with card certificate --12 1/2in. (32cm.) high 
£60-80

75 Two Charnwood Bears teddy bears by Frank Webster, Little honey 1 of 1 --11 1/2in. (29cm.) high; and Gold 
Blum, 2 of 4 with golden mohair, both with black glass eyes, brown stitched noses mouth and claws, swivel head 
and jointed limbs, both with card certificates 
£80-120

76 Three Cotswold Bear Company teddy bears, Beach Comber 26 of 100, from the Cub collection, with black 
mohair and white muzzle and inner ears --11in. (28cm.) high; Dickens, 23 of 100 from the Cub Collection and 
Crosby 36 of 100from the Edwardian Collection, all with card certificates 
£70-100
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77 Three Cotswold Bear Company teddy bears, Fortune, 4 of 100 from the Giant Panda Collection, with black and 
white mohair and drawstring bag --11in. (28cm.) high; Humbug, 29 of 100 and Cherub 24 of 100 both from the 
Cub collection; all with card certificates 
£70-100

78 Five artist teddy bears, including a Limi-Ted-Edition George 1 of 5 by Fiona Day, with cinnamon mohair and card 
certificate --13in. (33cm.) high; an Allenby Bears, Gully 2 of 2 with grey tipped mohair, and card certificate, a 
Bears by Jack and Jill, Wilf with card certificate and two others 
£50-80

79 Four Hermann teddy bears, a Perry polar bear, 169 of 750, with card certificate --16in. (40.5cm.) high; a standing 
Bush Baby, a Waldgeist 53 of 500 with card tag and another (small stains to pads of polar bear) 
£50-80

80 Four boxed Merrythought teddy bears, a Diana Princess of Wales tribute bear, 2426 of 2500 with certificate and 
packaging box, a baby blue bear,27 of 250 with card certificate, 11 1/2in. (29cm.) high; an International 
Collectors Club bear 60of 500 and another (plastic to two window boxes cracked) 
£50-80

81 Three unknown artist dogs on wheels, a Lakeland terrier/Airedale with light brown body and black mohair back 
--7in. (18cm.) long; a white mohair dog with brown markings and a smaller dog 
£60-80

82 Three small artist bear, the largest with pink mohair, black glass eyes, brown airbrushing detail around eyes, 
brown stitched nose and mouth --4 3/4in. (12cm.) high; and two other as badges 
£50-80

83 A Steiff limited edition Teddy's Elephant exclusive to the Daily Telegraph, carrying miniature felt elephant, 99 of 
3000 for 2003, in original box with certificate --9 1/2in. (24cm.) high 
£40-60

84 A Steiff limited edition Christmas Sledge Set 2002, 2463 of 3000, set includes two mohair teddy bears, larger 
pulling the smaller on a wooden sledge, in original box with certificate --7in. (18cm.) high largest bear 
£60-80

85 A Steiff limited edition Christmas Musical teddy bear, 808 of 2000, plays 'White Christmas', in original window 
box with certificate and outer packaging --12in. (30cm.) high 
£60-80

86 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, Matthias, the nostalgia teddy bear, with golden blonde tipped mohair, 657 
of 1500, in original box with certificate --15 3/4in. (40cm.) high; and a 125 Years Teddy Bear Celebration bear 
3558 for the year 2005, in original box with paper bag 
£60-80

87 A Steiff limited edition Knut Masterpiece polar bear, 64 of 3000, standing on all fours, long pile alpaca fur, with 
double jointed neck, in original box with certificate --13in. (33cm.) long 
£80-100

88 A Steiff limited edition Beatrix Potter Mr Todd, 798 of 1500, in original box with tag certificate and outer 
packaging --14 1/2in. (37cm.) high 
£80-120

89 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, a Scottish bear, with white mohair and 'Scottish Parliament Tartan bow- 
tie, 2150 of 3000; and an Irish bear with red/ brown mohair and Celtic enamelled silver locket,1994 of 2000 --13 
3/4in. (35cm.) high; both in original boxes with certificates 
£80-120

90 A Steiff limited edition Alpine Herdsman with dog, 347 of 1500, made exclusively for Germany, in original box 
with certificate --12in. (30cm.) high 
£80-120

91 A Steiff limited edition 50th anniversary Paddington Bear, 144 of 1500, with suitcase, in original box with tag 
certificate and outer packaging --11 1/2in. (29cm.) high 
£80-120
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92 A Steiff limited edition Sherlock Holmes teddy bear, 439 of 1500, made exclusively for German Department store 
Kardstadt, in original box with certificate, outer packaging and Steiff paper bag --13in. (33cm.) high 
£100-150

93 A Steiff limited edition Bell Boy teddy bear, 202 of 2000, made exclusively for the UK and Ireland with long grey 
mohair and blue leather collar with bells, in original box with certificate and outer packaging --16in. (40cm.) high 
£60-80

94 A Steiff limited edition Bella UK teddy bear, 653 of 2000, made exclusively for the UK, with red leather name tag, 
in original box with certificate --15in. (38cm.) high 
£50-80

95 A Steiff limited edition Beijing Olympics Panda bear, 420 of 2008, holding a stick of handmade felt bamboo, in 
original box with certificate --10 1/4in. (26cm.) high 
£60-80

96 A Steiff limited edition Christmas Caroler teddy bear, 972 of 2,000, with top hat, lantern and sheet music, in 
original box with certificate and outer packaging --12 1/2in. (32cm.) high including hat (slight scuff marks to back 
of hat) 
£50-70

97 A Steiff limited edition Christmas Caroler teddy bear, 592 of 1500, with chestnut mohair, grey felt top hand and 
holding a candle stick, in original box with certificate --13 3/4in. (35cm.) high including hat, 
£50-70

98 A Steiff limited edition Coca-Cola Santa Claus, 2241 of 10,000, a recreation of the 1931 Haddon Sundblom 
advertising campaign, Santa carries a bag containing a miniature white mohair teddy bear and other gifts, in 
original box with tag certificate --13 3/4in. (35cm.) high (slight creasing to back of base, behind foot, outer box 
with some creases) 
£50-70

99 Two Steiff limited edition British Collectors teddy bears, both made exclusively for the UK and Ireland, 2004 bear 
with caramel mohair, 881 of 4,000 and 2000 bear with champagne mohair, 3208 of 4000, both in original boxes 
with certificates, 2004 bear with outer packaging and a Steiff paper bag --18 1/2in. (40cm.) high (small tear to lid 
of box of 2000 bear) 
£80-120

100 A limited edition Queen Elizabeth II, 80th Birthday teddy bear, 364 of 1500, made exclusively for Peter Jones 
(China) with light blonde mohair, blue velvet sash with crystal brooch and embroidered foot pads, plays the 
National Anthem in original box with certificate, outer packing and Steiff paper bag --12 1/2in. (32cm.) high 
£60-80

101 A Steiff limited edition The English Musical teddy bear, 3138 of 4000 made exclusively for the UK and Ireland, 
with brown tipped mohair, cream silk ribbon, plays Edward Elgar's "Pomp & Circumstance", with fabric 
embroidered bag, certificate, outer packing and paper bag --12in. (30cm.) high 
£60-80

102 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, A British collectors 2000 bear, with champagne mohair, 3213 of 4000,in 
original box with certificate and paper bag --15 3/4in. (40cm.) high; and a black mohair Bear of The Year 2008, 
828 of 1500, with fabric bag, certificate and outer packing 
£80-120

103 Two Steiff limited edition teddy bears, an Wasser (water) Element Bear, with blue mohair, 672 of 2000, with 
drawstring bag, tag certificate and outer packing --12 1/2in. (32cm.) high; and a Golfer teddy bear, 1148 of 3000 
with drawstring bag and three paper bags (slight staining to sleeve of golfer) (5) 
£80-120

104 Two Steiff yellow tag Classic replica teddy bears, a green/ grey mohair --14 1/2in. (37cm.) high; a light brown 
mohair and a Steiff pencil, rubber, book mark, note pad and paper bag 
£60-80
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105 Two Charlie Bears Rhubarb and Crumble, 3588 of 7000, with magnetic paw pads, enabling them to hold hands, 
Rhubarb with mink plush with black tip --12in. (31cm); and Crumble with mink plush with brown tip, both with tag 
certificates and fabric red bag 
£50-70

106 Two Charlie Bears, teddy bears A Charlie Bears Charlotte teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, with golden and 
cream long pile plush, with card tag --23in. (59cm.) high; and a grey long pile plush with card tag and red fabric 
bag 
£60-80

107 A Charlie Bears Magnolia rabbit, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, cream and white with black tipped 
plush, with card tag and cream fabric bag -12in. (30cm.) 
£40-60

108 Two Charlie Bears, teddy bears, Owen designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, with golden plush, growler, card 
tag, in original box with cream fabric bag --15in. (38cm.) high; and an Always, designed by Isabelle Lee, with 
card tag and red fabric bag 
£70-100

109 Four limited edition artist/ collectors teddy bears, a Hermann Captain smith from the Titanic 486 of 500, with card 
tag --16in. (41cm.) high; a Mother Hubbard Bloo -Beary, 1 of 50 with card, a Goody Two Shoes, Annie 1 of 1 by 
Sally Anne with white cotton dress and card tag and another (some thinning to peak of hat and foot pads of 
Hermann) 
£60-80

110 A Bo Bears Designs Iven teddy bear by Stacey Lee Terry, with peach mohair, black glass eyes, suede pads, 
original tags certificate and signed to foot pad (faded) --13in. (33cm.) high 
£60-80

111 A Bo Bears Designs teddy bear by Stacey Lee Terry, with golden mohair, signed Stacey L Terry 10/10 1996 to 
foot pads and back seam label --11 1/2in. (29.5cm.) high (no tags) 
£50-70

112 Four artist teddy bears, Two Hardy Bears by June Kendall with tag certificates, a Ratbagg-N-Toady bear and an 
Annette Freeth Panda Rhys for Bromley Bears with tag certificate --7in. (18cm.) high 
£40-60

113 Four Artist/ Collectors teddy bears, an Eduard Cramer blonde mohair bear, 44 of 2000 with tag certificate --11in. 
(28cm.) high; a Pam Howells, Bears that Are Special brown tipped bear, with tag certificate and two others 
£50-70

114 Five Merrythought teddy bears, including a limited edition Helen, no.149 signed by Oliver Holmes to the foot 
pad, with tag certificate, a Baggy New Born Polar bear, 47 of 500 with card tag, a Lost Bear, 74 of 100 with card 
tag and two others 
£50-80

115 Four Merrythought teddy bears, a sun bleached red replica from The Early Years collection, 363 of 45, in original 
box with tag certificate --14in. (35.5cm.) high; Orange Fizz,126 of 500 with tag certificate and two others 
£50-80

116 Five Hermann teddy bears, including a Musical Harmony bear, 126 of 600 plays let me be your teddy bear, with 
tag certificate --12in. (30cm.) high; Fabian, 138 of 1000, with tag certificate, Gregory 513 of 1000 and two others 
£50-80

117 Five Hermann teddy bears, a limited edition Past Times Christian Musical Christmas bear 2004, 53 of 400, with 
tag certificate and packing box --14in. (35.5cm.) high; a Kristina Dietzel artist bear, Rolli Molli, 8 of 500, with tag 
certificate, a The Spectacled Bear, Annual bear 2003, with tag certificate and two others 
£50-80

118 Seven Herman soft toy/ teddy bears, comprising of a large Hippopotamus --27in. (68.5cm.) high; and baby, two 
elephants, two unjointed teddys and a dog, all with card tags 
£50-80
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119 Three Hermann teddy bears, A Hip Hop bears, Hop, with cinnamon mohair, 440 of 500 with card tag --11in. 
(28cm.) high; a Neewa bear 46 of 800 with card tag, another and a Clemens brown bear (4) 
£40-60

120 Six German collectors teddy bears, Two Gund teddy bears, two Sunkid bears and two Kosen bears, all with tags 
--10in. (26cm.) high 
£50-70

121 Two Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, The Christopher Radko Bear, with ornament, in original window box --17in. 
(43cm.) high; and a Bobby bear (plastic window loose at top) 
£40-60

122 Five artist teddy bears, a Balgowlah Bears Sydney by Lorraine Davey, 9 of 20 with tag certificate --13in. (33cm.) 
high; an Oldacre Bear Georgie with tag certificate, a Blue Bells Bears Booby 1 of 1 with tag certificate and two 
others 
£60-80

123 Six small artist teddy bears, including a Sue Gibson Purton, with brown mohair, and tag certificate --10in. 
(25.5cm.) high; a Brimley Bear Company Cassey 1 of 1 with card tag; a Rooseveths Coco 11 of 250, and three 
others 
£50-80

124 Five collectors teddy bears, a Deans Rag Book Co. old Father Time, 1660 of 4950 in original box with tag 
certificate and outer packing --14in. (35cm.) high; and a Merrythought Coronation Bear, to celebrate the 50th 
Anniversary of Queen Elizabeth II, wearing a coronation crown coin, 225 of 1953 in original window box with tag 
certificate and outer packing, a Merrythought Hope and Peace bears, in original window boxes with certificates 
£50-70

125 Four collectors teddy bears, A Deans Rag Book Co. Adult Polar bear, 3 of 500 with card tag --13in. (33cm.) high; 
a Deans Rag Book co. British Bear 369 of 1000, and two Canterbury Bears 
£50-70

126 Five artist teddy bears, including a Hartnell bears with honey gold mohair --17in. (43cm.) high; a Little Witney 
bear 41 of 500 by Valerie Lyle, a Lily by Mother Hubbard, 2 of 5 and two others 
£60-80

127 Seven Gund teddy bears, including four boxed collectors bears for the years, 1996, 1998, 2001 and 2004, a 
limited edition Jasper,442 of 550 with brown mohair --13in. (33cm.) high; and two others 
£40-60

128 Three unknown artist teddy bears, a blonde mohair, with black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth --23in. 
(58.5cm.) high; a cinnamon bear in waistcoat and another 
£60-80

129 Four artist teddy bears, a Bears by Nicki, Mickey, with card tag --14 1/2in. (37cm.) high; and three others 
£40-60

130 A H.M. Bears R. A.Tarsed S.R.N D.I.E soft toy rat, by Iris and Ches Chesney, dress as a nurse with card tag --14
 1/2in. (37cm.) high; a Charlie Bear and another (stain to dress of rat, Charlie Bear with out tags) (3) 
£50-70

131 Four Merrythought teddy bears'- soft toys, Bepo Clown Golly, 140 of 200 with tag certificate --13 1/2in. (34cm.) 
high including hat; and Gemini Toys rabbit (5) 
£50-80

132 Five collectors teddy bears, including three Deans Rag Book Co. teddy bears; Dickie 46 of 50 with card tag, a 
Canterbury Bears Primrose with card tag --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high; a giraffe and teddy bear fox costume (6) 
£50-80

133 Three soft toy friends, a Merrythought. Alpha Farnell elephant, 12 of 500 with card tag and label to foot pad 
--15in. (38cm.) high; an artist style Schuco bell hop and another (elephant missing top, cracking to feet) 
£40-60
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134 Eleven Nuns Pardon artist teddy bears, including a Brewster a dressed bear, with card tag --10 1/2in. (26.5cm.) 
high; a Barnun, with ruff, a Jopi, with blue plush, a monkey with aged blue felt romper and six others nine with 
card tags 
£60-80

135 Five artist teddy bears, a Susan Jane bears Bracken 4 of 10 with card tag --18in. (46cm.) high; a Bo Bears bear 
by Stacey Lee Terry and three others 
£50-80

136 Four Susan Jane artist teddy bears, Herbert Bear, dressed in a uniform, with card tag --14in. (35cm.) high and 
three others 
£40-60

137 Nine artist teddy bears, including five A Better Class of Bear, bears by PM Hillier-Brook, Blade --13in. (34cm.) 
high; all with card tags; three Joanne Ellis bears and another 
£60-80

138 Seven manufactured teddy bears, Robin Rive Country Life bears, little Sue 57 of 300 with card tags --7 1/4in. 
(18.5cm.) high; a Deans Rag Book Co. William 43 of 50 for Camp Hopson Department Store, Four Boyds bears 
and another 
£60-80

139 Five collectors teddy bears, a Steiff yellow tag seated with dark brown mohair, open mouth --9 3/4in. (25cm.) 
high; a smaller Steiff bear with remains of white tag and three Merry thought bears 
£50-80

140 Three collectors teddy bears, included a blonde mohair bear for Harrods, possibly by Canterbury bears --23 
1/2in. (60cm.) high; and two others 
£40-60

141 Two Steiff yellow tag dogs, Treff --12in. (30cm.) high; and Peky 
£50-80

142 Two Vanessa Whitehead artist teddy bears, a black and pink velvet bear with painted face, siting on a cushion 
no.365 --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high; and another no.351 both with suede tags 
£50-80

143 Two Vanessa Whitehead artist teddy bears, a brown synthetic plush head and bib, with tweed body, arms and 
legs with suede accessories seated on tweed blanket no.739 --18in. (45.5cm.) high and another both with suede 
tags 
£50-80

144 A Venessa Whitehead artist cat, with stripped plush, painted details to tail, no.7 suede tag and fabric bag --20in. 
(51cm.) high; and two Gemini Toys sleeping rabbits 
£40-60

145 An Olga Titova artist teddy bear, dressed as naval officer,  with metal tag to back --10in. (25.5cm.) high (small 
stain to bottom of shirt) - from Grandmas Teddy Bear Museum 
£30-50

146 A post-war Hermann teddy bear, beige mohair with brown tips, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs --24 1/2in. (62cm.) 
£30-40

147 Two Merrythought Cheeky teddy bears, the larger with brown synthetic plush, orange and black plastic eyes, 
black stitched nose mouth and claws label to foot pad --15 1/2in. (39.5cm) high; and a vintage Soppy in his dog 
house on a chain (tear to door on dog house, slight wear to pads of largest Cheeky) 
£50-80

148 Six soft toys, including an Alpha Farnell black cat --5 1/2in. (14cm.) high including tail; a Chiltern Muffin the Mule 
hand puppet, a Farley's Rucks donkey and three others 
£80-100
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149 A Gabrielle Designs Paddington Bear, with orange felt hat, brown duffle coat, yellow wellington boots, with 
luggage label --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (small stain to back of hood) 
£40-60

150 Two post-war Steiff soft toys, a Lulac rabbit with blue and black glass eyes, swivel head, and jointed limbs with 
button to ear; a Steiff Zotty with button to ear and yellow cloth tag, three modern yellow tag animals and a small 
arm chair 
£70-100

151 A rare Steiff Roloplan 150/2 Kite, 1909 -1942, probably pre-war, yellow and red cloth wings, with original red 
cloth bag --59in. (150cm.) long; and a Steiff reproduction Rolopan 150/2 kite, 18 of 1000, in original box with 
certificate 
£150-200

152 Three 1950s Steiff Foxy Fox terrier dogs, to with red collars, the largest --11in. (28cm.) high 
£70-100

153 Three 1950s Steiff Foxy Fox terrier dogs, all with buttons to ear and remains of yellow tags --8 3/4in. (22cm.) 
high largest 
£70-100

154 Five post-war Steiff dogs, including three Foxy fox terriers, one with button to ear and leg label with Made in US 
Zone Germany -- 4in. (10cm.) high; and two Cockie Coker spaniel's both with buttons, one with yellow cloth tag 
£60-80

155 Four Steiff 1950s fawns, one with velvet an other with button to ear and yellow tag --7 1/2in. (19cm.) high (velvet 
with small holes to sides) 
£60-80

156 Five Steiff 1950s wild animals including a Zebra --8 3/4in. (22cm.) high, a camel and three fawns, two with 
buttons and yellow tags 
£60-80

157 Five Steiff 1950s Peky dogs, four with chest tags, all with button to ears --12in. (30cm.) high 
£100-150

158 Four post-war Steiff dogs, two Mopsy's one with chest tag, both with button to ear with yellow cloth tags --8 1/2in. 
(22cm.) high; two Draylon Cosy Peky's with chest tags, button to ears and yellow cloth tags, and a dog radio 
£60-80

159 Five post-war Steiff animals, an elephant, a lama --11in. (28cm.) high, a wool plush Dromedary, and two others 
(dusty) 
£60-80

160 Two post-war Steiff Leo reclining lions, both with chest tags --12in. (30cm.) high and reclining Leopard and a 
pink dolls wardrobe (wear and thinning to lion, Leopard bald and worn with holes) 
£20-40

161 A good quality Pomeranian or Spitz dog 1920-30s,  possibly French with long and short white wool plush, clear 
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, curled tail and squeaker --11in. (28cm.) long 
(general wear) 
£80-120

162 A quantity of vintage teddy bears and soft toys, including a white syntenic plush Pedigree teddy bear, with white 
blue and black glass googly eyes, who was a guest at Television Centre in October 1999 --19in. (48cm.) high; a 
blue rabbit, a reclining tiger, a Peter Rabbit, a selection of small Trolls and others (approx. 30 items) 
£50-80

163 A 1930s white mohair Musical Chiltern teddy bear, with black stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs, velvet 
pads, card lined feet and pressure operated musical movement --18in. (46cm.) high, and a German 1930s teddy 
bear (both with thinning and wear, Chiltern with large blad areas, both missing eyes) 
£80-100
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164 Two 1930s Alpha Farnell seated monkeys, the larger with inset felt face, white and brown glass eyes, and 
inoperative music mechanism, both with red felt fez hats and waistcoats, both with labels to underside of legs 
--11 1/2in. (29cm.) high; and a boxed, 'The Teddy Bears series of gummed decorations for friezes or furniture' 
(larger Farnell with holes to underside of right foot) 
£100-150

165 An unusual 1930s ‘Ridalong the Cycling Novelty’ rabbit, mohair head with orange and black glass eyes with 
fabric dressed body, in original box with instructions --11in. (28cm.) high when mounted on bike (moth nibbles to 
orange jacket, with stuffing showing through on arms, balding to hand and foot pads) 
£80-120

166 Three toy rabbits, a Steiff post- war Nikili rabbit with swivel head jointed arms, internal felt body, button to ear 
and squeaker --13 1/2in. (34cm.) high; a German composition clock work Easter Bunny and a pink hand puppet 
(Nikili, small hole to underside of feet, and stain, composition with slight wear, glove puppet with thinning and 
arm restitched) 
£50-80

167 Six post-war clockwork rabbits, including a Max Carl hunting rabbit with pipe, gun and fox, original labels to 
rabbit and fox --9in. (23cm.) high including ears; a rabbit eating from a bowl, a rabbit eating a carrot and three 
others 
£50-80

168 An early Steiff centre-seam bear on wheels 1905-10, of brown burlap plush, replaced orange and black glass 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, felt pads, standing on metal axle 
and cast-iron four spoked wheels --17in. (43cm.) long (replaced ears and tail, some nose stitching replaced and 
holes to pads, some general wear) 
£200-300

169 An early Steiff lamb on wheels circa 1910, with white felt face and legs, white bobbly wool plush, replaced 
orange and black glass eyes, tail, pull-cord voice, stood on metal frame and cast-iron six-spoked gold painted 
wheels --18 1/2in. (47cm.) long (balding to top of head and back, replaced ears and other damage and wear) 
£100-200

170 A rare Farnell Chloe Preston Squawk-a-Boo Island ‘soldier’ bird, with red mohair, clear and black glass eyes, 
with remains of painted backs, remains of black mohair wings and beak, black felt legs --2 3/4in. (7cm.) high; a 
Schuco dressed monkey perfume bottle; and a Toy Bearkind at School story book by John Howard Jewett 
(balding to bird, some wear to thinning to monkey's head, general age related wear) 
£80-120

171 Five Steiff post-war wild animal soft toys, two Rocky Capricorn Goats, both with button to ear and yellow cloth 
tags, the largest with chest tag --8in. (20.5cm.) high including horns; a penguin with button and remains of yellow 
tag and three others 
£50-80

172 Four Hermann soft toy animals, a pair of chained together fox terriers with tags --4in. (10cm.) high; a white and 
black cat, and a Steiff post war Hexie Dachshound (5) 
£50-80

173 Three post-war Steiff dogs, two Foxy Foxy Terriers, both buttons to ears and yellow cloth tags, the smaller with 
chest tag and a Terry an Airedale Terrier with chest tag --8 3/4in. (22cm.) high largest 
£70-100

174 Four post-war Steiff wild animal soft toys, a velvet giraffe with button, yellow cloth tag and chest tag --6 3/4in. 
(17cm.) high; a Mungo multi coloured monkey, and two others 
£60-80

175 Three Steiff teddy bears, an Orsi with carmel mohair, brown and black glass eyes, open mouth swivel head with 
jointed arms and felt bib --8 3/4in. (22cm.) high; and two cubs on all fours with both with chest tags, one with 
button to ear and yellow cloth tag (eye loose to Oris, small whole to felt foot of a cub) 
£70-100
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176 A rare seated Steiff Fox terrier dog circa 1910, with complete white ear tag, with white spotted details to eye, ear 
and base of tail, black glass eyes, remains of black stitched nose, mouth and claws, with bell, STEIFF 
underscored FF button to ear with white paper tag -- 7 3/4in. (17cm.) high (some thinning and wear to mohair) 
£300-400

177 An early Steiff teddy bear circa 1908 with provenance, with golden mohair, black boot button eyes, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and inoperative growler --23 3/4in. 
(60cm.) high; (moth balding to backs of legs and arms, other bald spots general wear and thinning, dusty, fading, 
seams slightly open in three places and slight damage to pads); and two original photographs of the owner of the 
bear, helping with the harvest Huccaby farm and with the Donkey at Rouges Roost, Poundsgate Dartmoor, with 
handwritten note on reverse, stating 'Veronica says, I don't want to look nice as long as Dolly does' (Dolly the 
Donkey) - this is the childhood bear of Veronica Cave-Penny born 6th March 1900 - died November 1984, as 
seen in the two original photographs 
£1,000-1,500

178 A late1920s Steiff seated Bully dog, with black and white mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and claws, swivel head, remains of horse hair collar with bell --5 1/2in. (14cm.) high (bald spots to velvet 
face, some thinning to mohair) 
£200-300

179 An early German teddy bear circa 1910, with golden mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and inoperative growler 
--14in. (35.5cm.) high (right ear re-attached, pads in need of attention, slight thinning) 
£80-120

180 A 1920-30s German teddy bear, with golden mohair, black boot button eyes, slotted in ears, black stitched 
claws, swivel head (stitched in place) and inoperative growler --11in. (28cm.) high; (replacement hand pads) 
£60-80

181 An early Steiff teddy bear circa 1909, with blonde mohair, possibly originally brown which has now faded, black 
boot button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed 
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and FF underscored button in ear --12½in. (32cm.) high (general wear and 
thinning, pads patched, nose restitched) - purchased from Christies 17th July 2007 
£500-800

182 A rare Steiff rabbit, circa 1910, with white, black and orange mohair, black boot button eyes with red felt backs, 
felt feet, button to ear marked STEIFF with underscored FF and remains of white paper tag --9 3/4in. (25cm.) 
long (hole to felt) 
£300-500

183 A rare early Steiff white teddy bear circa 1908, with black boot button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, brown 
stitched nose and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, inoperative growler, hump and 
unusually small STEIFF button with underscored FF --28in. (71cm.) high (bald spots to chest and muzzle, 
thinning and nibbles to pads) - this bear was sold at in these rooms 30th November 2017 and was known as 
'Beau' 
£3,000-4,000

184 A 1910-20s German teddy bear, with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperative growler and hump --21in. (53cm.) high (neat repair to 
underside of muzzle blad spots to underside of legs and bottom and front, new pads and general wear) 
£200-300

185 A post-war Hermann teddy bear, with bright golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, clipped muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, inoperative growler --22 1/2in. (57cm.) high ( thinning to foot pads, right with two 
holes, left eye loose) 
£30-40

186 A 1930s Chiltern teddy bear, with blonde mohair, black stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative 
squeaker --27 1/2in. (70cm.) high (patched to muzzle, chest and right foot, seams split at left wrist and ankles, 
left pad restitched, card lining removed,) 
£70-100
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187 Two bald British teddy bears, a Merrythought with blonde mohair, remains of black stitched nose, swivel head, 
jointed limbs and label to foot pad --19 1/2in. (50cm.) high; a Chiltern type and another in stripped pyjamas 
(worn) (3) 
£60-80

188 A rare 1907 Miller’s American Antiseptic teddy bear, with golden burlap, small clear and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --13 3/4in. (35cm.) high 
(some thinning small pen mark to muzzle left hand pad patched, glue to right foot pad) 
£300-500

189 A rare Aetna American teddy bear circa 1910, with golden mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, 
distinct black stitched heart-shaped nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump and inoperative squeaker 
—13in. (33cm.) high (some balding and general wear, pads recovered) - Aetna Toy Animal Co. was founded in 
1901 in New York; from 1906 until 1915 they sold the Aetna-bear, which originally was called the Keystone-bear 
£250-300

190 A rare Aetna American teddy bear circa 1910, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, pronounced 
clipped muzzle, distinct black heart-shaped nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads and 
card-lined feet, hump and inoperative squeaker —17in. (43cm.) high (hand pads replaces, some bald spots, 
general wear, hole to tip of right hand and repairs to feet pads) - Aetna Toy Animal Co. was founded in 1901 in 
New York 
£300-400

191 An American Columbia Laughing Roosevelt teddy bear circa 1907, with golden mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, black horizontal stitched nose and claws, pressure operated mouth opening to reveal red painted wooden 
insides with two milk glass teeth, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --23in. (58.5cm.) high 
(bald spots to left leg some thinning, small hole to right hand and foot pads) 
£400-600

192 A very large Chad Valley Bear Brand Stocking shop window display Teddy Bear from Birmingham’s Children’s 
Hospital 1950s, with golden mohair/mix plush, replaced plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads and the feet card-lined with hole in middle to insert pole for standing-- 
44in. (112cm.) high (ladder to material by chin, one ear needs attaching, dirt and general wear) 
£100-150

193 A rare 1930s Merrythought yellow artificial silk plush teddy bear, with orange and black glass eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and web claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with yellow felt pads, button to ear 
and label to foot pad --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (right foot pad with hole, thinning) - from Grandmas Teddy Bear 
Museum 
£150-200

194 A 1940-50s Farnell teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with painted cloth pads and inoperative squeaker, in a white and blue cotton 
dress carrying a basket --14in.(35.5cm.) high (neck Discretion can be seen, slight wear) -from The Susan Collard 
Collection 
£50-80

195 A 1920s British teddy bear, with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, with jointed limbs, fabric pads and working growler --17 1/2in. (44.5cm.) high (small patch to 
left foot pad, some thinning and wear) 
£100-150

196 Three post-war British teddy bears, a golden mohair Chad valley with label to centre seam, a Merrythought 
Winnie the Pooh and a Chiltern in a floral dress --17in. (43cm.) high (Chiltern bald to chest, and bald areas to 
back, Chad with wobbly head, and three replacement pads) 
£60-80

197 A British 1920s soft toy terrier dog, with brown mohair, black boot button eyes, black stitched nose and mouth 
--9in.(23cm.) high; and three soft toy dog pyjama cases 
£40-60
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198 Seven post-war British teddy bears, including a golden mohair musical bear, with orange and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed with painted pads --15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high; a panda, a 
dark golden mohair and others 
£70-100

199 A rare 1930s Chiltern blue Cubby teddy bear, with wool plush, clear and black glass eyes with painted backs, 
brown stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, velvet pads, card lined feet and inoperative growler --
13in. (33cm.) high and a pink knitted outfit - this bear was known as Blue bear and the outfit was probably made 
by the nanny (thin bald strip to tummy) 
£200-300

200 Five soft toys cats, including a standing Knickerbocker Toys Co cat with white and grey mohair, replacement 
button eyes, swivel head and label to chest --11 1/2in. (28.5cm.) high; a jointed Steiff cat; a Jungle Toys curled 
up spotted burlap kitten and two others (general age related wear, Kitten bald to head and curled back) 
£50-80

201 Seven soft toy animals, a rare German monkey with green mohair, orange and black glass eyes, inset felt face, 
ears and hands, swivel head and jointed limbs --18in. (46cm.) high; two other monkeys and four rabbits (felt 
hands to monkey in need of attention, general wear to all, one rabbit bald) 
£40-60

202 A quantity of soft toy animals, including Steiff post-war - Flossy fish --11 1/2in. (29cm.) long; a squirrel with 
acorn, a later pig and beaver; two Merrythought bulls, and eight others (general age related wear, some thinning 
to mohair, dusty, and kola bald) (12) 
£40-60

203 Seven dressed soft toy animals, including three foxes, two rabbits and two mice --22in. (56cm.) high largest 
(dusty, thinning, moth nibbles to felt clothing and general wear to all) 
£40-60

204 A well modelled 1920s British seated fox, with clear and black oily glass eyes, remains of painted backs, 
cinnamon mohair body, white bib and tail tip, black stitched nose and claws, head turned to the left --6in.
(15.5cm.) high (bald to left side with holes and staining); and five post war dogs (general wear and thinning, 
dusty) 
£50-80

205 A 1920s British rattle teddy bear, with blonde mohair, clear and black oily eyes with remains of painted backs, 
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs now stitched in place --15 
1/2in. (39.5cm.) high (thinning, hand pads replaced, spots to back of head) 
£60-80

206 A 1940s British teddy bear, with blonde mohair, clear and black eyes with remains of painted backs, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high (pads worn in places, 
some thinning, and blad spots, small hole to inner right arm) 
£40-60

207 A French pink art silk Joy teddy bear, with brown and black glass eyes, black velvet nose, black stitched mouth 
and claws, fabric lined ear, and pads with original tag --14 1/2in. (36.5cm.) high (slight wear) 
£50-80

208 A Chad Valley Teddy Bears Picnic race game, in orginal box, a Bobbie Bruin Frolics story book with fold-out 
bear, six Bobby Bears annuals, a monkey eating a banana and others (8) 
£50-80

209 A large British 1920-30s teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, joint limbs, remains of painted pads and inoperative growler --33in. (84cm.) high (old moth 
actvity, thinning areas of balding 
£50-80

210 A large French 1930s teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes with remains of painted backs, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and joint limbs --34in. (86cm.) high (faded to front, replaced pads, 
left ear loose) 
£50-80
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211 Seven continental teddy bears, three mohair, three art silk and one synthetic --26 1/2in. (67.5cm.) high (old moth 
attack and areas of balding, general age related wear) 
£50-80

212 Ten vintage soft toy, including a Merrythought monkey, a Merrythought Thumper, two Merrythought mice, five 
dogs and another 
£50-80

213 Three post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy bears, the largest with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and joint limbs, remains of painted pads --19 1/2in. (50cm.) high (all 
with old moth attack, balding and thinning) 
£60-80

214 Four Chad Valley teddy bears, largest with golden mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, joint limbs, painted pads, remains of label to foot pad and growler --19in. (48cm.) high; 
and another (all with age related wear, some thinning) (5) 
£50-80

215 A Chiltern type teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, joint limbs, cloth pads --22 1/2in. (57cm.) high; and a German teddy bear (thinning to and bald 
areas to both) 
£60-80

216 Eleven post-war British teddy bears, a Wendy Boston with golden synthetic plush, orange and black plastic eye, 
unjointed --15 1/4in.(39.5cm.) high; a musical white mohair bear with pink pads and others 
£50-80

217 A 1930s Chad Valley Golly, with velvet dressed body, fabric eyes, red painted nostrils and mouth, swivel head 
and jointed limbs, label to foot pad and back --14in. (35cm.) high; and a Golly dexterity puzzle 
£80-100

218 A post-war Chiltern teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, joint limbs and inoperative squeaker --21 3/4in. (55cm.) high (small stain to hand pad, left 
foot pad missing stitches) 
£60-80

219 A Merrythought Richard the Lion, from the Mr Whoppit television series, with golden and white artificial silk, 
floating pupil eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, black ear backs and label to under side of foot-- 11 
1/2in. (29cm.) high (missing tail, red mark to head where hat would have been, missing hat and jumper, general 
wear) 
£40-60

220 Three post-war large Koala bears, of kangaroo skin with orange and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose and 
claws --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high largest 
£30-50

221 A 1930s Chiltern type teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes, with remains of painted backs, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, joint limbs, cloth pads --20 1/2in. (52cm.) high(slight thinning) 
£60-80

222 A 1920s Schuco miniature monkey compact, with dark golden mohair, flocked tinplate face, metal framed jointed 
body with felt hands and feet, the head is removed to reveal lipstick holder with lipstick and the body opens to 
reveal powder compact with original powder and pad - 31/2in. (9cm.) high (wear to flocking) 
£100-150

223 Two post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, a panda with black and white mohair and a light brown mohair 
bear, both with metal pin eyes, black stitched noses, mouths and metal framed jointed bodies -3 1/2in. (9cm.) 
high (from the Susan Collard Collection) 
£60-80

224 Two post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, one with golden mohair, the other with dark golden mohair both 
with metal pin eyes, black stitched noses, mouths and metal framed jointed bodies one with jacket and hat --3 
1/2in. (9cm.) high (very slight wear) (from the Susan Collard Collection) 
£60-80
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225 Two post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, one with golden mohair, the other with light brown mohair both with 
metal pin eyes, black stitched noses, mouths and metal framed jointed bodies one with jacket and hat --3 1/2in. 
(9cm.) high (very slight wear) (from the Susan Collard Collection) 
£60-80

226 A post-war Schuco miniature British Petroleum's (BP) teddy bear, with brown mohair, metal pin eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and metal framed jointed body, with crown and green and yellow string with tinplate B.P. 
button --3in. (7.5cm.) high (slight thinning) (from the Susan Collard Collection) 
£50-80

227 A post-war Schuco miniature British Petroleum's (BP) teddy bear, with dark golden mohair, metal pin eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and metal framed jointed body, with crown and green and yellow string --3in. (7.5cm.) high 
(missing BP button, slight thinning to chest) (from the Susan Collard Collection) 
£40-60

228 A 1930s Schuco miniature lilac mohair teddy bear, with metal pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth and metal 
framed jointed body, felt hands and foot --2 1/2in. 96.5cm.) high (missing an ear and foot, wear) (from the Susan 
Collard Collection) 
£50-80

229 A 1930s Schuco miniature lilac mohair teddy bear, with metal pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth and metal 
framed jointed body, felt hands and feet --2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) high (balding to lower front and bottom, ear loose ) 
(from the Susan Collard Collection) 
£50-80

230 Two post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, one with golden mohair, the other with blonde mohair both with 
metal pin eyes, black stitched noses, mouths and metal framed jointed bodies --2 3/4in. (7cm.) high (very slight 
wear) (from the Susan Collard Collection) 
£60-80

231 Two post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, one with golden mohair, the other with dark golden mohair --3 
1/2in. (9cm.) high; both with metal pin eyes, black stitched noses, mouths and metal framed jointed bodies high 
(very slight wear) (from the Susan Collard Collection) 
£60-80

232 A Schuco clockwork mouse, with brown velvet body, metal pin eyes, black stitched nose, red short; and Schuco 
perfume bottle teddy bear, with golden mohair --4 3/4in. (12cm.) high (mouse missing right hand, left hand 
replaced, right foot replaced, bear missing bottle with some wear) 
£60-80

233 Two post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, a Panda with white and black mohair the other with golden mohair, 
both with metal pin eyes, black stitched noses, mouths and metal framed jointed bodies —3 1/2in. (9cm.) high 
(very slight wear) (from the Susan Collard Collection) 
£60-80

234 A 1920s Schuco teddy bear perfume bottle, bright orange mohair, flocked tinplate face, metal framed jointed 
body with felt hands and feet, the head is removed to revel perfume bottle --5in (12.5cm.) high ( thinning, wear to 
face, replacement perfume bottle and lid 
£60-80

235 Two 1920s Schuco teddy bear perfume bottles, a green mohair bear with flocked tinplate face, metal framed 
jointed body with felt hands and feet, the head is removed to revel perfume bottle --3 1/2in. (9cm.) high; and a 
brown bear body (missing head, green with thinning) 
£60-80

236 A bronze model of a bear, in a seated position --4 1/2. (11.5cm.) high 
£40-60

237 A blonde mohair teddy bear, circa 1920,  with orange and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with cotton pads, hump and inoperative growler, possibly 
British --22in. (56cm.) high (dusty, some thinning and wear, feet pads recovered 
£100-150
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238 An early Chad Valley teddy bear, with unusual brown mohair, black boot button eyes, black stitched shield 
shaped nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, pigeon chested and cork stuffed --16in. (40.5cm.) 
high (ears split with backs lined with black fabric, balding to face, some thinning and wear) 
£100-150

239 A small early German teddy bear circa 1911, with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, 
remains of black stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads and black stitched claws, slight hump 
and inoperative squeaker --9in. (23cm.) high (hole between eyes and right foot, general wear and thinning, 
dusty) 
£40-60

240 An Omega teddy bear, with dark blonde mohair, pronounced muzzle swivel head, jointed limbs, claw stitches, 
hump and inoperative voice mechanism --15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high (missing eyes, thinning and bald areas, pads 
replaced) 
£80-100

241 A 1930s Chiltern teddy bear, with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eye with remains of painted back (one 
missing), black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head stitched in place, jointed limbs and inoperative 
growler --18in. (45.5cm.) high 
£60-80

242 A 1940s brown wool plush Farnell teddy bear, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head and jointed limbs --15 1/2in. (39.5cm) high (small areas of balding to centre seam and tops of 
feet) 
£100-150

243 A 1920's Chiltern teddy bear, with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes with painted backs, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --27in.(68.5cm) high (balding to 
front, lower back and upper legs, and under side of legs, old moth activity, stained foot pad) 
£70-100

244 A Continental pink mohair teddy bear 1930s, probably German, orange and black glass eyes, pronounced 
muzzle with black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, pin jointed limbs and growler --16 1/2in. (42cm.) 
high (hem to left ear showing, slight thinning) 
£80-100

245 A British 1940s teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes with remains of painted backs, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --16in. (40cm.) high; and Eastern European cotton plush 
bear (2) 
£40-60

246 A 1930s Chad Valley Golly, with velvet dressed body, fabric eyes (pupils replaced) red painted nostrils and 
mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs, label to foot pad and back --14in. (35cm.) high; and a larger talking 
Pedigree Golly, currently with working voice 
£70-100

247 Three 1940s British soft toys, probably Dean’s Rag Book Co., a golden mohair teddy bear with orange and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, fixed head on a integral blue cloth body, with bandaged arm —16in. 
(40.5cm.) high; and two soldier dogs, with blonde wool plush, black stitched nose and mouths on an integral 
green felt uniform styled bodies, with red edging (dogs both missing eyes, moth nibbles to uniforms, bear with 
arm re-attached, wear and thinning to all) - from Grandmas Teddy Bear Museum 
£40-60

248 A 1950's Chad valley teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative growler --19in.(48.5cm.) high; and a Merrythought Yogi Bear 
(Chad with paw loose at pad seam hole to right foot pad, thinning and bald spots, general age related wear to 
Yogi) 
£40-60

249 A 1930s white mohair Knickerbocker teddy bear, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and small hump; with blue coat--27 1/2in. (70cm.) high (slight wear) 
£80-120
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250 A 1920s Farnell teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass spike eyes, black stitched nose mouth and 
web claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperable growler --16in. (40.5cm.) high (thinning, small hole to 
upper left chest, hand and feet pads replaced, arms restuffed) 
£250-300

251 A1920s German musical teddy bear, probably Moritz Pappe, with faded blue mohair, large clear and black glass 
eyes with orange backs, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and pressure operated 
musical mechanism —14in. (36cm.) high (stitched to nose, felt pads with wear and holes over stitched, closing 
seams to tops of legs loose, thinning with areas of balding, eyes glued in place) 
£200-300

252 An early white mohair teddy bear, possibly Hecla, black boot button eyes, brown stitched nose, swivel head, 
jointed limbs and hump --19 1/2in. (49.5cm.) high (bald, small hole to top of muzzle, nose possibly restitched, 
small amount of glue present, pads replaced, small darn to right arm) 
£100-150

253 A 1920s Eduard Cramer teddy bear, with blonde mohair, Y facial seam, clear and black glass eyes with remains 
of brown painted backs, distinctive brown stitched nose, swivel head and jointed limbs --11 1/2in. (29cm.) high 
(head loose and glued onto Discretion, hand and foot pad holes glued, thinning) 
£100-150

254 A 1920-30s Steiff teddy bear, with golden mohair, brown and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and claws, 
mouth drawn on, swivel head, jointed limbs and STEIFF underscored FF button to ear --17in. (43.5cm.) high 
(black under felt can be seen on nose, ears restitched, one possible replacement, bald and staining to head with 
other bald spots to front, hand pads replaced, holes glued to foot pads) 
£300-400

255 A 1920-30s British teddy bear, with pale yellow mohair, four part central head seam, clear and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head with jointed limbs and velvet pads and inoperative voice mechanism 
--14in. (35.5cm.) high (thinning and areas of balding, largest to underside of left leg, small spilt on back seam, 
small spilt to left inner leg seam) 
£150-200

256 A 1910-20s British teddy bear, possibly by Farnell, with dark wool plush, black boot button eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --14in. (35.5cm.) high (bald with old moth 
attack, replacement pads) 
£80-120

257 A Steiff white mohair teddy bear, circa 1910, with black boot button eyes, swivel head, jointed limbs with original 
felt foot pads, hump and inoperative voice mechanism --13in. (33cm.) high (heavily patched, use of glue on 
repairs -face, and muzzle noticeably, hand pads recovered original appear to be underneath) 
£50-80

258 A rare Rudolf Hass frosted golden mohair teddy bear, circa 1930, with clear and black glass eyes with remains of 
painted backs, black stitched nose with nostrils and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative growler 
--18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (foot pads recovered, originals appear to be underneath) 
£300-400

259 An unusually large Berg teddy bear, 1951-52, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth swivel head, jointed limbs, inoperative growler, hump and cloth label to back of ear --29in. 
(74cm.) high (some thinning, well replaced foot pads, small nibbles to felt of right hand pad, a small nibble to 
right foot pad) 
£40-60

260 A 1920-30s American style teddy bear, with bright golden mohair, orange and black glass stitch eyes, horizontal 
black stitches nose, swivel head, jointed limbs and growler --24 1/2in. (62cm.) high (slight thinning to face, 
thinning and wear to felt pads) 
£60-80
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261 An American teddy bear, circa 1910, with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes (one nibbled), black stitched 
nose with cloth underneath and claws, swivel head, joint limbs with felt pads and inoperative side squeaker 
--13in. (33cm.) high (small blad patch to side of face, some thinning, top of left leg restitched at seam, small 
nibbles to felt pads) 
£250-350

262 An American style teddy bear, circa 1910, with black shoe button eyes, cloth under nose visible, swivel head 
jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --11in. (28cm.) high (bald, replacement pads, foot pad with hole) 
£60-80

263 A 1930s German teddy bear, possibly Bing, with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with seam down back of leg and inoperative growler --14in. 
(35.5cm.) high (areas of thinning and balding, pads replaced, glue residue where arm and pad meet on left arm) 
£80-120

264 A 1930s German teddy bear, possibly Bing, with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes, with painted backs, 
black stitched nose mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with seam down back of leg and inoperable squeaker 
--12in. (30.5cm.) high (bald to back of head and upper left shoulder and right arm, left hand pad replaced, right 
hand pad with wear, small holes to foot pads) 
£80-120

265 A Merrythought Bingie Boy teddy bear, circa 1933, with blonde mohair swivel head, replacement eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth and claws, brushed cotton body, jointed limbs and dressed in blue --21in. (53cm.) high 
(worn, eyes glued in place) 
£60-80

266 A Merrythought Bingie girl teddy bear, circa 1933, with blonde mohair swivel head, dark orange and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, brushed cotton body, jointed limbs and dressed in a pink dress 
--16in. (40.5cm.) high (small hole to right ear, some wear) 
£60-80

267 A Farnell WWI ‘solider’ teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes, painted nose, swivel head, 
pin-jointed limbs and dressed as an 18th Century gentleman --4in. (10cm.) high (missing an ear, glue repairs to 
face and feet, worn) 
£100-150

268 A 1915-20 British rattle teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, swivel 
head and jointed limbs with internal rattle --12in. (30.5cm.) high (wear and thinning remains of nose) 
£80-120

269 A 1930s British red artificial silk plush teddy bear, clear and black glass eyes, shaved muzzle with black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative voice mechanism --20in. (51cm.) high (some 
thinning, mainly to head, replacement pads, hand pad with hole, left foot pad loose at seam) 
£200-300

270 An early British teddy bear, circa 1910- 20, bald with black replacement boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, 
black stitched nose, swivel head, jointed arms with cotton pad lining exposed (originally would have had felt 
over) and hump --12 1/2in. (32cm.) high (worn and patched) 
£60-80

271 A 1915-20 Terrys teddy bear, with golden mohair, large clear and black oily eyes with remains of painted back, 
black stitched nose, probably replaced, swivel head, jointed limbs and a large rounded hump --21 1/2in. 
(54.5cm.) high (thinning with areas of blading to legs, small hole to muzzle, some holes to legs, with remains of 
glue, pads replaced) 
£200-300

272 A 1930s Merrythought teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, button to ear and woven label to foot pad --14 1/4in. (37cm.) high (bald 
area to face, slight thinning, some staining to foot pads) 
£60-80
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273 A 1920s British clown teddy bear, with blonde mohair head and hand pads, brown and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, red mohair body with jointed arms --13in. (33cm.) high (bald area to face, some thinning to body) 
£80-120

274 A 1920s British clown teddy bear, with blonde mohair head and hand pads, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, blue mohair body with jointed arms and waistcoat --11in. (28cm.) high (some thinning, small bald 
area to chest, patch to back) 
£80-120

275 A 1920-30s short white mohair teddy bear, possibly French, with clear and black glass eyes with painted backs, 
pronounced muzzle, swivel head, jointed limbs, inoperative growler and white cotton dress --18 1/2in. (47cm.) 
high (bald to back of head, general thinning, paint splash to foot pad, small holes to foot pads) 
£80-120

276 A 1930s German teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes with remains of painted backs, 
black stitched nostrils and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs and inoperative growler --24 1/2in. (62cm.) high 
(slight thinning, patched to foot pads, some wear to hand pads) 
£60-80

277 A post-war Diem teddy bear, with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes with painted backs, black stitched 
nose and mouth, clipped muzzle and pads, swivel head, jointed limbs and growler --20in. (50.5cm.) high (small 
split to seam on left foot pad, slight wear) 
£40-60

278 A 1930s Joy-Toys teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes with remains of painted backs, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and label to foot pad --20 1/2in. (52cm.) high (general 
thinning, area of balding to back, stain to chest and small stain to leg, small holes to foot pads) 
£100-150

279 A Pixie Toys post-war musical teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black felt nose, 
black stitched mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, plays Teddy Bears Picnic and label to foot pad --15 1/1in. 
(39.5cm.) high (stitched repair to chin, some thinning with bald area around winder) 
£80-100

280 A 1950s Chad Valley Toffee teddy bear, with light brown mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with painted cloth pads, inoperative squeaker and original red knitted 
hat with replacement scarf --9 1/2in. (24cm.) high (some thinning and wear blad patch to tummy) 
£60-80

281 A 1930s Norah Welling teddy bear handkerchief case, unjointed, with blonde wool plush head, hands and feet, 
clear and back glass eyes with remains of painted backs, black stitched nose and mouth, orange velvet body and 
skirt with pom pom decoration and label to foot pad --18in. (45.5cm.) high (stains around press studs to skirt, 
pompom Discretionoloured, left foot seam loose) 
£60-80

282 A rare Merrythought Tumpy standing baby teddy bear, 1931-32, made for only two years, with blue wool plush 
with white wool plush muzzle, inner ears and tummy, blue and black glass eyes (replacement), black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head (stitched in place), jointed arms, blue felt pads, inoperative squeaker and 
label to foot pad --11in. (28cm.) high (glue to side of face, neck and back, some thinning) 
£100-150

283 A 1950s Steiff teddy bear, with light brown mohair, brown and black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head with jointed limbs and growler --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high (slight thinning) 
£100-150

284 A Steiff post-war Teddy Baby, with pale golden mohair, brown and black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, short 
mohair muzzle and tops of feet, open felt mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and script button with remains of 
yellow tag --11 1/2in. (29cm.) high (repairs to foot pads) 
£100-150
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285 A Steiff post-war Teddy Baby, with brown mohair, clear and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, short mohair 
muzzle and tops of feet, open felt mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --11in. (28cm.) high (balding to backs of 
legs and bottom, hand pads with holes, some thinning, collar with crack) 
£80-100

286 Two Chad Valley Cubby teddy bears, a 1930s bear with cinnamon and beige alpaca plush, orange and black 
glass eyes, swivel head and jointed arms, dressed in a school tie, with label to underside of leg --13 1/2in. 
(34cm.) high; and a Cubby Pyjama case with cinnamon and white mohair (thinning and wear to both, with area of 
balding to upper chest and bottom of Alpaca fur, felt foot pad replaced; balding to bottom of Pyjama case, left ear 
with hole and glue residue, nibbles to felt pads) 
£70-100

287 A 1950s Chad Valley Cubby teddy bear pyjama case, with cinnamon and white alpaca plush, orange and black 
glass eyes (one replacement), black stitched nose and claws, swivel head, jointed arms, elongated body, original 
card tag and label to underside of leg --14in. (35.5cm.) high (felt to foot pads faded and worn, left with hole which 
has been glued, small bald stripe to back) 
£60-80

288 A 1920s Chiltern teddy bear, with blond mohair, clear and black glass eyes with painted backs, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, one original brushed cotton foot pad with card lining, inoperative 
growler --18in. (46cm.) high (wear and thinning, bald patch to lower front, muzzle fraying/ holes, hands and one 
foot pads replaced) 
£60-80

289 Two post-war Chiltern Bruin teddy bears, both with light brown mohair with white mohair chest and inner ears, 
orange and black glass eyes, swivel heads, card lined feet, larger with growler --14 1/2in. (36.5cm.) high 
(thinning and wear to both, larger with bald areas to upper arms, repair to seam on upper right arm where it 
meets body, smaller with bald area to chest) 
£80-100

290 A Merrythought Cheeky pyjama case teddy bear, 1960s, with gold shaggy mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
swivel head and jointed limbs, Reg Design label to footpad --25 1/2in. (65cm.) high (glue around right eye) 
£80-120

291 Three post-war Continental teddy bears with labels, a small Mutzi with light brown mohair, brown and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose mouth and claws and badge to chest --8in. (20cm.) high; a Fechter bear with light 
brown mohair, with blonde tips, label to ear and a musical Clemens bear with chest tag 
£80-120

292 Four soft toy animals, including a 1950s Steiff Nikki rabbit, with integral green felt body and red shoes --12in. 
(30cm.) high; a Merrythought chicken, a pink rabbit with chimes and a miniature Berg duck with hat (stitch loose 
to dungaree strap on rabbit, moth nibbles to felt feet, tail and beak of chicken, hole on inner left leg with glue 
residue, mohair thinning and blad patched to rabbit) 
£80-100

293 A very large 1960s British panda bear, with black and white mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs --45in. (114.5cm.) high (bald patch to right leg, thinning 
and small bald areas to both feet, and lower body, signs of old moth, dusty) 
£60-80

294 Two post-war British unjointed teddy bears, a blue and pink wool plush with orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth --11in. (28cm.) high; and a Wendy Boston bear with tartan trousers, label to back of leg 
£60-80

295 Two post-war Chiltern teddy bears, a Ting-a- Ling with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth and painted cloth pads --13in. (33cm.) high; and another (thinning and wear to both, 
losses to painted pads, Ting-a-Ling foot pad spilt on seam) 
£60-80
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296 A large post-war Irish teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, growler and label to foot pad --31in. (79cm.) high; and another with bright golden mohair (Irish bear with 
nibble to felt hand and foot pad, right foot pad and ankle restitched, smaller bear with thinning and areas of 
balding) (2) 
£60-80

297 A large 1930s German teddy bear, with bright golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, horizontal black 
stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs and growler, dressed in a dapper stripped sports jacket, with Blue Peter 
Sports badge, which was introduced for a limited time - 4 July 2013 until end of September 2013 —high 
£40-60

298 An unusual 1920-30s German Yes/No teddy bear, with blonde mohair, black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, 
brown stitched nose, mouth and claws, tail-operated head mechanism, short mohair pads and inoperative 
squeaker --13 1/2in. (34cm.) high (thinning, with bald spot on muzzle, tail mohair replaced, elastic attached to 
back of head) 
£80-100

299 A 1930s French teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes with remains of painted backs, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and dressed in stripped romper with dummy --25in. (63cm.) 
high (replacement linen pads, thinning) 
£50-80

300 A Merrythought 1938 Dutch teddy bear dressed as 2nd World War sailor, with light brown mohair, black glass 
eyes, black stitched nostril nose and mouth, original pants with pockets, label to foot pad and home dressed in a 
dark blue sailor’s uniform --11 1/2in. (29.5cm.) high; and a monkey hand puppet which has been stuffed 
(Merrythought with thinning and wear patched to backs of legs, foot pads spilt and re stitched, glue residue 
around neck line of top, monkey with arm stitched at seam, general wear, dusty) (2) 
£40-60

301 Two Dean's Rag Book Co. teddy bears, a 1930s golden art silk bear with clear and black glass eyes, remains of 
painted backs, black stitched nose, swivel head and jointed limbs, with blue printed label "Made in England by 
Dean's Rag Book Co Ltd London" to foot pad --12in. (30cm.) high; and a dressed bear with golden art silk, 
floating pupils, with integral clothes (replacement pads to 30's bear, collar pinned in placed to dressed bear, 
general wear and thinning to both) 
£60-80

302 Three post-war Continental teddy bears with labels, a blonde mohair Schwika bear with orange and black glass 
eyes black stitched nose, swivel head, possible arms and jointed legs, with tag to ear; a Hermann in blue 
dungarees --18in. (46cm.) high; and a Fechter apricot mohair bear with label to ear ( Schwika with small hole to 
hand pad and glued hole to foot pad, Fechter with blue stain to head) 
£60-80

303 A 1920-30s Chad Valley teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, growler and button to ear and label to foot pad --25in. (63.5cm.) 
high ( staining to left arm and lower back, foot pads restitched, left leg stitched and repair to left arm seam, 
thinning) 
£80-100

304 Three German post-war teddy bears with tags, the largest an Anker bear with light brown mohair, orange and 
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, inoperative growler and original chest tag --28 1/2. (72.5cm.) 
high; a Hermann bear in traditional costume and a Clemens bear (slight wear) 
£50-80

305 A large Merrythought Mrs Twisty Cheeky teddy bear, 1966-68, with golden mohair head, orange and black 
plastic eyes, suede body with removable clothing, internal frame which allows the ‘twist' and label to underside of 
foot --24in. (61.cm.) high (some fading to clothes and staining to body, small bald spot to lower left hand side of 
face) 
£200-300
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306 A large Merrythought Mr Twisty Cheeky teddy bear, 1966-68, with golden mohair head, orange and black plastic 
eyes, suede body with removable clothing, internal frame which allows the ‘twist' and label to underside of foot 
--24in. (61.cm.) high (some fading to clothes and staining to body and muzzle, left hand with glued repair, split to 
top of foot) 
£100-150

307 A recent human sized Merrythought Grenadier Guardsman teddy bear, with blonde mohair head, hands and 
feet, brown and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose, swivel head, white velvet body with black velvet legs, 
remains of label to back of leg, red velvet ceremonial tunic and four World War II medals, including the Defence 
Medal and the Burman Star --79in. (200cm.) high including busby (small stitched to forehead, belt stapled by 
buckle, pen marks on lower, left sleeve, back of hand pad and back of jacket, old moth and balding to back of 
feet) 
£150-200

308 A Gabrielle Deigns Paddington Bear, with green duffle coat, dark drown hat, white Dunlop wellies, luggage label 
with hand written note 'Pre -registration' --18in. (46cm.) high (some small nibble to felt coat, hat a little faded) 
£50-80

309 A Gabrielle Designs Aunt Lucy, with grey/brown plush, original clothes, card tag, label in back seam and Darkest 
Peru 1 Jar coin in pocket --18in. (46cm.) high including hat (card tag with stain mark and small tear, three small 
nibbles to hat) 
£60-80

310 Three Gabrielle Designs Paddington Bears, Paddington in his original pyjamas and dressing gown, with back 
seam label --18in. (46cm.) high; a hand puppet and a smaller bear with card tag and label (nibbles and fading to 
dark blue hat, fading to felt of puppet and luggage tag cut) 
£80-120

311 A Gabrielle Deigns Paddington Bear, with green duffle coat, red hat, red Dunlop wellies, luggage label and back 
seam label --18in. (46cm.) high (hole to back of hat, luggage label creased) 
£50-80

312 A 1930s British teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head and jointed limbs --26in. (66cm.) high (missing some strands of stitching on nose, pen line at base of 
nose, replaced mouth, left ear loose, pads recovered and thinning) 
£60-80

313 A 1920s British teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker, dressed in red cardigan --13in. (33cm.)high; and a 
small Burlap bear in white dress ( wear and thinning, bald to top of face) (2) 
£80-100

314 A 1920s British teddy bear, with golden mohair, pale orange and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws swivel head, jointed limbs and card lined feet --19in. (48cm.) high (missing some 
strands of nose stitching, bald to tummy and back on left side, bald areas to legs and general thinning, card 
lining showing through pads in places) 
£60-80

315 A 1920s British brown mohair bear on wheels, with orange and black glass eyes black stitched nose, on all fours, 
mounted on metal base with articulated front wheels and pull along chain, leather collar with additional reins 
--26in. (66cm.) long (bald to back, face and parts of legs, small hole in forehead, wear 
£60-80

316 A 1930s Chiltern-type teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes (replaced), black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs in black jacket --25in. (64cm.) high ( bald area along neck 
line, pads replaced, one glued) 
£50-80

317 A post-war Chad Valley teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and painted pads, label to foot pad and growler --19in. (48cm.) high (small 
stain to lower muzzle, hand pads with repairs, bald patch to right leg) 
£50-80
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318 A 1930s Chiltern artificial silk plush teddy bear, with golden plush, clear and black glass eyes with remains of 
painted backs, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high (arms 
patched where they meet pads, left pad with holes, foot pads patched, some thinning mainly to chest and tops of 
ears) 
£60-80

319 A 1930s German pink mohair teddy bear, with clear and black glass eyes with painted backs, pronounced 
muzzle, slotted in ears, swivel head, jointed limbs, inoperative growler and hump --24 1/2in. (62cm.) high (all 
over thinning with bald areas, head loose, pads replaced) 
£50-80

320 A German teddy bear, circa 1910, with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head and jointed limbs in red shawl --15in. (38cm.) high (worn, areas of thinning and balding, pads 
replaced) 
£60-80

321 A 1920's Schuco Yes/No teddy bear, with remains of golden mohair, black boot button eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, tail-operated head mechanism and jointed limbs --13in. (33cm.) high; and another German teddy 
bear (Schuco, bald pads replaced, patch to face, repairs to tail, other with areas of thinning and bald balding to 
torso and back, pads replaced) 
£60-80

322 Two golden mohair teddy bear, the larger, English, clear and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth , 
swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative growler --21in. (53.cm.) high; and a smaller German bear (both with 
some thinning, larger with blad areas to backs of legs and left arm, stitched at tops of legs, smaller with 
replacement pads) 
£60-80

323 A post-war Pixie Toys teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose, mouth 
painted pads, label to foot pad --19in. (48.5cm.) high (some thinning, bald patch to back) 
£50-70

324 A post-war Pixie Toys teddy bear, with golden mohair orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth painted pads, label to foot pad --24 1/2in. (62cm.) high (left eye glued in place, some thinning to inner 
ears) 
£50-70

325 Two post-war Deans Rag Book Co. teddy bears, the smaller with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose with nostrils and mouth, velvet pads --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high; and a larger bear with label to footpad (wear 
to velvet pads, restitched at inner leg seams, larger bear with leg seams restitched, slight thinning to both) 
£60-80

326 Two characterful teddy bear friends, a 1920s English bear with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes with 
painted backs, nose and mouth drawn on, swivel head and jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker; and a lager 
1920-30s German bear with short golden mohair -- 25in. (63cm.) high (both with replacement pads and thinning, 
,smaller with blad areas to front of body and restraining to front, larger with inner leg seams repaired , Discretion 
visible to top of left leg, glue repairs to muzzle, nose with over stitching) 
£60-80

327 Two French teddy bears, a large Ede bear 1950, with blonde mohair, bright orange and black glass eyes, 
pronounce muzzle, black waxed nose, black stitched mouth and claws coming onto pads in a W, remains of red 
tongue, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative growler --25in. (63.5cm.), and a Murcy bear with blonde long 
shaggy mohair, clear and black glass eyes, black fabric nose, swivel head, broad shoulders and jointed limbs 
(small hole to right side of Ede bears head, mohair patched glued to lower right arm, other with thinning and 
pads replaced) 
£80-100
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328 Two teddy bear friends, a large German teddy bear with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, slotted in ears (glue remains), swivel head, jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker 
and hump --33in. (84cm.) high; and a smaller 1920s English bear with blonde mohair (larger with some thinning, 
bald areas to feet, left foot patched, pads with repairs, other with wear and thinning, with bald patches stain 
around right eye) 
£80-120

329 A 1930s Minnie Mouse soft toy, homemade cloth from pyjama case pattern --22in. (56cm.) high; a homemade 
Micky Mouse and a small 1930s dog hank with zip in back (General age related wear to all, Minnies eyelashes 
possible replacements as glue stains around inserted areas) (3) 
£30-50

330 Three worn teddy bears, the larger with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, head 
stitched in place, jointed limbs in pink and red dress --21in. (53.5cm.) high; a Merrythought bear with button to 
ear and label to foot pad, dressed in pin-striped waist coat and trousers and another (all with wear and balding, 
pads replaced) 
£60-80

331 Seven vintage colourful synthetic plush teddy bears, two with red plush, a small light blue bear, a large white 
with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, fixed head, with pin jointed legs --32in. 
(81cm.) high; a pink bear and two others 
£60-80

332 Three post-war Hermann teddy bears, the largest with light brown mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs --26in. (66cm.) high; and two smaller bears (pads 
replaced to larger bear, smaller with replacement hand hands and patched to foot pads, other with wear to pads, 
both with some thinning) 
£80-100

333 Two teddy bear friends, a Moritz Pappe teddy bear cub with brown wool plush, orange and black glass eyes, 
black fabric replacement nose, swivel head (stitched in place) and jointed limbs --20 1/2in. (52cm.) high; and a 
Japanese Kamar dog with blonde synthetic plush, clear and black glass eyes with remains of painted backs, and 
printed velvet pads (thinning and balding to both, larger with replacement muzzle and pads, patch to back of 
head, small hole to left side of dogs foot) 
£60-80

334 Three Continental teddy bears, a Grizzly polar bear on all fours, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, tag to left shoulder --11in. (28cm.) high; and two others both with tags/labels 
£60-80

335 Two German teddy bears, the larger with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs and growler --25in. (64cm.) high; and a blonde mohair bear (both with 
some thinning, larger with ears re-attached, hole to left arm and bald patch, right arm patched near pad, pads 
replaced to both bears , smaller with new mohair to arms ) 
£80-100

336 Three post-war Steiff Zotty teddy bears, including an unusual carmel Daylon bear, with brown and black glass 
eyes, swivel head, jointed limbs and yellow tag to ear --15 1/2in. (40cm.) high; a larger Zotty and two other Zotty-
style bears ( some thinning and wear to mohair bears, bib to smaller Steiff with bald patch and stain to right hand 
pad and inner mouth) (5) 
£60-80

337 Three Chad Valley teddy bears, a Magna teddy bear with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
horizontally stitched nose, black stitched mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs with label to foot pad, 
"CHAD VALLEY "MAGNA" SERIES HARBOURNE ENGLAND" inoperative voice mechanism --15 1/2in. 
(39.5cm.) high; and two others (Magna with all pads replaced, balding and wear to all) 
£80-100
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338 Three vintage teddy bear friends, the largest with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs; a smaller bear with golden mohair in green dress and a panda 
bear (smaller bear, with glue residue to nose, replacements pads, some thinking to all Panda with areas of 
balding and glue residue to chest) 
£60-80

339 Four British teddy bears all in vintage clothes, a Chiltern with golden mohair orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, joint limbs and squeaker --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high; and three others (all 
with wear and bald areas, one mostly bald, largest with replacement glued pads) 
£60-80

340 Four colourful teddy bears, a Chiltern teddy bear riding a trike; a white and pink mohair Tara Toys with opening 
mouth and a red jointed bear probably Hamiro --18 1/2in.(47cm.) high; and another unjointed bear 
£40-60

341 Three 1920-30s teddy bear friends, an American bear with white mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
fabric nose, black stitched mouth, swivel head and joint limbs --24in. (61cm.) high; a bald bear with flat boot 
button eyes and another (worn) 
£70-100

342 A post -war Pedigree teddy bear, with unusual brown mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, joint limbs, growler and label to back seam --18 1/2in.(47cm.) high; and a 1940s English 
teddy bear (left ear to 40's bear loose, slight thinning) 
£60-80

343 Four small British teddy bears, a Chad Valley with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, joint limbs and label to foot pad --13in. (33cm.) high; a balding Merrythought in a 
blue duffle coat and two others (Chad with hand pads replaced, thinning and balding to all, replacement pad and 
glued nose to bear in green) 
£50-80

344 Seven small Continental teddy bears, a 1930s German with blond mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --10 3/4in.(27.5cm.) high (thinning with bald areas); and 
six German/French bears (general age related wear, some thinning, pads replaced to two) 
£50-80

345 Three small British teddy bears, a 1930s Chad Valley with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, joint limbs and inoperative squeaker --13in. (33cm.) high, a 1930s 
Chiltern and another (some thinning to Chad, Chiltern with bald and patched face, other with damaged to pads) 
£40-60

346 Two 1930s British teddy bears, a Chiltern-type with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head and joint limbs —14in. (35.5cm.) high, a 1950s Pedigree and a small duck 
(worn) (4) 
£30-50

347 Three 1920-30s German teddy bears, the largest with short golden mohair, dark orange and black glass eyes, 
slotted in ear, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, joint limbs and inoperative growler --24 1/2in. 
962.5cm.) high; and two smaller bears (larger with thinning and pads replaced, smaller bears worn) 
£50-80

348 Three Continental teddy bears, a golden mohair, with clear and black glass eyes and remains of painted backs, 
brown stitched nose with felt underneath, swivel head and jointed limbs --22 1/2in.(57cm.) high; and a German 
with short bristly golden mohair, and another (all with wear and repairs, one missing an ear) 
£50-80

349 Two Continental teddy bears, both bald, one with clear and black glass eyes black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, joint limbs, growler in a green outfit --19 1/2in.(49.5cm); a large bear with blonde mohair and 
elongated body (worn) (3) 
£40-60
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350 Four Continental teddy bears, a beige mohair bear with orange and black glass eyes, slotted in ears, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, joint limbs and growler in floral top --28in.(71cm.) high, a golden cotton 
plush bear and two others (three pads replaced to beige bear, other with glue repairs, patch near left ear, others 
with wear and repairs) 
£50-80

351 Thirteen small continental teddy bears and soft toys, including a dressed Schuco rabbit, fixed head with arms 
and legs and label to foot pad --11in. (28cm.) high;(replacement ear); a Hermann monkey with tag, a clockwork 
cat, a Berg bear with green plastic tag and label to arm seam, a Petz with tag, three golden art silk bears and 
others (general age related wear) 
£40-60

352 A 1930s Merrythought teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, swivel head, jointed limbs 
and button to ear --25in.(63.5cm) high; and three others all with glue repairs ( Merrythought with glue remains 
and patch to muzzle, pads repaired, thinning, other with wear and repairs) 
£40-60

353 Three Continental teddy bears, a golden mohair bear with clear and black glass eyes, black stitched nose mouth 
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and pink felt pads -13 1/2in. (34.5cm.) high; a golden art silk and a modern 
Blechschmidt bear with label (slight wear) 
£40-60

354 An unusual 1930s teddy bear, with white mohair head and upper body, integral pink mohair wide hipped 
trousers, clear and black glass eyes with painted backs, brown stitched nose and mouth, fixed head and jointed 
arms --12in.(30.5cm.); and a dangling bear, with brown mohair head, black boot button eyes on a white felt 
background and fabric body (thinning and balding to mohair bear) 
£40-60

355 Two 1920s German teddy bears, with bright orange mohair, orange and black glass eyes, slotted in ears, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and pin jointed limbs --14 1/2in. (37cm.) high; and another (replacement 
red pads, worn) 
£40-60

356 Seven various teddy bear friends, including a white mohair American Character bear with brown and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and label to ear --13in. (33cm.) high; a German 
golden mohair bear in purple jumper, a brown synthetic bear with floating pupil eyes and four others 
£50-70

357 Four Continental teddy bears, a Fecther golden mohair with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and label to ear --15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high; and three other German bears 
£50-80

358 Nine post-war British jointed teddy bears, the largest --18 1/2in.(47cm.) high (worn) 
£50-80

359 Six post-war British teddy bears, the largest --18 in.(46cm.) high (some thinning and wear) 
£40-60

360 A 1920-30s British teddy bear, with large clear and black glass eyes, with remains of painted backs, swivel head 
and jointed limbs --23 1/2in. (60cm.) high (worn, patched with glue repairs); and a post war British bear (patched 
to arms) 
£40-60

361 Three clockwork toys, two Japanese, and a German Max Carl drinking bear, and a wooden pull-along drumming 
bear --9 3/4in. (25cm.) high (slight wear) 
£40-60

362 A Schuco clockwork Stein drinking mouse, and a Schuco violin playing clown; an artsilk walking cat --4 1/2in. 
(11.5cm.) high; and three dogs (some wear and thinning, mouse with damage to felt trousers) 
£80-100

363 A quantity of toys, a Cragstar battery-operated trumpet playing Monkey with bell, in original box--9 1/2in. (24cm.) 
high; and two clockwork donkeys, a black cat and three others 
£40-60
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364 Two 1930s Chiltern-type teddy bears, the larger with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker --21in. (53cm.) high; and another 
(thinning to both, larger with bald area to front, hand pads need attention) 
£60-80

365 Two 1920-30s British teddy bears, a blonde mohair bear with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --15in. (38cm.) high; and another 
(replacement eyes, thinning and wear) 
£60-80

366 A 1920s Farnell teddy bear, with golden mohair, pronounced muzzle, remains of black stitched nose, and claws, 
swivel head and jointed limbs --19in. (48.5cm.) high (worn, in need of restoration) 
£80-120

367 An early British teddy bear, possibly Teddy Toy Company, with golden mohair, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, pigeon chested and inoperative squeaker --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (missing 
eyes, left ear loose, wear and thinning) 
£80-120

368 Three 1930s Chiltern-type teddy bears, with blond mohair, two with orange and black glass eyes, all with black 
stitched noses and mouths, swivel head and jointed limbs --15in. (38cm.) high (one bald with replacement eyes, 
others with thinning bald spots and wear) 
£50-70

369 A 1920-30s French teddy bear, with short golden mohair, black boot button eyes, and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperative growler --25in. (63.5cm.) high (hole to top of 
arm seam Discretion showing, thinning with bald areas, pads worn) 
£50-80

370 A 1940s French burgundy mohair teddy bear, with clear and black glass eyes, red stitched nose and mouth, 
white mohair inner ears and pads, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --20in. (51cm.) high 
£40-60

371 A 1930s blonde wool plush teddy bear, with orange and black glass eyes black stitched nose and mouth, swivel 
head and jointed limbs, with felt pads --16 1/2in, (42cm.) high (would benefit from a clean, some thinning, pads 
worn) 
£40-60

372 A 1920s German teddy bear, with blonde mohair, black stitched nose, swivel head and jointed limbs --15 1/2in. 
(39cm.) high; and another (missing ears, eyes, lower arm pads foot pad repaired, other with wear) 
£50-80

373 Two 1920 -30s German teddy bears, with golden mohair, one with cupped ears --18in. (45.5cm.) high and 
another with slotted in ears ( some fading, one missing eyes, ears need attention, other with replacement pads) 
£50-80

374 A 1920s Farnell teddy bear, with blonde mohair, replacement eyes, black stitched nose and claws 
(replacement), swivel head and jointed limbs --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high ( thinning with bald spots, small hole to 
back of right ear, pads replaced) 
£80-120

375 Three small teddy bear friends, a 1930s golden mohair bear with orange and black glass eyes black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --11 1/2in. (29cm.) high and two others (replacement pads to 
two, and some thinning and wear) 
£40-60

376 Four post-war German wool plush teddy bear cubs, three with beige mohair and contrasting brown muzzles, 
inner ears and pads and a dark brown with cream muzzle inner ears and pads --10in. (25cm) high (some 
thinning) 
£40-60
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377 A small 1920s British teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs; and a 1920s pin jointed bear --14in. (36cm.) high (pin jointed with 
replacement eyes, legs and one arm stitched in place, smaller with left hand pad stitched at seam, some 
thinning) 
£60-80

378 Three German teddy bears, two with blonde mohair, the other with bright golden mohair orange and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head jointed limbs and inoperative growler --17 1/2in. (44.5cm.) 
high (thinning to all, with some bald spots, one with replacement pads, others with wear to pads, general age 
related wear) 
£60-80

379 Two 1930s Chiltern-type teddy bears, with pronounced muzzles, swivel heads and jointed limbs --21in. 
(53.5cm.) high (worn and eyes replaced) 
£50-80

380 Three 1930s German teddy bears, all with bright golden mohair and slotted-in ears, two with amber eyes, one 
pin-jointed --16in. (40.5cm.) high (wear and thinning, some pads recoverd and one Discretionoloured around 
face) 
£60-80

381 A 1930s British teddy bear, possibly early Pedigree with velvet muzzle and pads, dark blonde mohair, swivel 
head and jointed limbs --17in. (43cm.) high; and a 1940s British jointed teddy bear with blonde wool plush 
£60-80

382 Two British teddy bears, Buster Merryweather, a golden mohair bear with clear and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads and inoperative squeaker --19 
1/2in. (49.5cm.) high; and a smaller bear (some general wear, larger missing eye) 
£50-80

383 Two post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, both with black pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth and metal 
framed jointed bodies, one golden and one brown mohair with crown --3in .(7.5cm.) high 
£50-80

384 Two post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, both with black pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth and metal 
framed jointed bodies, the larger panda with black and white mohair --3 1/2in. (9cm.) high; and small blonde 
(slight wear) 
£50-80

385 Two post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, both with golden mohair black pin eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth and metal framed jointed bodies --2 3/4in. (7cm.) high 
£50-80

386 Three post-war Schuco miniature teddy bears, one with golden mohair, a dark golden mohair --3in. (7.5cm.) 
high; and a panda, all with metal pin eyes, black stitched noses, mouths and metal framed jointed bodies 
(mohair to pandas left leg loose) 
£60-80

387 A 1920s British teddy bear, possibly Chad Valley, with brown mohair, clear and black glass eyes with remains of 
painted backs, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and joint limbs --18 1/2in.(47cm.) high (to restore, 
missing ear, damage) 
£40-60

388 A large post-war Merrythought teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, squeaker and printed label to foot pad --28in. (71cm.) high (nibble to felt 
pads, some thinning, small bald area to top of left leg) 
£60-80

389 A post-war Chiltern teddy bear, with blonde mohair, black plastic nose, black stitched mouth and claws, swivel 
head and jointed limbs --17in.(43cm.) high (small patch to lower back) 
£40-60
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390 A Farnell golden wool plush teddy bear, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel 
head, joint limbs and inoperative voice mechanism --18in. (46cm.) high; and a smaller unjointed friend (Farnell 
nose strands loose, small bald spot to top of head, left foot missing pad, smaller with bald chest) 
£60-80

391 Two 1930-40s Farnell teddy bears, the largest with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, joint limbs, growler --19 1/2in. (49.5cm.); and a smaller bear (thinning and areas of 
balding larger missing an ear, hole to muzzle, pads in need of attention) 
£60-80

392 A late 19th Century cast-iron bear still bank, painted black --6 1/4in. (16cm.) high; and a quantity of marbles 
£30-50

393 An early 20th Century rabbit skin toy animal with provenance, possibly a cat with white and brown rabbit fur, 
orange and black glass eyes, remains of painted black nostrils and simply jointed arms --8in. (20cm.) high; with 
photograph of original owner, possibly holding animal under her arm, a similar larger creature in a chair, a dolls’ 
house and squirrel cage (card mount damaged) and a charming watercolour of children christening a dolly, with 
the larger creature also seated in the chair, on the reverse 'Mademoiselle Casson, many happy return of the day, 
a l'accasion de les 7 ans from papa' - this was the childhood toy of Antoinette Nellie Cosson (known as Nellie), 
born in London in 1901 to French parents, from age 12, Nellie attended the Grey Coat Hospital School for Girls 
in Westminster, then in 1919, was accepted at University College London (UCL), to read Chemistry, graduating 
in 1924 
£60-80

394 A rare Ashtead Potters Ltd Epsom A.A. Milne Christopher Robin nursery ware plate, illustrated with EH 
Shepard's original copyright designs, of the King and Queen eating breakfast, dancing, a cow and milk maid and 
others, this plate is No.14 of 24 pieces, copyright design Regd No.738535 and features the verse from The Kings 
Breakfast nursey rhyme, 'But, I do like a little bit of butter to my bread' --9 1/4in.(23.5cm.) diameter 
£80-120

395 A rare Ashtead Potters Ltd Epsom A.A. Milne Christopher Robin nursery tea set, illustrated with EH Shepard's 
original copyright registered designs - a teapot with Christopher Robin seated under a stick den with the word 
'Solitude', the other side with Christopher Robin, Pooh and Piglet leaping in the grass, no. 7 of 24 pieces, copy 
right design regd No. 746359 --4 3/4in.(12cm.) high (hairline crack to base of teapot lit, tiny nibble to spout); a 
milk jug, no.11 of 24 pieces with Christopher Robin, and the text, That's what I'm doing - Newting', Christopher 
and a net, and Emmeline with her arms out stretched (handle missing), a saucer no.24 of 24, a tea plate no.16 of 
24, with chip and sugar bowl with lid no.21 of 24 (badly cracked to side) 
£150-200

396 An early German pale grey burlap jointed elephant, probably Steiff or Strunz, with black boot button eyes, swivel 
head, jointed legs, remains of stitched toes and felt tusk --11in. (28cm.) long (worn with darned repairs) 
£300-400

397 A 1910-20s grey mohair Elephant on wheels, with open red felt mouth, stitched toes and cast metal, four spoked 
wheels --20in. (51cm.) high (holes in eyes, missing ears, balding) 
£50-80

398 Two items of teddy bear memorabilia, an amateur copy of Bessie Pease Guttman drawing of a child, teddy bear 
hunting --10 1/2in. (27cm.) high framed; and a Staffordshire vase with transfer teddy bear decoration (general 
wear) 
£60-80
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399 A very rare Steiff Dolly Bear, circa 1913,  the head of white mohair with black boot button eyes, pronounced 
clipped muzzle, light brown stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, rare blue mohair body and jointed 
arms, neatly replaced felt pads, hump, inoperative squeaker and STEIFF underscored FF button in ear —10in. 
(25.5cm.) high (general wear and balding, faded, blue colour visible mainly in joints and open seam at top of 
right leg) - very few of this iconic Steiff bears still exist, and just a handful in bright good condition, the 'Bär-Dolly' 
was originally conceived by Steiff as an American Presidential campaign mascot for Thomas Woodrow Wilson, 
following the success of Teddy's Bear and Billy Possum. Although as well as the patriotic red, white and blue 
colours, they were also available in green and yellow. For reference see Button in Ear, Jürgen & Marianne 
Cieslik, page 50 and Steiff-Teddy Bear Love for a Lifetime, Ciesliks, page 56 and 57. 
£1,000-1,500

400 A rare Steiff brown tipped mohair Clown teddy bear, 1926-28, with clear and black glass eyes with brown backs, 
pronounced part clipped muzzle, black vertically stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated 
limbs with felt pads, hump, tilt growler, STEIFF underscored FF button and replica conical felt hat and ruff —21in. 
(53.5cm.) high (bald spot to right cheap, fading and thinning mainly to head and arms, feet pads probably very 
expertly replace) - created original for the American market in 1926, it soon became a very popular style of teddy 
bear, for reference see Button in Ear, Jürgen & Marianne Cieslik, pages 192-193. 
£2,000-3,000

401 A rare Forest Toys of Brockenhurst Noah’s Ark, large wooden ark with sliding door and window, lift off roof and 
painted timbered effect, with lower grade Mr and Mrs Noah and pairs of animals comprising African elephants 
with lead tusks, camels, giraffes, polar bears, tigers, lions, zebra, cows and monkeys, a peacock, a pony, okapi 
and lamb —32in. (81.5cm.) long, 8 3/4in. (22cm.) height of giraffe (old damaged and repairs, some retouching, 
arks wheels replace with block and castors) 
£1,600-1,800

402 A rare Forest Toys of Brockenhurst Gypsy caravan, wooden with red and yellow printed paper sides, steps and 
luggage/hay rack, grey horse with oil-cloth tack, seated old lady knitting, bearded man and fox terrier —18in. 
(46cm.) long 
£300-400

403 Forest Toys of Brockenhurst hunt, two running horses with huntsman, four running hounds and a running fox —8 
1/2in. (21.5cm.) long (one glued horse leg) 
£150-200

404 A rare Forest Toys of Brockenhurst folding farmyard, wooden and cardboard with applied printed paper tiles and 
brick wall, pigsty, stables and pond —24 3/4in. (63cm.) x 21 1/2in. (55cm.) unfolded (slight wear, missing lid) 
£300-500

405 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst log wagon, wooden with a black and a brown working horse, red painted carriage 
with cast-iron wheels and tree logs —18 1/2in. (47cm.) long (pole, doubletrees and tack replaced, some wear) 
£80-100

406 A rare Forest Toys of Brockenhurst N.F.H. Pony Club 1948 trophy, carved wooden horse on wooden plinth with 
paper label made for the New Forest Hunt Pony Club —6in. (15cm.) long 
£80-120

407 A rare Forest Toys of Brockenhurst Forest pony with carved mane, wooden painted grey and black —3 3/4in. 
(9.5cm.) long 
£80-120

408 A rare Forest Toys of Brockenhurst heavy horse, wooden grey with red and white painted ribbon in mane, 
bobbed tail and red and white oil-cloth and painted tack —7 1/2in. (19cm.) long (neatly glued leg and slight wear) 
£80-120

409 Two Forest Toys of Brockenhurst horses, a rare lying brown horse with back legs to one side —5 1/4in. (13.5cm.) 
long and a dark brown heavy horse (two ankles neatly glued) 
£80-120

410 Forest Toys of Brockenhurst hunt, wooden, two standing horses, one brown and one grey with huntsman —7 
1/4in. (18.5cm.) high and eight hounds (one hound missing leg) 
£150-200
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411 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst tipping farm cart, wooden painted blue and red with cast-iron wheels, brown 
horse with black oil-cloth tack and farm hand —12 3/4in. (32cm.) long 
£80-120

412 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst New Forest pony and foal, wooden greys grazing —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) long (adult 
with chipped ear) 
£80-120

413 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst New Forest pony and foal, wooden brown grazing —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) long 
£80-120

414 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst donkey and foal, wooden standing with string tails —3 1/2in. (9cm.) long 
£80-120

415 Three Forest Toys of Brockenhurst New Forest ponies, wooden, brown, one standing —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) long, 
one walking and a foal grazing 
£100-150

416 Forest Toys of Brockenhurst hunt, wooden, two standing horses —8in. (20.5cm.) long, one brown and one black 
with oil-cloth saddles and huntsmen and seven hounds (a few hound legs repaired) 
£150-200

417 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst New Forest pony and three foals, wooden brown pony grazing —4 1/2in. 
(11.5cm.) long, a brown grazing and standing foal and a black and white piebald standing foal 
£100-150

418 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst cow and calf, wooden brown standing, lead horns —6in. (15cm.) long and lighter 
brown calf 
£80-120

419 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst cow and calf, wooden brown standing —6in. (15cm.) long and lighter brown calf 
£80-120

420 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst cow and calf, wooden black and white standing, lead horns —6in. (15cm.) long 
and lighter brown calf 
£80-120

421 Two Forest Toys of Brockenhurst large sows, wooden, one pink and one pink with black patches —4 1/2in. 
(11.5cm.) long 
£80-120

422 Three Forest Toys of Brockenhurst black farm animals, a cow with lead horns —4 3/4in. (12cm.) long (missing 
ear), a ewe and a pig 
£80-120

423 Two Forest Toys of Brockenhurst standing cows, wooden, black and white with lead horns, one grazing, one with 
string tail —6in. (15cm.) long (non-grazing with some cracking) 
£80-120

424 Two Forest Toys of Brockenhurst standing cows, wooden, light brown and white with lead horns, one grazing, 
one originally with string tail —6in. (15cm.) long (both tails missing, one leg glued) 
£70-100

425 Four Forest Toys of Brockenhurst sheep, wooden, three standing white sheep, two grazing —3in. (7.5cm.) long 
and a lamb 
£80-120

426 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst bull, stable boy and calf, wooden, the brown and cream bull with lead horns and 
ring through nose —6 1/4in. (16cm.) long, a stable lad in flat cap and holding metal stick; and a calf 
£100-150

427 Four Forest Toys of Brockenhurst sheep, wooden, standing white, a ram with metal horns —3in. (7.5cm.) long, 
two ewes, one grazing and a lamb 
£80-120
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428 Forest Toys of Brockenhurst two pigs and a goat, wooden, standing, one pink and one black and pink pigs —2 
3/4in. (7cm.) long and a brown and white goat 
£60-80

429 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst woman and four fowl, wooden, the woman with brown painted short hair and 
wearing white buttoned up dress —4 1/4in. (11cm.) high, two geese and two ducks for pond 
£100-150

430 A Forest Toys of Brockenhurst man, two pigs and a goat, wooden, the man in brown jacket with patch on elbow, 
grey trousers and grey cap —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high (chip to front of cap); two black and pink pigs and a brown 
and white goat 
£100-150

431 Forest Toys of Brockenhurst sheep, plain wood terrier and other make wooden dogs, two Forest Toy sheep and 
a ram (wear and damage, one missing flank); a Forest Toy unpainted Airedale type terrier; four carved wooden 
dogs including an English Bulldog, probably continental, a goat and parts of a bridge and piece of fencing 
£60-80

432 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Newfoundland dog, wooden painted black and white with leather collar —3 1/2in. 
(9cm.) long (some wear, chip to toe) 
£60-80

433 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Great Dane dog, wooden painted light brown —3 3/4in. (10cm.) long 
£80-120

434 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Borzoi dog, wooden painted light brown and black with textured finish —3 3/4in. 
(10cm.) long 
£80-100

435 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst German Shepherd dog, wooden painted black, brown and light brown —3 1/2in. 
(9cm.) long 
£80-100

436 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Chow Chow dog, wooden painted brown —2 3/4in. (7cm.) long 
£80-100

437 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Dalmatian dog, wooden painted black and white —3 1/2in. (9cm.) long (one well 
restored foot) 
£60-80

438 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Old English Sheepdog dog, wooden painted grey and white with textured finish —2 
1/2in. (6.5cm.) long 
£60-80

439 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Golden Retriever dog, wooden painted light brown and golden —4in. (10cm.) long 
£80-100

440 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Whippet dog, wooden painted cream with black patches —2 3/4in. (7cm.) long (one 
foot restored) 
£50-80

441 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Bull Terrier dog, wooden painted cream —3in. (7.5cm.) long (front of feet missing 
and starting to split on face) 
£50-80

442 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst English Setter dog, wooden painted white with black markings —3 1/2in. (9cm.) 
long (well restored front of front leg) 
£50-80

443 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Irish Red Setter dog, wooden painted reddish brown —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) long 
(missing front foot and some wear) 
£40-60

444 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst sight hound dog, possibly Greyhound, wooden painted beige —2 3/4in. (7cm.) long 
£60-80
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445 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Great Dane dog, wooden painted white with black markings —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) long 

£60-80
446 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Welsh Terrier dog, wooden painted brown and black with textured finish —2 3/4in. 

(7cm.) long 
£60-80

447 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Golden Retriever dog, wooden painted brown and light brown —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) 
long 
£80-100

448 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst German Shepherd dog, wooden painted black and light brown —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) 
long (slight wear) 
£80-100

449 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst tortoise shell domestic cat, wooden painted white, black and light brown with 
raised tail —1 3/4in. (4.5cm.) long 
£80-120

450 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst English Pointer dog, wooden painted brown and cream —3 1/4in. (8.5cm.) long 
(well restored lower back legs) 
£40-60

451 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Dalmatian dog, wooden painted black and white —3 1/2in. (9cm.) long 
£60-80

452 A Forest Toy wire haired Terrier dog, wooden painted white, light brown and black with textured finish —2 1/4in. 
(6cm.) long 
£60-80

453 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst wire haired Terrier dog, wooden painted grey and black with textured finish —2 
1/2in. (6.5cm.) long 
£60-80

454 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst English Springer Spaniel dog, wooden painted white and black —2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) 
long 
£40-60

455 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst English Springer Spaniel dog, wooden painted white and brown —2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) 
long 
£40-60

456 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst English Springer Spaniel dog, wooden painted brown —2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) long 
£40-60

457 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Jack Russell Terrier dog, wooden painted white with black patches —2 1/4in. 
(6cm.) long 
£60-80

458 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Pembroke Welsh Corgi dog, wooden painted light brown —2 1/4in. (6cm.) long 
£50-80

459 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Dachshund dog, wooden painted black and brown —2 3/4in. (7cm.) long 
£50-80

460 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst West Highland Terrier dog, wooden painted white —2in. (5cm.) long 
£40-60

461 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Cairn Terrier dog, wooden painted grey —2 1/4in. (5.5cm.) long 
£40-60

462 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Pekingese dog, wooden painted brown with white markings —1 1/2in. (4cm.) long 
£40-60
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463 Two Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Terrier dogs, wooden, a West Highland Terrier painted white —2in. (5cm.) long; 
and a grey Carin Terrier 
£70-100

464 Two Forest Toy of Brockenhurst dogs, wooden, a black Spaniel —2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) long (one replaced ear) and a 
Jack Russell (missing ear) 
£50-80

465 Two Forest Toy of Brockenhurst dogs, wooden, a brown and white English Springer Spaniel —2 1/2in. (6cm.) 
long; and a puppy 
£60-80

466 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst Shetland Sheepdog, wooden painted white, grey and black —2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) high 
(chipped ears, unusual paint finish, possibly some restoration) 
£40-60

467 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst grey and black dog, wooden with back stretched leg —3 1/2in. (9cm.) long (chipped 
ear) 
£40-60

468 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst dog, possibly a larger Spitz, wooden painted brown —2in. (5cm.) long 
£50-80

469 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst dog, some characteristics of a boxer, wooden painted cream and brown —2 1/4in. 
(6cm.) long (missing tail and glued leg) 
£40-60

470 A Forest Toy of Brockenhurst dog, characteristics of a short legged bull terrier, wooden painted brown with white 
marking —2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) long (chipped ear) 
£40-60

471 A rare Forest Toys of Brockenhurst standing chimpanzee, wooden with raised arms and chain at neck —4 1/4in. 
(11cm.) high 
£80-120

472 Two Chad Valley wooden Noah’s Arks, the larger painted cream with lift of red roof and green wheels, a quantity 
of printed paper laid on plywood animals with wheeled stands —15 1/4in. (39cm.) long; and a small yellow and 
red ark, both with black and red paper labels 
£60-80

473 A 19th century straw-work Noah’s Ark with painted animals, back opening with formed hull, Mr and Mrs Noah 
and family, over one hundred animals mainly in pairs —24in. (61cm.) long (missing sliding door, loss to straw and 
damage to animals) 
£300-500

474 A small Indian Fairground juvenile carousel lion 1920s, carved wood, original paint, open mouth and central hole 
to attache pole —21 1/2in. (55cm.) long x 13 1/2in. (34cm.) high 
£150-200

475 A rare Savage Brothers Ltd Roundabout catalogue 1902, the grey cover with silver and black text, inscribed W.J. 
Gerry 1926, thirty-two pages featuring Gondola Switchback, Platform Galloping Horses or Ostriches, Sea-On-
Land, Tandem Bicycles, Engines, Carved Work and others —11 1/4in. (28.5cm.) x 8 3/4in. (22cm.) (some wear) 
£150-200

476 A late 19th century English folk-art Resker Butcher shop, the shop housed in a ‘Natural Peas No.1’ wooden crate 
with stall, hanging rails, twenty-two carved and painted wooden joints of meat, a butcher’s block and cleaver, a 
pole with hook, a shop sign over door a carved and painted wooden fat butcher with articulated arms - 19 3/4in. 
(50cm.) wide (dusty) - the property of the late Mr. John Resker, who owned a butcher’s shop 
£800-1,200

477 A late 19th century photograph of John Bedser Family Butcher in Esher, Surrey, photographer F W K Fricker, 
recently framed —10 1/2in. (27cm.) width of image 
£40-60
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478 A large recent cast-iron pig money bank, painted pink with black spots —17 1/2in. (44.5cm.) long; and a wooden 
chicken planter 
£40-60

479 An English folk-art J. Seed flower shop, with carved wooden vendor, the painted wooden shop with opening front 
door, two windows and ‘J. Seed 108 Church Street’ signage, five Dresden flowers in pots and various modern 
miniaturists plants and flowers —15in. (38cm.) wide (some recent additions, one Dresden pot missing flower) 
£150-200

480 A small English carved and painted wooden rocking horse, with black stencilled ‘PATENTED JAN 29 1880’ on 
base, glass eyes, remains of grey dappled paint, leather saddle and trestle safety rocker on turned posts —33in. 
(84cm.) long (heavy paint loss) 
£200-300

481 An unusually small English carved and painted wooden rocking horse, with glass eyes, repainted brown and 
white with rexine saddle and trestle safety rocker —28 3/4in. (73cm.) long 
£150-200

482 A wooden horse and dachshund on wheels, a folk made carved articulated dachshund on wheels, part painted 
black and part varnished —17in. (43cm.) long; and a late 19th century carved wooden cart horse on later wheeled 
platform (repainted) 
£60-80

483 A small English carved and painted wooden cart horse on wheeled platform, painted dappled grey, leather and 
oil-cloth tack and wooden platform with wooden wheels, possibly G & J Lines circa 1910 —9in. (23cm.) long 
£50-80

484 A 19th centry doll’s Cabriolet wooden carriage, painted black and red with black oil-cloth hood, red silk 
upholstery and rear seat —12in. (30.5cm.) high (missing pole and some damage); and a white skin covered horse 
on wooden platform with cast-iron wheels (some moth activity to horse) 
£80-120

485 Three skin covered toy horses, all with glass eyes, largest brown with red leather tack —13in. (33cm.) long, one 
piebald with leather saddle and tack; and another in wooden stall (some damage and moth activity) 
£80-100

486 A small English carved and painted wooden rocking horse, painted dapple grey, leather tack with brass studs, 
red corduroy and blue oil-cloth saddle, red rosettes and trestle safety rocker —44 1/2in. (113cm.) long (stirrups 
loose and some slight paint loss) 
£200-300

487 An early 20th century English carved and painted wooden horse and cart, probably G & J LIne, painted dappled 
grey, horsehair mane and tail, leather tack, standing on platform with wooden wheels, varnished wood tipping 
cart with spoked metal wheels —39 1/2in. (100.5cm.) high (some old treated worm, one tail gate peg replaced) 
£200-300

488 A German brushed cotton covered pressed card toy horse 1910-20s, dappled grey with orange and black glass 
eyes, oil-cloth tack, squeaker in top of back, wooden legs and tinplate wheels —12in. (30.5cm.) long 
£50-80

489 A late 19th century The Game of Table Croquet, comprising eight turned wooden mallets and balls, two pins, five 
clamps and a red wool cloth band to make a perimeter on the table and ten hoops, in original wooden box with 
label —15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) width of box (slight damage and wear, later padlock added to box) 
£40-60

490 A interesting 19th century military battle peepshow, the long rectangular wooden box covered in paper, with 
peep hole at one end and two mirrors on the opposite ends, four printed landscapes applied to the two sides, 
one side of the battle consisting twelve small scale early Erzgebirge wooden English soldiers and mounted 
office, cast-metal rifles; the opposition eight possible Austro-Hungarian metal flats, four smaller flats ad two 
paper plant —16 1/2in. (42cm.) long 
£200-300
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491 A French shooting game Les Surprises De Pierrot Nouveau Tir, printed paper laid n wood featuring a Pierrot 
drinking champagne, a pigs head pops out of a pie and Harlequin appears at a window —20 1/2in. (52cm.) wide 
(some fading and wear) 
£100-150

492 An unusual late 19th century political? target toy, the square wooden board with chromolithographic paper 
scenic background, the foreground with Windsor Castle, two gentlemen in top hats and tail coat, who rock when 
target is hit in front of the castle, paper label on back ’74 & 51 ufles?’ —17 1/4in. (44cm.) high (slight wear) 
£200-300

493 A late 19th century German political wrestling toy, one man dressed as a Turkish Zouave and another probably a 
clown in red and white striped costume, printed arms —8 1/2in. (21.5cm.) high (some wear and cracking, front of 
one foot missing) 
£100-150

494 An early Meier Penny Toy horse drawn fire water carrier, with lithographed horse, red, green and gold painted 
cart —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) long (one shaft damaged, slight wear) 
£40-60

495 A clockwork painted tinplate paddle steamer, painted cream and red, cabin with cut-out widows, two funnels with 
integral funnel smoke key —8in. (20.5cm.) long (wear, some rust pitting and mechanism inoperative) 
£100-150

496 A German painted tinplate toy cat, painted black and grey with white face and green eyes, ratchet and fly-wheel 
mechanism, circa 1910 —9 1/4in. (23.5cm.) long (slight wear) 
£200-300

497 A late 19th century French papier-mâché nodding tiger, painted kid covered with glass eyes and opening mouth 
with milk glass teeth —16 3/4in. (42.5cm.) long (missing tail and ear, restored areas) 
£50-80

498 A rare singing canary in birdcage automaton, probably first third of the 20th century with feather covered canary 
on porch, wire cage with gold spirit finish tinplate base, glass sides, flocked grass floor and porcelain feeder, 
integral keywind mechanism to underside —10 1/2in. (27cm.) wide (one side of base lose at one end) 
£800-1,200

499 A second half of the 20th century canary birdcage automaton, brass cage with hanging hoop, yellow feather 
canary and artificial leaves —10 3/4in. (27.5cm.) high (missing integral key, so not tested) 
£60-80

500 An Ernst Plank toy Lanterna Magica, with tinplate and brass lantern on wooden stand, three circular slides and 
other long slides, in original wood box covered with black and green mottled paper with coloured label —8 1/4in. 
(21cm.) height of lantern 
£60-80

501 A German bisque headed white faced clown toy, with blue painted eyes, open/closed smiling mouth, moulded 
pointed hat and red tufts of hair, wood and wire squeak toy body with cymbals, when squeezed he squeaks and 
clashes cymbals —11 1/2in. (29cm.) high (missing wire in one arm, so needs replacing to work properly) 
£100-150

502 A German bisque headed clown toy, with pink head, side glancing blue eyes, open/closed mouth showing two 
rows of teeth, cardboard, wire and wood body with pink and blue silk costume, probably with some sort of 
mechanism, but not working —11 1/2in. (29cm.) high 
£100-150

503 A German bisque headed white faced clown toy, with black painted eyes with blue underline, red open/closed 
smiling mouth showing teeth, white moulded pointed hat and two blue hair tufts, wood and wired squeak toy 
body with cymbals, blue and white costume, when squeeze he clashes cymbals —10 1/2in. (26.5cm.) high 
£80-100
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504 A German bisque headed white faced clown toy, with blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, wavy brown brows, 
open/closed smiling mouth, blue painted skullcap with three white moulded pom-poms, back of head impressed 
117 2, wood and wired squeak toy body, blue and yellow costume, when squeezed he squeak and moves his 
arm, hitting a missing instrument —9 3/4in. (25cm.) high (hairline crack down side of face just in front of left ear) 
£60-80

505 A 19th century German composition miser tobacco jar, with set dark glass eyes, hooked nosed elderly man’s 
head with collar and nightcap lid —4 1/4in. (11cm.) high (hat seam retouched) 
£60-80

506 A German bisque headed clown cymbalists toy, with 179 N bisque head with blue glass eyes, blonde mohair 
wig, wire framed body with wooden legs and hands, a squeaker inside his body causing his arms to crash two 
cymbals together and eyes to close and original costume —16in. (41cm.) high (costume fraying) 
£100-150

507 A late 19th century bisques headed drumming Punchinello pull along toy,  probably French, fixed blue glass 
eyes, blonde mohair wig, wood and composition body with original silk and Dresden paper costume, large drum 
rising from tree trump, on painted wooden platform and cast metal wheels -13in. (33cm.) high (three wheels 
replaced, appears to be missing something from behind the figure and some wear) 
£150-200

508 A Schoenhut Humpty Dumpty Circus bisque headed Ring Master, with painted blue eyes, black painted moulded 
Imperial Bear and swept back centre-parted hair, jointed wooden body and original felt and cotton clothes —9in. 
(23cm.) high (moth damage to felt, dirty face and missing one oil-cloth upper boot) 
£50-80

509 A Schoenhut Humpty Dumpty Circus black man, with painted features, leather ears, jointed wooden body and 
original clothes —8 3/4in. (22cm.) high (damage to felt and hat) 
£40-60

510 An unusual chrome plated brass Robinson Golly golfer car mascot, swinging his golf club —4 1/4in. (11cm.) high 
(golf club broken off at hand); and a wooden book mystery money bank with sliding spine with hand painted 
Mickey Mouse and ‘Thrift by John’ (missing corner) 
£60-80

511 Ten early 20th century Indian wood and plaster figures, three are women —4in. (10.5cm.) high; and a Japanese 
lacquered chocolate box painted with a bird and flowers with label inside lid of box for ‘Confiserie Parisienne 
Auguste Cave Rio de Janeiro’ 
£40-60

512 An American Gottlieb pinball back glass Marble Queen, circa 1951, with image of women in swimsuits playing 
marbles bing spied on by men, in original wooden frame —24 1/2in. (62cm.) x 24 1/2in. (62cm.) - would have 
matched the wooden printable (slight loss) - see The Complete Pinball Book by M. Rossignoli 
£100-150

513 An English painted wooden ‘Denton’s Famous Ices’ fairground ice-cream sign circa 1900, original hand painted 
dark red and light red panel with yellow letters shadowed in black, shaped ends —60in. (152cm. ) long x ,18 
1/2in. (47cm.) high (finish aged) 
£100-150

514 A German Stralsunder Spielkarten Fabriken Trappola playing cards, second half of the 19th century, complete 
set of thirty-six cards, hearts, acorns, bells and leaves, Deutsches Reich No.4 Dreissig PF tax stamp, in tartan 
sleeve made from playing cards —4in. (10cm.) height of card 
£30-50

515 Two sets of late 19th century French playing cards, both complete with thirty-two cards, rounded corners and 
patterned backs, one with tax stamp for 12 Avril 1890 —3 1/4in. (8.5cm.) height of cards (dirty) 
£30-50

516 The International Card Co Ltd pictorial International Figure Patience, featuring four cards each from West Africa, 
South China, N.W. Canada, Japan, Persia, Palestine, South India, West China and South Sea Islands, and three 
cards each from Egypt, Sudan and North India, with a pack label —just over 3 1/2in. (9cm.) height of cards 
£20-30
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517 A rare first half of the 19th century E C Edlin The British Sovereigns arranged as A Game Upon Coloured Cards, 
published by E. C. Edlin, 37, New Bond Street, each Royal line cut out and coloured by hand, then applied to a 
different coloured playing card sized card, with Cromwell on a black card and William & Mary on an orange card, 
ending at George IV, in original wooden box with paper label, the central compartment painted pink —7in. 
(18cm.) width of box (three old worm holes in base, two compartments empty probably for counters or die) 
£200-300

518 A late 19th century French Dominos pour Rire or Dominos of Laughter, featuring twenty-eight cards printed with 
Harlequin, Punchinello and other characters, the Eiffel Tower in the background of one card, instructions, in 
original box with maker’s initials JFJ —5in. (12.5cm.) width of box (slight wear) 
£30-50

519 The New Game of The Royal Mail or London to Edinburgh by L & N. W. Railway, published by John Jaques & 
Sons, folded board with printed train route —48in. (122.5cm.) unfolded length (some staining) 
£20-30

520 Four British card games, a Cow & Gate Snap with instructions; a sporting Old Maid; a Jacques & son ltd John 
Tenniel snap; and a Pepus Neville’s Duke’s Test Pilot card game, in original box 
£20-30

521 A good selection of early handmade marbles, thirteen larger clear with brightly coloured swirls —1 1/4in. (3cm.) 
largest, twenty-two smaller similar (mainly in good unchipped condition), nine Onionskins (fairly poor) and others 

£200-300
522 An Ernst Plank toy Lanterna Magica, tinplate ad brass, three circular and five rectangular slides, in original 

paper-covered wooden box —7 1/2in. (19cm.) high (missing chimney, lid label loose and missing two corners) 
£20-40

523 A British Cascelloid Limited toy Constructional Scenes, Six Complete Toys in One, a box with a lift up lid, six 
slide out backdrops and plastic coated standup figures and items, with instructions, including Croydon 
Aerodrome —12 1/2in. (32cm.) width of box; an unusual A.V.N. Jones & Co Ltd ‘The Exhibition of Johannesburg’ 
jigsaw and a Jigsaw Cut-Out Toy Trains & Engines puzzle, in original boxes (not checked for completeness, 
boxes a bit worn) 
£60-80

524 Various items, six children’s books by Grace Couch including Princess Finny and Queen of the Jungle; a 
Russian wooden poker work cart and egg decorated with cherries; seven empty Christmas card boxes; three 
composition babies; a Brock & Co Brock’s Crystal Palace Electric Sparklers, in original box (box miss printed so 
missing start of letters), chocolate boxes and other items 
£50-80

525 Festival of Britain 1951, a Philmar nighttime view jigsaw —17 3/4in. (45cm.) wide, an EFROC Limited aerial view 
of the South Bank; two card dancing dolls, one girl in bikini and a Teddy Boy, in original envelopes, PC 49 toilet 
soap, in original box and various publications 
£80-120

526 A Bing Pigmyphone and various children’s records, the Bing child’s gramophone printed with nursery rhymes; 
four Talking Book Corporation records on printed card shapes, a parrot, a lion and two girls (one girl missing 
legs); five Hodder-Columbia Books that Sing; four The Marspen Records; and nineteen Melody Cards 
£80-120

527 An American cast-iron rhinoceros still bank, probably by Arcade, painted silver with red detail —5 1/4in. (13.5cm.) 
long (wear) 
£40-60

528 Wooden toys, two Erzgebirge carousels —3 1/4in. (8cm.) high; three Swedish two-dimensional painted 
candlesticks; and a German lead pig calendar 
£60-80

529 A 19th century toy kaleidoscope, conical card tube with turned wooden eye-piece, clown scrap to side and 
trimmed in gold Dresden paper —10 3/4in. (27.5cm.) high (water stain to larger end) 
£50-80
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530 A late 19th century skin covered cow on wheels, with light brown and white skin over papier-mâché, glass eyes, 
leather collar, when head pushed to the side he should produce a moo, wooden udders and hooves with metal 
wheels —11 3/4in. (30cm.) high (missing front of one hoof and wheel) 
£80-120

531 A 1920/30s contiental clockwork drumming rabbit, covered in white fur, red and black glass eyes, integral key in 
back, drum and cymbals —9in. (23cm.) high (mechansim inoperative) 
£40-60

532 A German The Speaking Book, red cloth covers printed with children sat under an umbrella, eight illustrations of 
animals and eight pull-cord voice mechanism —12 1/2in. (32cm.) high (wear and three cords not working) 
£80-100

533 A late 19th century German Embossed Figures for Colouring, with seventeen embossed Dresden card mounted 
and foot figures, two card palettes with paints and two colour guides, in original box —9in. (23cm.) box length 
(box lid scruffy) 
£30-50

534 Six early 19th century lacquered playing card trays, featuring unturned King, Queen and Jack of diamond, Ace, 
eight and nine of diamonds with gilt decoration —4 1/4in. (11cm.) high (slight wear) 
£150-200

535 Various items, a tinplate casket biscuit printed with kittens playing —10in. (25.5cm.) wide, a wooden cotton reel? 
holder with painted cat and dog under umbrella, four miniature flowers in pots, in fitted case and other items 
£70-100

536 A rare British E.J. Pantcheff Atlanta Kite, orange hexagonal kite, in original box with instructions —30in. (76cm.) 
wide; and a BrooKite Kite Parachutes, three in a box for four 
£60-80

537 Five Roachs box kites, cloth and wood, the largest —61in. (155cm.) long, two stamped with maker’s name, one 
recent and a turned wooden fixed bar string reel 
£60-80

538 A rare Converse wooden Red Robin Farm barn circa 1900, stencilled brick walls, with plain wood roof, 
detachable cupola, sliding doors and nine two-dimensional animals —20in. (51cm.) wide 
£80-120

539 A late 19th century toy stable, stained brown with stairs and first floor accommodation and dove cote, Erzgebirge 
painted cat stuck to top of steps —19in. (48cm.) high (some additions) 
£30-40

540 An early 20th century German steel and brass cooking range, with three brass doored ovens, five hobs with pans 
and a chimney —15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high (water pan missing lid) 
£100-150

541 A small late 19th century dolls’ perambulator, wooden painted black with gold and green lining, cast-iron spoked 
wheels, turned wooden handle, oil-cloth lining with two seats and white glass buttons —19in. (48cm.) long 
£40-60

542 A late 19th century dolls’ perambulator, wooden painted green with white lining, three metal spoked wheels, 
unusual pottery and bronze handle, green oil-cloth lining and two seats —33in. (84cm.) long (repainted, missing 
tyres) 
£40-60

543 A Japanese cricket basket, made from split bamboo, lid and carry handle —3 1/2in. (9cm.) high, fifteen metal 
cracker charms including two helmets and seven shoes; and other Japanese items 
£50-80

544 A doll’s wicker push-along sleigh, with turned wooden handle and wrought iron frame and runners —20in. (51cm.) 
long 
£50-80
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545 A painted zinc sign ‘The Learners Delight’ fairground sign, the reverse ‘A Joy for Young or Old’, with hooks to 
hang —52in. (132cm.) long 
£100-150

546 A rare late 19th century ventriloquist comic male puppet, papier-mâché with clear glass eyes with brown and 
black backed iris, heavy brows, long nose, opening mouth with top teeth, brown hair wig, wooden body front with 
wire limbs, stuffed glove hands, teal velvet suit with large mother of pearl buttons, burgundy velvet collar and 
pocket, linen shirt fronts, ribbed cotton bowtie and oil-clothes shoes with buckle —39 1/2in. (100cm.) high; with a 
black oil-cloth box base presumably to sit puppet on and a light brown cloth with fringing - the history is unknown 
of this puppet, he was found in the attic of her grandparents in Middlesex, but the vendor does not know of a 
family member who was a performer. 
£300-500

547 A pair of composition headed Punch and Judy hand puppets, brightly painted, impressed 89/14, with cloth hands 
—11 1/2in. (29cm.) high, in a red card box (some damage to box) 
£40-60

548 Five 20th century professional Punch & Judy puppets from the Vic Taylor and Billy Norman collection, possibly 
the set made by Vic for Billy, comprising Judy, policeman, Joey the Clown and ghost, carved and painted 
wooden head and cloth bodies with cloth or kid hands —22in. (56cm.) high; and a papier-mâché Punch 
£150-200

549 Two professional Punch & Judy puppets from the Vic Taylor and Billy Norman collection, with simpler carved 
and painted wooden heads, one a boxer with leather gloves and hangman wearing school tie, both with cloth 
bodies and hooks —18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (moth damage to hangman) 
£50-80

550 A professional Punch & Judy robber puppet from the Vic Taylor and Billy Norman collection, with carved and 
painted wooden head, protruding nose, skin wig, cloth body with wooden hands, pole which extends neck and 
hook —18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (some moth damage) 
£50-80

551 Two professional Punch & Judy puppets from the Vic Taylor and Billy Norman collection, with simpler carved 
and painted wooden heads, one Judy with large nose and printed pattern body with wood hands —14in. 
(35.5cm.) high; and a dark pink faced characters (moth damage to cloth) 
£40-60

552 Two professional Punch & Judy puppets from the Vic Taylor and Billy Norman collection, an Interruption Duck 
with crochet head, long bill and dressed in Donald Duck sailor’s suit with wooden feet and black sleeve and 
hooks —18in. (46cm.) high; a plush rabbit with floral printed skirt; and a two-dimensional wooden cut-out Toby 
with magnet on back and mouth 
£40-60

553 Pelham Puppet Magic Roundabout characters, comprising Zebedee and Ermintrude, in original yellow boxes; 
and a Florence and Brian the Snail hand puppets 
£100-150

554 Two Pelham Puppet Jumpette Noddys, with two incorrect end stamp yellow boxes, a Witch in yellow box; ad two 
Barnsbury Puppets, in original boxes 
£50-80

555 A Pelham Puppet skeleton, with instructions, in brown card box 
£20-40

556 A 1920s Schoenhut Felix the Cat, black painted turned wood with white facial features, leather ears, FELIX 
paper label to chest and similar copyright label to sole of foot —8 1/2in. (22cm.) high; a Dean’s Rag Book Co. 
Brumas; a clockwork bear; and three seal skin seals 
£100-150

557 Terracotta garden Snow White and the Seven Dwarves, probably Continental, painted in bright colours, the 
dwarves doing gardening chores —10 1/2in. (27cm.) height of SW (SW broken and poorly glued) 
£80-100
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558 A Bancroft & Co Czechoslovakian Alice in Wonderland pop-up book, illustrations by Vojtěch Kubašta; two 
modern dolls and a dolls’ house globe on stand 
£30-40

559 Five German carved and painted wooden toy Punch & Judy hand puppets, comprising Punch, Judy, Policeman, 
Judge and Devil with cloth bodies and wooden limbs with wooden stand —16in. (40.5cm.) high; a German 
composition headed Mr Punch hand puppet with wooden hands and a papier-mâché crocodile 
£80-120

560 A German 1920s composition headed clown squeak toy, white faced clown with blue eyes, wooden block body 
with painted wooden hands and feet, original printed cotton costume with circles and stripes, pink pom-pom and 
orange pointed hat, circular base housing squeak —10 3/4in. (27.5cm.) high 
£80-120

561 An 19th century or earlier cream silk christening layette pincushion, ‘May Health and Prosperity attend the young 
Strangers’ in pins, a borders and sprigs also in pins with fringing —7 1/4in. (18.5cm.) x 5 1/2in. (14cm.) 
£150-200

562 An 19th century or earlier cream silk christening layette pincushion, ‘He whose birth place was a manger, Bless 
and protect the little stranger’ in pins, a border and sprigs in pins with ruched ribbon edge —8 1/4in. (21cm.) x 6in. 
(15.5cm.) 
£100-150

563 A late 19th century unusual star shaped felt and pinned bead pin cushion, ‘A FRIENDS GIFT’ picked out in 
beads and pins, intricate bead and pin decoration with spangles on red and green felt with fringed edge —11in. 
(28cm.) wide (dusty 
£100-150

564 A late 19th century pinned bead and hoof pincushion, ‘FORGET ME NOT’ picked out in beads and pins with 
hearts on black velvet —3 1/2in. (9cm.) high 
£50-80

565 A first half of the 20th century Women’s Institute pin cushion, green velvet embroidered with intertwined WI and 
FOR HOME AND COUNTRY in gold and two WI enamel badges —9in. (23cm.) wide 
£30-50

566 Three late 19th century or early 20th century Iroquois beadwork pincushions, one square purple velvet with 
white, clear and steel beads —7in. (18cm.) square and two others (dusty, some wear and light staining) 
£70-100

567 Three 19th century patchwork, pin and card pincushions, the smallest a dodecahedron with white bead stars 
—3in. (7.5cm.) high, a sixty sided geodesic dome (one panel missing and wear); and a tetradecahedron with 
1826 in pins on top and in Italian on the six surrounding panels ‘Pren: date anti che vole’ (translation - Take you 
as many as you wish) (holes from old moth attack) 
£60-80

568 Four large pincushions, the largest of red velvet with bead and pin decoration including a heart and the initials L. 
L. —10 1/4in. (26cm.) wide; another square with beadwork, probably Iroquois; a crazy quilt patchwork and 
another (damage and dusty) 
£70-100

569 Two large 1st World War sweetheart pincushions, one star shaped with RHA embroidered postcard centre, 
cigarette silks and pin and bead decoration —12in. (30.5cm.) wide; and two other similar heart shaped (dusty) 
£80-120

570 Two 1st World War sweetheart heart-shaped pincushions, one for a sailor with gilt metal anchors and 
photographs of King Edward VII and Queen Mary —8 1/4in. (21cm.) high and another with Albuhera Middlesex 
Regiment card and gilt metal crowns, both with pin and bead decoration and fringing (dusty) 
£60-80

571 Three 1st World War sweetheart heart-shaped pincushions, the smallest with anchors and ‘TO ONE I LOVE’ 
picked out in pin and beads —5 1/2in. (14cm.) high, another for the Royal Welsh Fusiliers; and a third with 
applied paper leaf, all with bead, spangle and pin decoration (dusty) 
£70-100
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572 A quantity of antique and vintage pincushions, a large velvet tomato —7in. (18cm.) wide, a heart made of white 
folded tissue, a large deep red velvet example, two sweetheart pin and bead decorated heart (both with losses) 
and others 
£80-120

573 Four 1920-30s textile and card boxes, with gilt thread and silk flower decoration —5 1/4in. (13.5cm.) width of oval 
box (one missing lid or base, aged); a pincushion embroidered and shaped like a basket of flowers and a pair of 
Turkish slippers 
£60-80

574 Antique sewing items, a paper covered card box with ‘Token of Love’ mirrored lid with fold out sized needle 
packs —2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) wide; a needle book with purple silk pincushion and print of two girls, a gilt metal book 
needles, a pale blue silk needle book and two pincushions made from half walnut shells 
£100-150

575 Antique sewing items, an embroidered card pincushion inscribed with an indistinct name or place and the date 
November 13th 1854 —2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) wide, a D.F. Tayler & Co Pyramid Pun Cushion; a purple silk needle 
case embroidered with flowers, other pincushions, a bead miniature bag and other items 
£80-120

576 Antique pincushions, a silk covered card sailing boat painted with flowers —8in. (20.5cm.) high (one sail 
detached); a card and shell basket with velvet pincushion, a jockey’s cap and another; a blue and white felt ball; 
and a silk covered Easter egg 
£80-120

577 Two pincushion or half-dolls, one a scent bottle with purple flowers in hair, a gilt metal crown stopper —4 3/4in. 
(12cm.) high and a kneeling girl with Kewpie eyes and large blondes curly hair 
£50-80

578 Dolly pinchusions, an Armand Marseille baby doll mounted on a velvet pincushion painted with flowers —6 1/4in. 
(16cm.) high, a composition baby in crochet bag, a needle-case pincushion crinoline lady and a dolly head hat 
stand 
£60-80

579 A rare 19th century chicken bone doll penwipe, with wizened fruit or sealing wax? head with white bead eyes, 
white silk bonnet, mounted on a chicken wishbone with red and white wool cloth penwipe with white stitched 
border and handwritten paper label ‘I was once a merrythought - And grew on a hen - But now I am a slave - 
Made to wipe your pen’ —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) diameter 
£50-80

580 Pen wipes, comprising a hallmarked silver scrolling design and leather circular example —1 3/4in. (4.5cm.) 
diameter, a leather leaf fan painted with flowers, a wool black person with red felt skirt and a seated brown velvet 
cat (uncertain of age); and a wooden rowing oar ink pen 
£80-120

581 Two 19th century artificial flower arches, an Italian alabaster bird bath with four doves —2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) high, a 
porcelain basket of fruit and a bird; and chocolate box 
£40-60

582 Staffordshire figures including children, Uncle Tom & Eva —8 1/2in. (22cm.) high, two Royal children on white 
ponies (both restored), a girl riding a zebra and three others (some repairs, restoration and wolf head missing) 
£60-80

583 Porcelain lady trinket pots, the largest holding a spaniel —9 1/2in. (24cm.) high, the four smallest by half doll 
manufacturers (dark green with repaired arm); and two half dolls 
£70-100

584 A 1794 hand-coloured print of Master Charles Smyth, with toy horse —12 3/4in. (32.5cm.) high; and two smaller 
early 19th century prints of children, framed and glazed 
£30-50

585 Children related prints, two circular Bessie Pearse prints in wooden frames —11 1/4in. (29cm.) wide, a Margaret 
W Tarrant ‘Catching Happy Months’, two signed OB ’09 and others 
£50-80
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586 An 19th century child’s sewing box, with mother of pearl roundels, the inside of lid with print of seated child with 
dog, blue paper lining with lift out tray, a red leather ‘pumpkin’ pin cushion, various bone crochet hooks, several 
small thimbles, tiny mother of pearl and linen buttons, two embroidery needles, threads and scissors, an 1899 
miniature calendar book covered in embroidered yellow cloth, a colour printed card for Mme Demorests Ladies 
and Children’s Patterns and a white card for A. Proctor, Milliner and Dress Maker, Devonshire Place, 
Chesterfield —7in. (18cm.) wide (some scissors rusty) 
£80-120

587 A rare 1856 pocket sampler, hand-stitched letter in red, ‘the alphabet twice, numbers, J.A. Johnstone, April 29, 
1856, aged eight years’, folded and made into a pocket book covered in pink silk and tied with a ribbon —4 1/2in. 
(12cm.) x 3 1/2in. (9cm.) unfolded 
£150-200

588 A late 19th century turned wooden embroidery frame, with partially finished woolwork embroidery of a young girl 
holding a doll —8 3/4in.(22cm.) high 
£40-60

589 Two 19th century dough or bread figures under domes, one of a man and women gardener —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) 
high (dome cracked down the side); and another of a boy blowing a horn with dog seated in front 
£60-80

590 Peruvian Chancay cloth burial dolls, four figures holding babies —10in. (25cm.) high, and two groups of three 
lying figures (some wear) 
£70-100

591 Peruvian Chancay cloth burial dolls, three figures holding babies —10in. (25cm.) high, a canoe with three figures 
and three lying figures (some wear) 
£50-80

592 A mid 19th century blue and white transferware pottery baby feeder, decorated with foliage and shells —6 3/4in. 
(17cm.) long (light crazing and staining) 
£80-120

593 An early 20th century school sampler book, the front inscribed E.J. Thompson, Birmingham University, 1902-03, 
thirteen pages of sample sewing, embroidery and clothes making —10in. (25.5cm.) high (some damage and 
wear, a few missing and a little moth activity) 
£40-60

594 A small late 19th century patchwork quilt, mainly silk with green and white boarder —27in. (69cm.) x 34in. 
(86.5cm.) (slight wear) 
£40-60

595 Various school samplers, an 1894 wool alphabet by Sarah Mason, Wesley School, Lancaster —7 1/2in. (19cm.) 
wide; a red stitched alphabet by Barbara Cook, another embroidered ‘Mummy Dear 1918’ and three others 
£50-80

596 19th century sewing items, a simulated tortoiseshell wooden sewing box pinchusion with clamp, probably 
Tumbridgeware —8 1/2in. (22cm.) high; a Coquilla nut pincushion, a red leather pinchushion, a treen tape 
measure with bone winding handle and painted grain, and a printed card needle case 
£80-120

597 An 19th century green leather sewing case, with mother of pearl studs, gilt fittings, brown silk lining and two 
handles —6 1/4in. (16cm.) long (some wear); and a sedan chair watch stand 
£80-120

598 An interesting group of 19th century beadwork vessels, including three red and white bead goblets —1 1/2in. 
(4cm.) high and a similar bottle, a blue jug, a bowl and basket; and other items (some damage) 
£60-80

599 An 19th century turned Coquilla nut whistling spinning top, with bone shaft and turned wood handle —4in. 
(10cm.) high 
£30-50
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600 A doll’s and a child’s chair, a black painted doll’s chair with gold painted detail and blue silk buttoned upholstery 
—10 3/4in. (27.5cm.) high; and an 19th century red painted child’s chair with rush seat (damage to seat) 
£40-60

601 A large Edwardian English wooden dolls’ house on stand, with brick painted facade, central front door with 
glazed portico, balcony above with French doors and sheild, two bay windows to the ground floor with French 
doors and steps, two first floor windows, side windows including three small bays, at the back a large hung 
window with floral stained glass, grey painted roof with two brick chimneys, front opening in two parts and the 
central panel lifts off to reveal four large rooms with 1920s wallpapers and flooring, fireplaces and range, 
electrically lit, hall, stairs and landing, on stand with turned legs —62 1/4in. (158cm.) high x 42in. (107cm.) deep x 
27in. (68.5cm.) deep (slight damage and wear) 
£300-400

602 Tinplate dolls’ house items, an early 20th century tinplate perambulator with cast-metal wheels —5 3/4in. 
(14.5cm.) long (missing hood), a Wells blue tinplate pram, a DBW tinplate dresser, a washstand and cooking 
range (missing one leg) 
£60-80

603 Antique dolls’ house items, a 19th century tinplate rocking cradle with pierced sides —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) long (one 
rocker possibly replaced), a gilt metal fender, two Waltershausen type dinning chairs, a composition cooked 
goose, five other composition food on paper plates, three wooden dummy books and other items 
£100-150

604 Dolls’ house furniture and furnishings, a wooden bed with pierced head and foot board and some original 
bedding —7in. (18cm.) long, a pine drop leaf kitchen table with two drawers, a pine kitchen chair, a painted glass 
shade and other items 
£50-80

605 Dolls’ house chattels, a yellow glass tea set (slight damage), an all-bisque doll, two copper coal scuttles, a 
German wooden horn gramophone, a German lead bathroom scale, two cricket bats, aluminium fender with two 
boxes, washboard and other items 
£70-100

606 Unusual Pit-a-Pat dolls’ house pieces, a Radiogram with record and red square label —2 3/4in. (7cm.) high, a 
cutlery box on stand with red rectangular label and B.Maggs & Co Clifton shop label, a tea trolley and an ashtray 
on stand with ink stamp 
£80-100

607 Pit-a-Pat and others dolls’ house items, a green velvet three piece suite, two with red square labels; a sideboard 
and two dinning chairs, a hall stand and bedside cabinet, all with red labels; and other period items 
£80-120

608 A rare small 19th century Grodnerthal painted wooden dolls’ house doll, with black painted eyes, carved ears, 
black painted hair with curls onto forehead, jointed body with red painted shoes, net dress and pink bead 
necklace —2in. (5cm.) high 
£150-200

609 An 19th century Grodnerthal painted wooden dolls’ house maid doll, possibly a penwipe with black painted eyes, 
black painted centre-parted hair, wooden body with jointed arms black dress with white cotton apron and lace 
cap —4in. (10cm.) high (no legs, slight damage to dress and small flake from side of hair) 
£100-150

610 An 19th century Grodnerthal painted wooden dolls’ house doll, with black painted eyes and centre-parted hair, 
jointed wooden body, pink ribbon dress and spotted pinafore —4in. (10.5cm.) high (one arm loose, feet stuck to 
card Discretion) 
£150-200

611 An 19th century Grodnerthal painted wooden dolls’ house doll with baby, with black painted eyes and centre-
parted hair, jointed wooden body, brown ribbon dress, lace shawl and ribbed cotton petticoat and holding a 
Grodnerthal baby —3 1/2in. (9cm.) high (missing one arm and one leg) 
£100-150
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612 An 19th century German pink tinted china shoulder head male doll, with blue painted eyes, exposed ears, black 
painted hair with strands onto the face, stuffed body with china limbs, black from coat, black and white dog tooth 
trousers and waistcoat with gold bead buttons —6 1/2in. (16.5cm.) high 
£60-80

613 An 19th century German china shoulder head doll, with blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, black painted and 
moulded centre-parted hair falling in ringlets, stuffed body with bisque limbs and blue dress —5in. (13cm.) high 
(damage to dress) 
£60-80

614 An 19th century German pink tinted china shoulder head doll, with blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, black 
painted and moulded centre-parted hair falling in ringlets, stuffed body with pink tinted china arms and white 
china legs with flat soled boots and floral printed dress —4 1/4in. (11cm.) high (front of one shoe restored) 
£60-80

615 An 19th century bisque shoulder head dolls’ house doll with moulded snood, with fine features, blue painted 
eyes, unusual brown painted and moulded hair held in a net snood, stuffed body with bisque limbs and flat soled 
boots, pink two-part dress with brown velvet trim and underclothes —5 1/2in. (14cm.) high (front of one shoe 
missing and wear to dress) 
£80-120

616 An unusal 19th century bisque shoulder head dolls’ house doll, with blue painted eyes, blonde painted and 
moulded hair swept away from the face in a roll, the centre with purple lustre flowers and green and red tassel 
hanging down with side with a gold end, stuffed body with bisque limbs with flat soled boots, grey and green 
paper lined skirt, floral apron and shawl and puffed sleeves —5 1/4in. (13.5cm) high 
£100-150

617 An 19th century bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house doll, known as Empress Eugenie with blue painted eyes, 
blonde painted and moulded hair, a glazed plume down one side and a purple lustre tassel down the other side 
and the back of hair held by green net snood, stuffed body with bisque limbs, purple and black printed dress, 
black lace trim, puffed sleeves and white cotton underclothes —7in. (17.5cm.) high (boots restored) 
£100-150

618 An unusal 19th century bisque shoulder head dolls’ house doll, with blue painted eyes, exposed ears with large 
white glazed earrings, blonde painted and moulded centre-parted hair in rolls, held by two black painted bands 
and ending in a plaited bun, stuffed body with pink tinted china arms and purple lustre china boots, floral printed 
cotton dress and underclothes —5 1/4in. (13cm.) high 
£60-80

619 An 19th century bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house doll, probably Alt, Beck & Gottschalck, head turned slightly to 
the left, blue painted eyes, blonde painted and moulded curly hair, stuffed body with bisque arms and purple 
lustre glazed china boots and striped silk dress and cotton underclothes —4in. (10cm.) high 
£60-80

620 An 19th century bisque shoulder-head male dolls’ house doll, with black painted eyes, black painted and 
moulded hair and full beard, stuffed body with bisque arms and long booted legs, felt black frock coat and grey 
trousers with white beads —6 1/4in. (16cm.) high (one boot restored) 
£80-120

621 An 19th century bisque shoulder-head male dolls’ house doll, with blue painted eyes, rare moulded black top hat 
and blonde painted and moulded mutton chops, stuffed body with bisque arms and booted legs and black cotton 
tail suit —6in. (15.5cm.) high (restored chip to front of hat brim and 
£40-60

622 An Edwardian bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house doll, with blue painted eyes, blonde painted and moulded side-
parted hair, stuffed body with bisque limbs and navy felt uniform with red trim —7in. (17.5cm.) high 
£80-120

623 An Edwardian bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house doll, with brown painted eyes, brown painted and moulded hair 
and moustache, stuffed body with bisque limbs and felt clothes —6 1/4in. (16cm.) high (a little moth damage to 
jacket and one shoe restored) 
£60-80
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624 An Edwardian bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house doll, with blue painted eyes, brown painted and moulded 
centre-parted hair and moustache, stuffed body with bisque limbs, brown felt suit and hat stitched to sleeve —6 
1/2in. (16.5cm.) high 
£100-150

625 A well home-built 1923 wooden dolls’ house shop, painted white and stained brown, opening glazed front door 
with canopy above, bay shop window, pediment with fretwork AD 1923, side windows and backdoor, front 
opening in the middle to reveal one large rooms with frieze of children playing and shelves —23 3/4in. (60cm.) 
wide x 18 1/4in. (46.5cm.) x 15 1/4in. (39cm.) deep (slight damage and missing backdoor) 
£150-200

626 A late 19th sentry cork model house, with wooden tiled roof, timbered end with hanging window, outhouse, 
garden wall with gate and statuette, shell, dried grass and artificial flower garden, Erzgebirge man and wooden 
base with glass dome —11 1/4in. (29cm.) high 
£250-350

627 A rare late 19th century Christian Hacker painted wooden dolls’ house, with lift-off 1st floor and roof, lift off fronts, 
cream painted with pale ochre and grey detail with dark red lining, opening front door and central door to 
balcony, grey tiled paper mansard roof, ground floor with hall and a room either side, 1st floor with one large and 
a smaller room, original papers and lift off roof space with two chimneys, pencil details to base ‘LL 456/??’ —27 
1/2in. (70cm.) wide x 30in. (76cm.) high x 13 1/2inn. (34cm.) deep (damage to 1st floor sides, some paper 
damaged and lifting, in need of some repair and restoration) 
£400-600

628 A 1930s British Modernist dolls’ house, probably well-homemade, white painted wood with large rectangular 
windows, flat roof accessed by lift block, glass block entrance hall and master bedroom with balcony, fitted 
kitchen and bathroom and four other rooms, opening on two sides, curtain rails in box pelmets, electrically lit and 
in-operative electric elevator —22in. (56cm.) high x 24in.(61cm.) wide x 20in. (51cm.) deep (some wear and 
damage) 
£150-200

629 A Mock Tudor doll’s house by Bert Baker 1958, painted wooden with timbered facade and sides, textured white 
exterior, shingled roof, front opening in two halves to reveal four rooms, hall, landing and stairs, label to back 
‘Tudor Styled Dolls House Designed and Built by Bert Baker 1958 There s only one like it, this one’ —27in. 
(68.5cm.) wide x 13in. (33cm.) deep x 26 3/4in. (68cm.) high (interior refurbished and roof redone) 
£50-80

630 A large Trevor Webster Vale Dolls’ House Raylis House Antiques shop, the double fronted shop with central 
front door, name over door, grey brick and stone facade, tiled roof and two chimneys, front opening to reveal 
large shop area leading to stairs up to four large department store type room and stairwell and attic living rooms 
—50 1/2in. (128cm.) wide x 47 3/4in. (121cm.) high x 17in. (43cm.) deep (slight wear, some skirting and internal 
features need re-glueing, one arm of U on sign missing) - commissioned from Trevor Webster in 1995 
undecorated 
£150-200

631 A rare large Tri-ang wooden No.82 Tudor Mansion dolls’ house 1933-34, painted cream with tinplate window and 
green cardboard shutters, protruding bay window and porch with balustrade terrace above, two gables either end 
and ornate chimneys, windows to side and back, sundial to right chimney stack, red painted roof, front opening in 
the middle to reveal four main rooms, large hall with stairs and landing, two attic rooms on the 2nd floor, original 
papers and fireplaces, electrically-lit and base with storage drawer —42in. (107cm.) wide x33in. (84cm.) x 20 
1/2in. (52cm.) deep 
£500-800

632 A large Tri-ang wooden dolls’ house DH/3, 1919-1923, with central front door set back into the porch with seat 
either side, five large windows, balustraded and pillared balcony running across the entire front, front opening to 
real four rooms with fireplaces, dresser, hall, stairs and landing —33in. (84cm.) wide x 31in. (79cm.) high x 18in. 
(46cm.) deep (repainted and repapered) 
£80-100
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633 An unusual 1930s well-modelled mock Tudor dolls’ house, with tiled roof, timbered sides, windows, some with 
leaded glass, the open front and back show a large wood panelled hallway and stairs, two reception rooms and 
kitchen, four bedrooms and landing, working internal door and fireplaces, on castors to revolve —35in. (89cm.) 
high x 25in. (63.5cm.) deep x 27in. (68.5cm.) wide (some wear) 
£300-400

634 A very detailed model miniaturist small scale Tudor dolls’ house, mounted on a landscaped board, to be looked 
at in the round, with many opening panels to reveal furnished and decorated rooms, electrically lite with separate 
control panel —41 1/4in. (105cm.) x 40in. (102cm.) base x 24 3/4in. (63cm.) high (some slight damage and dusty) 

£300-400
635 A late 19th century home-made wooden dolls’ house, painted dark green and grey, floating bay window, opening 

front door and dormer window, front opening to reveal two rooms, the downstairs with hand printed floral 
wallpaper, the base made from a Tate & Sons sugar packing crate —33in. (84cm.) high x 18in. (46cm.) deep x 
17in. (43cm.) wide 
£80-120

636 A small early 20th century boxed back dolls’ house, possibly G & J Lines with central dummy front door with 
portico, five windows and triangular pediment, front opening to reveal two rooms and fireplaces —24in. (61cm.) 
high (repainted and repapered) 
£80-120

637 German 19th century dolls’ house furniture, a pair of black painted chairs the backs decorated gilt pattern and 
purple velvet seat with Dresden paper trim —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) high; and an unusual small scale grained drop front 
bureau 
£60-80

638 Two 19th century Rock & Graner tinplate dolls’ house chairs, painted dark brown graining, one a balloon backed 
armchair and the other with ornate back, both with dark red velvet buttoned upholstery —3 1/4in. (8.5cm.) high 
£80-120

639 A Continental white metal dolls’ house fire irons, the tripod stand with candelabra and five implements hanging 
from lion headed hooks, stand stamped A and another indistinct mark —6in. (15cm.) high 
£80-120

640 19th century dolls’ house furniture, a Rock & Graner wood grained painted tinplate sleigh bed —5 3/4in. (14.5cm.) 
long (paint loss), a blue painted tinplate shower and hip bath, a quill and pin chair, a wicker crib, a wool work rug, 
three rag rugs and a piece of quilting 
£100-150

641 Three pieces of Waltershausen type dolls’ house furniture, comprising a sewing table with green paper and red 
velvet interior with mirror inside of lid —2 3/4in. (7cm.) high, a washstand with drawers and chair with red leather 
seat with gilt decoration 
£70-100

642 German gilt metal dolls’ house pictures and mirror, three matching gilt metal rococo framed landscapes —3in. 
(7.5cm.) wide, an overmantel, a larger seascape and simulated bamboo frame 
£100-150

643 Two Waltershausen type marble topped dolls’ house furniture, a chest with four drawers —3 1/2in. (9cm.) high 
and washstand, both with gilt transfer decoration; and a gilt metal mirror 
£70-100

644 German gilt metal dolls’ house chattels, a pair of candlesticks —1 1/2in. (4cm.) high, a oil-lamp (glass shade 
broken and missing half of bowl part), a coal scuttle, a tray, a vase and chamberstick 
£100-150

645 Dolls’ house carpets, four red and gold embroidered wool lozenge shapes suitable for dolls house carpets —9 
3/4in. (25cm.) x 6in. (15cm.); a large circular Aubusson type; another embroidered wool square; a silk carpet 
square with tasselled ends and two recent miniature carpets 
£50-80
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646 A rare German bisque headed dolls' house elderly man doll with long moulded beard, with blue glass eyes, 
brown wavy eyebrow, ears and long grey moulded beard, straight limbed composition body and white smock 
with black trousers —5in. (12.5cm.) high (body worn and missing wig) 
£100-150

647 A German all-bisque sailor dolls’ house doll with moulded cap, with blue painted eyes, black painted moustache, 
blonde painted and moulded hair with moulded black and white cap, fixed neck, jointed at shoulders and hips 
and original felt uniform —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) high (front of one shoe restored) 
£60-80

648 A German all-bisque male dolls’ house doll in moulded trilby, with dark painted eyes, grey moulded trilby with 
black band, fixed neck, jointed at shoulders and hips, brown felt overcoat with fur collar and striped trousers —3 
3/4in. (9.5cm.) high (one leg restored) 
£50-80

649 A French bisque headed Toupie spinning top circa 1900, the head with black centre-parted painted hair, bisque 
arms, remains of original purple dress with gold braid trim and tinplate base embossed ‘Toupie Brevette SGDG’ 
—3in. (7.5cm.) high (missing hands and most of skirt) 
£100-150

650 A rare Hertwig all-bisque dolls’ house girl doll with cloche hat and blue sockings, with black painted eyes, brown 
painted and moulded bobbed hair, blue painted and moulded cloche hat with white band, fixed neck, pin jointed 
limbs with long blue stocking legs and blue painted shoes and remains of silk dress —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) high (one 
loose incorrect arm) 
£60-80

651 Two Hertwig all-bisque dolls’ house girl dolls with moulded hats, both with blue painted eyes, bobbed brown hair, 
fixed necks, pin-jointed limbs with brown painted shoes, one with yellow cloche hat and the other with blue beret, 
original ribbon clothes —3 1/4in. (8cm.) high 
£60-80

652 A Simon & Halbig bisque headed black girl dolls’ house doll, with dark glass eyes, long black mohair wig, 
composition body jointed at shoulders and hips, blue painted shoes and white socks and original pink dress 
—5in.(13cm.) high (restored foot and chipped thumb) 
£60-80

653 A Simon & Halbig bisque headed Asian dolls’ house doll, with dark glass slanted eyes, curled black eyebrow, 
closed mouth, original black mohair wig, composition straight legged body with yellow painted shoes with 
pointed curled toe and original printed kimono —6 1/2in. (16.5cm.) height including wig 
£80-100

654 A Kestner 192 bisque headed dolls’ house doll, with fixed brown glass eyes, closes mouth, blonde mohair wig, 
straight legged composition body with tan painted shoes and black socks, pink crochet dress and bonnet —5in. 
(12.5cm.) high (tiny flake by wig tie hole) 
£80-120

655 A Kestner 166 all-bisque dolls’ house, with brown sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth, blonde mohair wig, fixed 
neck, jointed at shoulders and hips with brown heeled shoes and white socks, blue crochet dress and wool 
underclothes —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£150-200

656 A Simon & Halbig bisque headed dolls’ house doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, composition 
body jointed at shoulders and hips, tan shoes with black socks and cream silk dress and underclothes —5in. 
(12.5cm.) high 
£80-120

657 A Simon & Halbig bisque headed dolls’ house doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, composition 
body jointed at shoulders and hips, tan shoes with black socks and pale green silk dress and underclothes —5in. 
(12.5cm.) high (one eye a little wonky) 
£80-120
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658 A German bisque headed dolls’ house doll, with blue sleeping eyes, auburn mohair wig, composition body 
jointed at shoulders and hips, tan shoes with black socks, cream silk dress with lace trim, layers of underclothes 
and net cap —5in. (12.5cm.) high (slight damage to clothing) 
£60-80

659 Twin German bisque headed dolls’ house dolls, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wigs, composition 
bodies jointed at shoulders and hips with black painted shoes and white socks, each wearing a cream pinafore 
with puffed blue silk sleeves, lace collar and caps, holding a bouquet of flowers and white cotton underclothes —4
 3/4in. (12cm.) high (some slight moth and need a clean) 
£100-150

660 A fine gilt dolls’ house music stand, with a lute and clarinet leaning against stand —3in. (7.5cm.) high (missing 
one foot); a silver plate coffee pepper pot, a pair of Continental silver napkin clips and a Continental silver vase 
holder 
£80-120

661 A miniature silver Wager Cup by Berthold Muller, in the 17th century style —2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) high; and a white 
metal filigree basket with hinged handles 
£80-100

662 A rare 19th century dolls’ house boxed ‘Tiny Tops of Tiny Fingers’, with eight turned wooden tops, in original 
cream box with blue paper label —2 3/4in. (7cm.) width of box 
£80-100

663 Three Gabriel Fourmaintraux Devres porcelain small dolls’ house dolls, all signed —1/2in. (1.5cm.) high, a similar 
hexagonal box and cover and parts from a tea set and a burr walnut veneered kneehole desk 
£70-100

664 A pair of miniature hallmarked silver picture frames, with hinged stands and London date letter for 1979 —2in. 
(5cm.) high; a Coaport miniature tureen and cover (neatly restored corner of lid); and stamped brass picture 
frame (missing stand) 
£40-60

665 Dolls’ house furniture, a pair of cast-iron chairs, probably American, painted dark blue with yellow, white and blue 
decoration —3 1/2in. (9cm.) high, a small tinplate fireplace; and a pair of soft metal mirrors with pricket sconces 
£50-80

666 Antique dolls’ house furniture, two Schnegass pieces —4in. (10cm.) largest (damage to large drawers); two 
animal bone chairs; an all bisque boy doll with mould hair (missing leg); cast-metal tankard and two cups with 
glass and celluloid liners; a brass fireplace and a porcelain tulip in flower pot (chipped leaves) 
£50-80

667 German soft metal dolls’ house chattels and furniture, a rocking cradle painted cream and gold impressed WG 
—2in. (5cm.) long, a hanging shelf with mirrored back, an umbrella/stick stand, a simulated bamboo folding 
screen and folding work basket (work basket broken on one leg and some general wear) 
£80-120

668 Three pieces of Waltershausen type dolls’ house furniture, a marbled top washstand —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) high, a 
toilet mirror with drawer; and a rocking chair with green silk upholstery 
£60-80

669 German gilt dolls’ house chattels, a cast-metal longcase clock with pendulum —5 1/2in. (14cm.) high, a pair of 
short candlesticks, a leaf shaped chamberstick, an Art Nouveau mirror and mantel clock (some wear, mantel 
clock head remade) 
£70-100

670 Schneegas dolls’ house furniture, comprising an extending dining table —5 1/4in. (13.5cm.) long (missing leaf, 
one foot of leg eaten); a hanging shelf with cupboard, a marble topped dressing table (missing mirror) and four 
chairs 
£80-120
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671 Three pieces of Waltershausen type dolls’ house furniture, a mirrored cabinet on stand with Hickman written on 
underside —6 1/4in. (16cm.) high, a writing desk (missing door and shelf to cupboard) and a chiffonier (repaced 
doors and shelves) 
£60-80

672 Schneegas dolls’ house furniture, comprising twin beds —5in. (13cm.) long, pair of bedside cabinets and 
washstand with cream painted tops, a wardrobe and a cross-framed chair with Hickman written on underside 
£70-100

673 Two rare pieces of Star & Garter Disabled Sailors & Soldiers wooden doll’s house furniture, a kitchen dresser 
—6in. (15.5cm.) high and a drop-leaf table, both with white plastic labels ‘The Work of a Patient in the STAR & 
GARTER HOME for Disabled Sailors & Soldiers RICHMOND SURREY’ 
£50-80

674 A late 19th century German dolls’ house saloon set, with pink silk upholstery, comprising sofa —6in. (15cm.) wide 
and four chairs, foot stool and cupboard 
£60-80

675 Schneegas dolls’ house furniture, a Gothic revival sofa and armchair with dark red velvet upholstery and fringing 
—6in. (15cm.) wide, a Davenport desk, a chair and table 
£60-80

676 19th century dolls’ house furniture, a red stained drop front bureau —5 1/2inn. (14cm.) high, a painted tinplate 
chest of drawers, a red velvet sofa with large turned feet and a pine dresser 
£80-120

677 A 1920s German grey stained dolls’ house bedroom set, comprising two single beds —5in. (12.5cm.) long, two 
bedside cabinets, a wardrobe, dressing table and towel rail 
£70-100

678 An unusual bent bamboo dolls’ house invalid chair, with three cast-cast-metal wheels —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high, 
three similar chairs, sofa, table and foot stool 
£50-80

679 The entertaining wing of the 'Gay Nineties' mansion dolls' house by Gertrude Sappington 1940s, with cream 
painted clapboard facade, break front with ten glazed windows, front door with arched skylight above, circular 
attic window, side door with window above, chimney and green painted roof, the back open to reveal six rooms 
including an ornate parquetry floor, internal pillared doorway, elaborate staircase, connecting doorways to main 
house and original decoration --46in. (117cm.) long x 26 ½in. (67.5cm.) deep x 34 ½in. (87.5cm.) high (slight 
damage, missing sliding perpex back) - The famous Gay Nineties mansion, once valued at $150,000, was 
created by Baltimore Miss Sappington, started in the 1940s and was complete over the next 15 years. The 
central section was inherited from her mother and created in 1875. The house featured in the Sunday Sun 
Magazine in 1959 and Architectural Digest in 1975; the whole house was then sold at Christie's South 
Kensington on 17th May 1990 as lot 108; the servants wing was sold in there rooms in June 2021. 
£200-300

680 A small 1930s German wooden dolls’ house, possibly Wagner with cream and grey painted timbered facade, 
stamped out card window bars, opening green front door with porch, balcony and door above, side printed paper 
windows, grey painted roof with two gables and grey roof with chimney, front opening to reveal two rooms with 
original papers, pencil numbers to base 278/314 —19 1/2in. (50cm.) high (some wear and damage) 
£150-200

681 An early 20th English wooden dolls’ house, probably homemade, the facade painted cream with dark green 
painted central front door and five windows, pressed metal ‘Letter’ box and painted No.7, two side windows, dark 
red papered roof with central chimney, front opening to reveal three rooms with fretwork fireplaces, brightly 
patterned wallpapers and pictures on walls —25in. (63.5cm.) wide x 30in. (76cm.) high x 17in. (43cm.) deep 
(some wear) 
£100-150
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682 An early 20th English toyman’s wooden dolls’ house, with painted brick facade, central dummy front door with 
portico and five windows, charming childhood applied transfers to roof facade, blue painted roof, back opening to 
reveal four rooms with papers —26in. (66cm.) wide x 25 3/4in. (65.5cm.) high x 14 3/4in. (37.5cm.) deep (white 
areas repainted, some wear) 
£100-150

683 A Continental dolls’ house room setting, probably 1930s, comprising two open rooms with opening side 
windows, one room with Delft style tile paper and the other with floral paper —32in. (81cm.) wide (slight wear) 
£40-60

684 A very large German wooden doll’s kitchen room setting, with printed paper tiles walls with lower frieze of 
gnomes cooking, back wall window and two hanging shelves —38in. (96.5cm.) wide x 19 1/2in. (49.5cm.) high x 
19in. (48cm.) deep (slight wear) with a large quantity of kitchen equipment and dolls 
£100-150

685 Adela Villa, an early 20th century wooden dolls’ house, painted pink with central front door, a bay window either 
side, three 1st floor windows, two gables with grey painted roof, a chimney either end, Adela Villa on gables, 
architectural details, front opening to reveal four rooms, hall, curved staircase and fitted bathroom, fireplaces, 
kitchen dresser, range and sink, internal opening doors and back opening strip to access staircase —35in. 
(89cm.) high x 31in. (79cm.) wide x 16in. (40.5cm.) deep (front bowed, repainted, mainly repapers and some 
damage) 
£80-120

686 An English1930-50s plywood dolls’ house, cream painted with brown roof, opening on three sides with opening 
windows and doors, hall, stairs and landing, bathroom and four rooms, 1930s to 1950s decoration, electrically lit 
with opening door to reveal twelve switches —27in. (69cm.) high x 24in. (61cm.) deep x 25in. (63.5cm.) 
£80-120

687 A dolls’ house model of Coronation Street’s Rovers Return Inn, with fittings and three people, the front slides up 
and electrically lit —17in. (43cm.) wide (some damage and need reassembling) 
£30-50

688 A 1920-30s English wooden dolls’ house, with brick painted facade, central front door with bay window either 
side, French doors and two windows to 1st floor, grey painted roof with two eaves, central dormer window with 
steps up to a widow’s walk, front opening in three section to reveal four rooms, hall, stairs and landing, rear 
windows and original interior decoration —33in. (84cm.) wide x 36in. (91.5cm.) high x 19 1/2in. (49.5cm.) deep 
(some parts repainted and slight wear) 
£150-200

689 Schneegas dolls’ house furniture, a Biedermeier style bedroom set comprising a single bed —5 1/2in. (14cm.) 
long, a wardrobe and a bedside cabinet; and an Art Nouveau dressing table; and an early sofa, foot stool and 
two chairs with green upholstery 
£70-100

690 German dolls’ house sofas and chairs, an oak sofa —5in. (13cm.) wide and two arm chairs with green velvet 
upholstery; a sofa and four chairs with dark red velvet upholstery; and a sofa and two chairs with blue and white 
striped silk upholster 
£70-100

691 German dolls’ house furniture 1910-30s, an oak upright piano —5 1/2in (14cm.) high; a hanging mirror with shelf; 
a sofa with brown velvet upholstery; and sofa and three chairs with checked upholstery 
£70-100

692 German transfer or stencil decorated dolls’ house furniture, an Art Nouveau set, red stained decorated with 
silver, comprising a sofa —4in. (10cm.) wide, two chairs, a cupboard and a table (table base replaces and 
missing one sofa arm); and a table and cupboard transfer decorated with blue flowers 
£50-80

693 Three pieces of German dolls’ house furniture, a Waltershausen type Davenport desk with gilt transfer 
decoration —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) high (missing drawer); an interesting prie dieu with printed decoration; and a gold 
painted tinplate washstand with lead jug and basin 
£60-80
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694 1920s German grey stained dolls’ house bedroom furniture, comprising two wardrobes, a dressing table —5 
3/4in. (14.5cm.) high, two cupboards, two beds, bedside cupboard, an ottoman and side chair 
£80-120

695 Larger scale dolls’ house furniture, a Continental style oak settle with mirrored back —9 3/4in. 925cm.) high and 
matching chair with brown felt upholstery, a fretwork bed and chaise longue, a white painted garden bench and 
two corner chairs and an upholstered sofa and three matching chairs 
£70-100

696 A late 19th century bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house lady doll, with blue painted eyes, blonde painted and 
moulded hair piled high on the head and held in a bun at the back, stuffed body with bisque limbs, original white 
and blue dress with puffed sleeves and white apron —4 3/4in. (12cm.) high 
£80-120

697 Two German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, both with fixed neck, inset glass eyes, jointed at shoulders and hips, 
the larger with blonde mohair wig, brown painted shoes and crochet shoes —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) high; and the 
smaller with brown mohair wig and red and white dress 
£80-120

698 Two German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, one with swivel head, dark glass eyes, closed mouth, back of head 
impressed 11, brown mohair wig, jointed at shoulders and hips and sailor’s suit —4in. (10cm.) high; and another 
with fixed neck (missing legs) 
£80-120

699 Two 1920s German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, one with brown painted and moulded bobbed hair, jointed at 
shoulders and hips in blue felt coat —3 1/2in. (8.5cm.) high; another boy with brown moulded hair and original 
clothes including oil-cloth apron; and a larger bisque headed doll in printed cotton dress 
£80-120

700 Two German composition dolls’ house dolls, with blonde painted and mould hair, jointed at shoulder and hips, 
one in original orange and white checked dress —4in. (10cm.) high, the other dressed as a maid; a wooden peg 
doll; two small all-bisque dolls and a celluloid doll 
£60-80

701 Two German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, one with dark glass eyes, blonde mohair wig, fixed neck, jointed at 
shoulders and hips with black painted heeled shoes and white socks, blue felt sailors suit with white bead 
buttons —3 1/2in. (9cm.) high; and another similar with blue glass eyes and blonde hair (dress frayed) 
£100-150

702 Two German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, with dark glass eyes, blonde mohair wigs, fixed necks, jointed at 
shoulders and hips, moulded and painted shoes and socks, one in pink dress and the other in sailor’s dress —3 
3/4in. (9.5cm.) high (girl in pink with restored top of one leg) 
£70-100

703 Two German bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house boy and girl doll, with blue painted eyes and blonde painted and 
moulded hair, stuffed bodies with bisque limbs, each dressed for bed in nightshirt and nightgown —3 1/2in. (9cm.) 
high 
£80-120

704 A German china shoulder-head dolls’ house doll, with blue painted eyes, black painted and moulded hair piled 
on top of her head, stuffed body with bisque limbs and cream dress —5 1/2in. (14cm.) high (missing arm); an all-
bisque doll in felt suit and another bisque shoulder-head 
£70-100

705 Three Edwardian bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house dolls, with stuffed bodies and bisque limbs, a man with 
blonde moulded and painted hair and sideburns in recent black felt suit —5 1/4in. (13.5cm.) high; a lady with 
blonde hair held in a bun in original dress; and another lady redressed (restored foot) 
£70-100

706 Three German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, a girl with moulded blonde bobbed hair, fixed neck and pin-jointed 
limbs —3in. (7.5cm.) high; another similar with brown mohair wig; and a baby 
£60-80
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707 Dolls’ house 1930s Girl Guides, one all bisque with blonde moulded hair, fixed neck and pin-jointed limbs —3in. 
(7.5cm.) high; and five other composition, in original home-made uniforms 
£100-150

708 Four china shoulder-head dolls house dolls, with black painted hair —6in. (15cm.) largest height; two similar in 
bisque, mainly dressed and another Frozen Charlotte bisque type 
£50-80

709 Two white all-bisque dolls' house dolls, fixed necks and pin-jointed, one dressed in pink and lace —2 1/2in. 
(6.5cm.) high; three bisque shoulder heads and two other dolls, one modern 
£50-80

710 Five various dolls’ house dolls, one Edwardian bisque shoulder-head with blonde moulded blonde hair, stuffed 
body with bisque limbs and cream silk outfit —5 1/2in. (14cm.) high; an all bisque doll with black painted and 
moulded hair; and three others (one missing legs) 
£60-80

711 A German bisque headed dolls’ house doll, with brown glass eyes, blonde mohair wig, head impressed 3/o, 
composition body jointed at shoulders and hips, painted shoes and socks, white cotton dress, underclothes and 
straw hat decorated with flowers —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£80-120

712 German 1910-20s dolls’ house furniture, a sofa —6in. (15cm.) wide, two armchairs and three side chairs with red 
velvet upholstery, brass lion head arm caps and remains of red fringing (velvet worn); a cherry wood single bed, 
another similar and a cupboard 
£80-120

713 Larger scale German 1930s Art Deco dolls’ house furniture, comprising two beds —6 1/4in. (16cm.) long, 
matching wardrobe, dressing mirror with drawers and two bedside cabinets, for the living room black oil-cloth 
three-piece suit, the case of sofa in pencil ‘To Betty with love from Daddy, Xmas 1938’, a sideboard, a tea trolly, 
a circular table, standard lamp, chair and various accessories 
£150-200

714 1920-30s dolls’ house furniture, an Art Deco oil-cloth three piece suit —5 1/2in. (14cm.) width of sofa, a sofa and 
two armchairs upholstered in printed circular pattern, an extending dinning table (no leaves), a grained floor 
clock, a fireplace and other items 
£80-120

715 German dolls’ house furniture 1910-30s, three chest of drawers, a cupboard with hooks —4 3/4in. (12cm.) high, a 
mirrored chest of drawers and a three piece suit 
£60-80

716 German dolls’ house furniture 1900-1920s, a extendable dining table with leaf —4in. (10.5cm.) long, three pairs of 
chairs, two armchairs and other items 
£70-100

717 Tinplate dolls’ house furniture, two pink painted single beds —6 1/4in. (16cm.) long, a painted bath on stand with 
tap (repainted) and a washstand (missing mrirrors) 
£50-80

718 German white painted dolls’ house furniture, two single beds, a dressing table —5in. (12.5cm.) high, two chairs, a 
play pen, a convertible highchair and bench 
£70-100

719 Various German dolls' house furniture, three tables with transfer printed tops, an oak dresser with metal mounts 
—6 1/2in. (16.5cm.) high and other pieces (slight damage 
£60-80

720 Assorted home-made or cottage industry dolls’ house furniture, a buffet with mirrored back, single bed —5 1/4in. 
(13.5cm.) long and chest of drawers; a pink cloth covered dressing table and chaise longue, a three piece suit 
and other items including a Japanese Shackman musical upright piano 
£60-80
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721 A late 19th century large scale dolls’ house sofa and armchair, upholstered in red velvet lion heads to end of sofa
’s arms —7 1/2in. (19cm.) wide; two brass fenders and other large scale furniture 
£40-60

722 Larger scale dolls’ house furniture, a white painted bedroom set comprising wardrobe —8 1/2in. (21.5cm.) high, 
two bedside cabinets and two dressing tables (repainted); a sofa and three chairs, an oak table, pictures and 
brass fender 
£40-60

723 Late 19th century fretwork dolls’ house furniture, a dressing table —7 1/2in. (19cm.) high, a bed, two seater chair 
and three other chairs, an occasional table, washstand and mirror (some damage and loss) 
£50-80

724 Fine dolls’ house chattels, a rare gilt metal wall mounted note book holder with note book —2 1/4in. (6cm.) high, a 
gilt metal gong on stand, a gilt metal basket with view of columned building, a bronzed cast-metal oil lamp 
(reproduction shade), a bone Stanhope binoculars, a mother of pearl Souvenir de Dieppe dummy book and gilt 
pair of binocular 
£100-150

725 German soft and gilt metal dolls’ house chattels, gilt metal - gong on stand —3in. (7.5cm.) high (missing striker), 
four picture frames and mirror (repainted), a cast-metal six branched chandelier (repainted), a green painted coal 
scuttle, cruet stand, birdcage and repainted sewing basket 
£100-150

726 German dolls’ house chattels, an Anfoe cast-metal carpet sweeper —4 3/4in. (12cm.) high and broom, a tin tray 
with bottle of Scotch and two glasses, a cast-metal holder with four glasses, a tinplate and cardboard mantel 
cock, two lead dogs, two plaster food on card plates and three other metal items 
£80-120

727 Dolls’ house glass and porcelain, a 19th century milk glass tea set, a latticinio glass fruit stand, a green glass 
fruit stand, six pieces of Goss china mainly painted with blue flowers and other items 
£60-80

728 Dolls’ house or toy kitchen items, two lithographed tinplate blue and white wall mounted Mehl (Flour) and Salz 
(Salt) bins —2 3/4in. (7cm.) high (wear and slight rusting), a metal green painted tiled tray, two saucepans, two 
wooden vessels and two packets of miniature cigarettes 
£60-80

729 Recent dolls’ house furniture, two trays of wooden furniture including 17th century style furniture and two beds 
(slight damage) 
£50-80

730 A German bisque shoulder-head large scale gentleman dolls’ house doll, with moulded top hat and blonde side 
burns, blue painted eyes, stuffed body with bisque arms and legs with black heeled boot, original black suit and 
white shirt —9 1/2in. (24cm.) high (some restoration to top hat) 
£50-80

731 A German bisque shoulder head dolls’ house doll in original dress, with blue painted eyes, brown painted and 
moulded centre-parted hair falling in waves, stuffed body with bisque limbs and black painted flat soled boots, 
original purple dress with blonde trim —6in. (15.5cm.) high (missing one hand) 
£60-80

732 A German bisque shoulder-head gentleman dolls’ house doll, with blue painted eyes, blonde painted and 
moulded moustache and centre-parted hair, stuffed body with bisque limbs, black painted heeled boots, black 
felt suit, orange waistcoat and cotton shirt front —6in. (15.5cm.) high (two moth small holes in back of suit) 
£60-80

733 A German bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house doll, with blue painted eyes, blonde painted and moulded centre-
parted hair in curls and held in place by a blue bow, stuffed body with bisque limbs, black painted flat soled boots 
, original cream silk dress with blue ribbon trim and cotton drawers —5 3/4in. (14.5cm.) high 
£80-120
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734 A German bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house gentleman doll with moulded top hat, with blue painted eyes, black 
painted moustache, blonde painted and moulded hair, black moulded top hat, stuffed body with bisque limbs, 
black painted heeled boots, black felt suit, white waistcoat with watch chain —6in. (15cm.) high 
£80-120

735 An 19th century German china shoulder-head dolls’ house doll, with blue painted eyes, possibly slight pink tint, 
black painted and moulded centre-parted hair, stuffed body with bisque limbs, original blue and grey silk bustle 
dress with lace trim, matching hat, underclothes and carrying basket of presents —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£60-80

736 A German all-bisque dolls’ house elder gentleman doll, with blue painted eyes, lined face, large brown painted 
and moulded moustache, brown moulded wavy hair, fixed head, jointed at shoulders and hips, black painted 
heeled boots and original grey felt suit —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) high (top of one arm glued) 
£80-120

737 A pair of 19th century bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house dolls, both with blue painted eyes, light brown painted 
and moulded centre-parted hair in curls, stuffed body with bisque limbs, flat soled painted boots, original party 
gowns and underclothes —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high (one arm loose, one with dress silk perished and some slight 
damage to dresses) 
£150-200

738 Two bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house girl dolls, one with blonde painted and moulded hair with black painted 
hairband, stuffed body with bisque limbs and lace dress —3 1/4in. (8cm.) high and the other with blonde painted 
and moulded curly hair 
£60-80

739 Two 19th century German china shoulder-head dolls, the larger with black painted and moulded centre-parted 
hair in full curls either side of head, stuffed body with bisque arms and net crinoline dress —4in. (10cm.) high; and 
a smaller similar with original pink silk dress (side of hair Discretionoloured and dress worn) 
£80-120

740 A rare 19th century bisque Frozen Charlotte dolls’ house doll, with blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, exposed 
ears, blonde painted and moulded hair held back by a black hairband and falling in curls, fixed arms, copper 
lustre boots with glazed socks with purple trim and lace dress —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£80-120

741 A rare 19th century bisque Frozen Charlotte dolls’ house doll, with small blue painted eyes, blonde centre-parted 
long hair wig in two plaits, jointed elongated limbs, purple lustre boost with glazed socks with purple trim white 
muslin dress, purple wool cape and silk bonnet —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high (one front of foot restored) 
£60-80

742 The Smallest Doll in the World, two tiny pegged wooden jointed dolls, in red painted wooden egg —1 1/4in. 
(3cm.) high 
£40-60

743 A miniature Horn all-bisque bride and groom dolls, with blue painted eyes, blonde painted hair, pin-jointed limbs 
and original crochet outfits —1 1/2in. (4cm.) high 
£40-60

744 Two miniature Horn all-bisque soldier dolls, with blue painted eyes, blonde painted hair, pin-jointed limbs, 
original crochet uniforms and cast metal swords —1 1/2in. (4cm.) high 
£60-80

745 Four miniature Horn all-bisque girl dolls, with blue painted eyes, blonde painted hair, pin-jointed limbs and 
original crochet traditional European costumes —1 1/2in. (4cm.) high 
£80-120

746 Four miniature Horn all-bisque children dolls, two boys and two girls, with black painted eyes, blonde painted 
hair, pin-jointed limbs and original crochet outfits —1 1/2in. (4cm.) high 
£80-100

747 Six small German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, two with blonde painted and moulded hair, three with blonde 
wigs, one pink bisque, all with pin-jointed limbs and clothing —1 3/4in. (4cm.) high 
£60-80
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748 Three small German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, with blue painted eyes, blonde painted and moulded hair, pin-
jointed limbs and all in sailor’s suits —2 1/4in. (5.5cm.) high 
£70-100

749 Three small German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, with blue painted eyes, blonde painted and moulded hair, pin-
jointed limbs, all in original uniforms, the smaller earlier with head slightly turned and bare feet —1 3/4in. (4.5cm.) 
high 
£70-100

750 Four small German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, with black painted eyes, blonde painted and moulded hair, pin-
jointed limbs and dressed —2in. (5cm.) high 
£80-120

751 Three rare china dolls’ house dolls, all with damage, a china shoulder head doll with rare moulded blouse and 
black painted and moulded hair held in gold painted snood, stuffed body, china limbs and underclothes —7 1/2n. 
(19cm.) high (restored nose); a pink tinted Frozen Charlie (glued arm); and a smaller Frozen Charlie with 
moulded bonnet (missing front of arms and one toe) 
£80-100

752 A Rock & Graner large scale dolls’ house upholstered sofa and chairs, with tinplate frame, remains of original 
red silk upholstery with fringing, the sofa —9 1/2in. (24cm.) wide, an armchair and two side chairs, two re-
upholstered; and a grained painted tinplate table with cast legs (missing three sides off box stretcher) 
£250-350

753 Three dolls’ house bead chairs, with amber glass beads, one a rocking chair, mounted in a theatre backdrop box 
—5in. (12.5cm.) high 
£30-50

754 A large Tri-ang wooden Ultra Modern dolls’ house No.53, with repainted blue exterior, sun room, original grey 
crazy pathing base, front opening — 42in. (105cm.) wide x 19in (48cm.) deep x 23 1/2in. (59cm.) high; and a 
quantity of furniture and chattels including a Pit-a-Pat cutlery box on stand and dining table with red label, a 
bakelite radio pencil sharpner, Dol-Toi and others 
£100-150

755 Various dolls’ house furniture and chattels, two larger scale chairs —4 1/4in. (11cm.) high, a pine dresser, kitchen 
equipment, a porcelain shepherdess, two sets of false teeth and other items 
£40-60

756 Antique dolls’ house furniture and chattels, four Schneegas chairs —3 1/2in. (9cm.) high, a silvered glass teapot 
(missing lid), a tea set painted with flowers, a mohair rug and other items 
£60-80

757 A 1930s all-bisque dolls’ house bride and groom doll, with fixed necks, him with moulded top hat and her with 
brown moulded hair, jointed at shoulders and hips, in original clothes and box —3 1/2in. (9cm.) high; and unusual 
1910-20s German composition and flocked paper lioness rug mounted on pinked felt (damage around neck) 
£60-80

758 A German 1910-20s toy grocery shop, painted green and stained wood, the floor with Art Nouveau stencilled 
design, twelve drawers with British market porcelain plaques and various produce —24 1/2in. (62cm.) wide 
£200-300

759 An early 20th century French wooden toy shop, painted pale blue with gold lining, stepped shelves and six 
drawers with paper labels, various contents and brass scales —14 1/2in. (37cm.) high (some wear) 
£150-200

760 A mid 20th century toy kitchen, stained wood with checkerboard floor, range with hood and shelving, various 
accessories and two dolls —20 3/4in. (53cm.) wide 
£50-80

761 A selection of post-war dolls’ house furniture and chattels, a Tootsie Toys table and four dining chairs, a Welstoy 
dresser, a Dol-Toi grand piano and other items (some parts missing) 
£50-80

762 A large quantity of dolls’ house porcelain and chattels, including tea sets, vases, baskets, brass items and glass 
£40-60
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763 Various dolls’ house chattels, four flowers in pots, a glass stand with food, a large headed bisque figure of a 
general, two bisque figures of children dressed as sailors, bisque vases, a brass tilt top table, a trophy rattle and 
other items 
£50-80

764 A large quantity of dolls’ house furniture, in three trays including tables, chairs, chest of drawers, brass fenders 
and other items, some damage 
£50-80

765 A Morton E. Converse & Son dolls house, American circa 1910, with stencilled white boarded façade, windows 
with green shutters, front door with trees and shrubbery, two pillars to veranda, attic window and chimney, opens 
to left side to one room —9in. (23cm) wide; a small model cottage with paper printed windows, red roof and 
opening door; and a worn stable 
£80-120

766 A Jim Hemsley Tigger Pond 1/24th scale modern miniaturist wall mounted school dolls’ house, fully furnished 
and electrically-lit plaque to back --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (bell loose to tower) 
£80-120

767 A Palitoy vinyl Tippy Tumble doll, battery operated remote control, in original clothes and box —16in. (40.5cm.) 
high; and two clowns, only two remotes (one clown worn and missing clothing) 
£30-50

768 A Mattel Swingy vinyl battery-operated dancing doll, with blonde hair, original pink dress, in original box —18 
1/2in. (47cm.) high 
£30-50

769 A large Winnie The Unaided Walking & Talking clockwork doll, hard plastic, blonde wig, original pink dress and 
sash, in original box —25in. (63.5cm.) high (some Discretionolouration and scribbles to lid) 
£30-50

770 A Polytoy vinyle Jamie & Judy clockwork doll, with musical rocking mechanism, in original box —18 1/2in. (47cm.) 
high 
£20-30

771 A Pedigree hard plastic Walking Doll, with blonde hair, original dress and in original box —21 1/2in. (54.5cm.) 
high 
£30-40

772 A large and interesting childhood collection of Julip toy horses and accessories, comprising sixteen ponies and 
horses, ten adult and children figures, blankets, saddles and tack, black cat, terrier and dove, gypsy caravan, 
horse box, hay wagon, two-wheels, gymkhana jumps, buckets, tools and saddle stands (some damage and 
melting of rubber) 
£300-500

773 Vintage Sindy and Barbie, a Pedigree Patch box only, a Mattel Skooter box only, three 1960s Barbie catalogues, 
1970s Sindy catalogue, two Mattel Tutti dolls, two My-Toy Co Tiny Terry and another doll 
£60-80

774 A good selection of Sindy, Tammy and other doll clothing, Sindy - Winter Holiday coat (faded), Cordon Bleu 
apron and oven gloves, orange printed dress from Sindy’s Wardrobe Trunk, head scarf and dress from Lunch 
Date, Sloppy Joe jumper and socks, Weekender and others 
£80-120

775 Two French 1960s foam rubber small size mannequins, with wired limbs and moulded high heeled shoes, in 
plain card boxes —27in. (69cm.) high (one box end damaged, a little melting in places) 
£80-120

776 A late 19th doll’s perambulator, wooden painted black with red and white lining, spoked wooden wheels and 
handle, oil-clothing seat —37in. (94cm.) long (front of body missing a bit) 
£30-50

777 French faux bamboo doll’s furniture, a dressing table with marble top and hinged mirror —14 1/2in. (37cm.) high; 
a highchair with cane seat and wardrobe with mirrored door
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778 An early 20th century turned wood doll’s bed, possibly French with canopy and bedding —31in. (79cm.) long 
£50-80

779 A dolls’ wire framed rocking cradle, painted white with twisted iron stand and canopy, white cotton and net 
bedding —41 3/4in. (106cm.) high (some wear) 
£30-40

780 A small Simon & Halbig 1079 DEP child doll, with brown sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, straight limbed 
composition boy with tan shoes and black socks and original dark blue velvet suit with lace collar and cuffs —8in. 
(20.5cm.) high 
£80-120

781 A Simon & Halbig for Kammer & Reinhardt child doll, with brown sleeping eyes, pierced ears, auburn hair wig, 
jointed composition body with fixed wrist, cream silk dress, white cotton underclothes, brown socks, brown 
leather shoes and crochet hat —13 1/2in. (34.5cm.) high (slight wear to body, chipped eye lid paint) 
£80-120

782 An Armand Marseille Running Bear Native American Indian doll, with brown bisque head with fixed brown glass 
eyes, heavy brow, black mohair wig, straight limbed composition body, original felt clothing, dagger and written 
tag ‘Running Bear 1900 AM make’ —15 1/4in. (39cm.) high (glued ankle) 
£60-80

783 Two late 19th century bisque shoulder-head dolls, probably by Alt, Beck & Gottschalck with blue painted eyes, 
blonde painted and moulded curly har, stuffed body, the larger with composition arms and bisque legs with black 
painted heeled boots, brown silk dress and bonnet and underclothes —14in. (35.5cm.) high; and the smaller with 
bisque limbs 
£80-120

784 An Alt, Beck & Gottschalck 1362 child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, pierced ears, brown mohair wig, jointed 
composition body, recent pale blue and cream dress, matching bonnet and white cotton underclothes —19 1/2in. 
(49.5cm.) high 
£80-120

785 A German late 19th century composition shoulder-head doll, with inset blue striated glass eyes, head turned 
slightly to the right, blonde mohair wig, kid Universal jointed body with composition arms and lower legs, pale 
blue dress and white cotton underclothes —16 1/2in. (42cm.) high 
£60-80

786 A German composition shoulder-head doll in original box, with blue glass eyes, open mouth, original brown 
mohair wig, kid Universal jointed body, original green muslin dress, bonnet and underclothes, in a plain brown 
card box —16 1/2in. (42cm.) high; and another composition headed doll with brown glass eyes, closed mouth, 
stuffed body with composition limbs and redressed in blue 
£80-120

787 Two dolls in 1st World War uniforms, a German bisque should head doll with blue glass eyes, blonde hair wig, 
stuffed body with composition hands and original khaki uniform with 1st WW miniature medals —17 3/4in. 
(45cm.) high (lower mouth restored); and a bisque shoulder-head, probably British, wearing Highlander uniform 
£70-100

788 An Armand Marseille 1894 Moroccon lady doll, with brown bisque head, dark sleeping eyes, black mohair wig, 
jointed brown composition body, original printed silk robe, red leather slippers, bead necklace, brass cuffs and 
face veil —14 1/2in. (37cm.) high (wig a little sparse) 
£60-80

789 A small German Asian child doll, with fixed dark slanted eyes, black eyebrows, black mohair wig, straight-limbed 
composition body and pink printed kimono —9 1/2in. (24cm.) high (well restored feet) 
£50-80

790 A rare Simon & Halbig black 1358 child doll, with brown complexion, brown sleeping eyes, full pin lips, pierced 
ears, black mohair wig, jointed composition body, ribbed white cotton dress with red trim, black oil-cloth shoes, 
white cotton underclothes and red straw hat —17 3/4in. (45cm.) high (restored around base of head, wig with 
some moth activity) 
£200-300
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791 An Armand Marseille Ella Asian baby, with dark sleeping eyes, closed mouth, black painted hair and bent-limbed 
composition body —8 1/2in. (21.5cm.) high 
£80-120

792 A Bruno Schmidt 2048 character baby, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde painted and moulded hair, bent-limbed 
composition body and cream wool suit with silk collar —9 1/2in. (24cm.) high 
£80-120

793 A rare Franz Schmidt 1257 character baby with brown painted moulded hair, with blue sleeping eyes, pierced 
nostrils, rare brown painted and moulded hair, bent-limbed composition body, blue and white cotton romper and 
white kid shoes —11 3/4in. (30cm.) high (fingers a little restored) 
£150-200

794 A rare Gebruder Heubach 8649 character baby wit moulded bonnet, with grey/blue intaglio eyes, open/closed 
mouth showing two teeth and tongue, wisps of blonde painted and moulded hair, rare moulded quilted conned 
with teal painted trim and two tie-holes for ribbon, bent-limbed composition body, white cotton suit and beige kid 
shoes —13 1/2in. (34cm.) high (body Discretionoloured) 
£150-200

795 A Kestner 211 character baby, with blue sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth, fine modelling, plaster pate, blonde 
mohair wig, bent-limbed composition limbs, cream silk gown, matching bonnet, cream wool layer and pink 
crochet booties —12in. (30.5cm.) high 
£80-120

796 A Bahr & Proschild 2072 character toddler, with brown sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth, blonde mohair wig, 
jointed composition toddler body, recent knitted suite and white shoes —15in. (38cm.) high 
£150-200

797 A Lloyd Loom doll’s perambulator and three dolls, painted light brown with turned wooden handle —24in. (61cm.) 
long; an Armand Marseille 351 character baby with bent-limbed composition body; an undressed Japanese 
gofun doll; and a hard plastic doll in school uniform 
£60-80

798 A rare original Henri Royer Union Amicale d’ Alsace Lorraine wartime propoganda posters circa 1917, featuring 
two woman and a girl with various dolls, the poster appealing for dolls for the girls of Alsace and Lorraine, 
translation ‘French woen. Hurry so that the year 1918 brings to the poor little girls of Alsace and Lorraine a 
souvenir of our dear Province. Where the little girls are even more unhappy an stretch out their arms to France’, 
canvas backed —45in. (114cm.) x 30 3/4in. (78cm.) 
£100-150

799 Six doll’s hats, mainly late 19th century, early 20th, for larger dolls, a turquoise silk bonnet —6in. (15cm.) high, a 
wide brimmed straw hat, a muslin mop cap and others 
£100-150

800 Two fine 19th century dolls’ bonnets, a pale green silk poke bonnet —3 1/2in. (9cm.) high; and dark teal and 
yellow bonnet with very high front brim (slight wear) 
£100-150

801 A late 18th century English wooden doll, turned, carved and painted with inset dark enamel eyes, remains of 
dotted eyebrows and eyelashes, remains of brown hair nailed on wig, sloping chest, flat backed, remains of cloth 
arms with wooden hands, replaced stuffed legs, original white cotton dress printed with red four-leaf clovers, 
white cotton split drawers and straw hat —19 1/2in. (50cm.) high (wear and paint loss, missing wooden legs and 
damage to clothing) 
£300-500

802 An 18th century English wooden doll torso, turned, carved and completely painted with inset dark enamel eyes, 
carved ears, sloping chest and flat back, carved bottom and carved out between legs, nail in small of back and 
hole straight through body for arms —10in. (25.5cm.) high (wear and almost complete paint loss to head, a few 
worm holes) 
£200-300
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803 A German carved wooden shoulder-head doll, with blue painted eyes, carved and black painted centre-parted 
hair held in a bun at the back, recent stuffed body with wooden arms and antique beige silk dress —23 1/2in. 
(60cm.) high 
£100-150

804 Lady Arundel, a rare large early 18th century English wooden doll, carved and painted with raised lip area, chin 
with full jowls, raised upper and lower eye lids with inset dark enamel eyes with large black iris, carved detailed 
ears, unusually large back of head, rounded chest, flat back, narrow waist and wide hips, gauged front and back 
bottom, replaced carved wooden jointed limbs and inscribed in ink on the back ‘The Doll of Elizabeth Horne of 
Arundel wife of John Kemp - Lady Arundel 1746 - to her go.? dau.? (God Daughter) Benjamina (Kemp), to her 
daughter Elizabeth Kemp Pennney - to her niece Sarah Harrison’ —24 3/4in. (63cm.) high (repainting and or 
varnished, certainly the area around waist is original, just varnished and the writing area on back is original and 
varnished, the writing was probably done in the mid 19th century, chip to nose, arms not attached) - the 
childhood toy of Elizabeth Horne (possibly born around 1720), the granddaughter of William and Elizabeth 
Harrison, then by decent down the female line until the vendor’s aunt. Sold with jpegs of the watercolour of the 
family tree and pages from the family history handwritten book including details and silhouette of Benjamina 
Kemp and Elizabeth Kemp Penney. 
£2,000-3,000

805 A fine 19th century Grodnerthal carved and painted wooden doll, with black painted eyes, carved nose with two 
red nostril dots, small red circular mouth with black line through, black panted centre-parted hair with curls at 
ears and yellow tuck comb, jointed wooden body with feet painted lower arms and original knitted stockings and 
kid shoes —11 1/4in. (28.5cm.) high (slight dent to front lower shoulder plate) 
£400-600

806 A very rare late 18th century Continental wooden doll with two-way jointed neck, finely carved and painted 
wooden with large asymmetrical upward glancing brown eyes, a red upper eyeline, single curved stroke 
eyebrows, a defined hooked nose with carved out nostrils, a slightly smiling mouth, heavily carved ears, solid 
domed head with brown painted skullcap, a net and figured silk headdress with curls of blonde hair at the front, 
rare swivel and pegged hinge jointed neck, the shoulders carved with dress neckline and breasts, jointed 
wooden body with painted lower limbs and yellow and red slippers, brown figured silk dress and petticoat —14 
1/2in. (37cm.) high (missing thumb, and some aging ware) - previously in the collection of Dorothy Dixon and 
purchased by Margaret Hartshorn. 
£8,000-10,000

807 A rare late 18th century Continetal wooden doll, finely carved and painted wood with inset dark glass eyes, 
pointed nose and slightly smiling mouth, carved ears, brown painted hair, rare swivel and pegged hinge jointed 
neck, jointed wooden body with painted outsized expressive hands and painted lower legs with yellow slippers, 
original silk top woven with pink and green flowers and gilt thread trim and green apron, later gold underdress 
and net bonnet —13 1/2in. (34cm.) high (slight retouching) 
£2,500-3,500

808 A 19th century black creche figure, with carved wooden hair, black painted, white and blue painted eyes, red 
painted mouth, chip carved hair, stuffed and wired body with carved wooden hands and red boots, pink ribbed 
silk tunic, floral silk sleeves, black bodice with gilt thread and spangle decoration, lace collar and cuffs and blue 
silk robe on square base —10in. (25.5cm.) high 
£300-400

809 An unusual 19th century Continental wax headed creche figure, the poured wax head with black bead eyes, 
inserted and stuck on auburn beard and hair, stuffed and wired body and limbs, very well carved and painted 
hands and gilt boots with buttons, holes to stand in heel, green and grey velvet tunic with gilt thread and spangle 
trim, pink silk trousers, grey velvet robe with ‘ermin’ trim and red wool hat —8 3/4in. (22cm.) high (missing three 
fingers from one hand, a little finger from other, slight cracking to head, slight wear to clothes and some hair 
probably replaced) 
£300-400
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810 An19th century Continental wax headed creche figure, the poured wax head with black bead eyes, black 
moulded centre-parted hair pulled back over the ears, stuffed and wired body and limbs, carved wooden hands 
and lower legs, black silk coat with large collar and black fringing, silver threaded silk cap on back of head, white 
muslin dress with lace trim, linen petticoat and muslin pantaloons —10 1/4in. (26cm.) high (a little cracking to wax 
and silk coat perishing) 
£200-300

811 An early 19th century Continental beeswax religious figure, the shoulder-head with dark painted eyes, brown 
moulded and painted hair, stuffed wired body with wax limbs, moulded red heeled shoes, remains of original silk 
costume and gilt thread trim —6 3/4in. (17cm.) high (some restoration, skirt replaced) 
£150-200

812 An 19th century Continental poured wax baby doll, with inset dark glass eyes, auburn mohair wig, unjointed with 
arms out to the front and pink muslin shift —7 1/4in. (18.5cm.) high 
£80-120

813 A rare mid 19th century poured wax dolls’ house child doll, the shoulder-head turned to the left, blue painted 
eyes, brown painted hair looping down the side of head, stuffed body with wax limbs, painted black shoes with 
red laces and white socks, brown muslin dress printed with red and white foliage, matching jacket, net and straw 
bonnet and underclothes —5 1/2in. (14cm.) high 
£200-300

814 A mid 19th century small or large scale dolls’ house poured wax child doll, the shoulder-head with black bead 
eyes, blonde hair slotted into centre of head falling in ringlets, stuffed body with wax limbs, original floral print 
muslin dress with cape, net and straw wide brimmed hat and cotton underclothes —5 3/4in. (15cm.) high (a little 
cracking across shoulders) 
£200-300

815 A mid 19th century small poured wax child doll, the shoulder-head turned to the left, blue painted eyes, light 
brown painted hair looping down the side of head, blue ribbon pinned to the hair, stuffed body with wax limbs, 
painted black shoes with black laces, original white cotton dress printed with blue leaves, net apron, straw hat 
and glazed white cotton underclothes —8 1/2in (21.5cm.) high 
£250-350

816 A 19th centry small poured wax child doll, the shoulder head with pale blue glass eyes, blonde hair slotted into 
the top of head, stuffed cotton body with wax limbs, cream cotton dress printed with a green crossed pattern and 
pink flowers, white cotton underclothes, black oil-cloth shoes and coral necklace —9 1/2in. (24cm.) high 
£200-300

817 A 19th century poured wax shoulder-head doll, with inset blue glass eyes, round face, brown hair wig, stuffed 
cotton narrow waist body with stitched wax limbs —13 3/4in. (35cm.) high (missing piece from top of right arm) 
£100-150

818 A unusual brown haired small pink tinted china Frozen Charlotte, with blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, 
moulded and painted centre-parted brown hair falling in ringlets and white cotton chemise —2 3/4in. (7cm.) high 
£60-80

819 A seated china Frozen Charlotte, with blue painted eyes, black painted and moulded centre-parted curly hair, 
arms held out the front, seated and white cotton shift —2 3/4in. (7cm.) high 
£40-60

820 A fine pink tinted china Frozen Charlie, with blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, black painted hair with exposed 
ear, 7 on sole of foot and grey dress with pink ribbon trim —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£80-120

821 A fine pink tinted china Frozen Charlotte, with blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, black painted and moulded 
centre-parted hair in ringlets, white and red crochet dress, matching cape and hat —4 1/2in. (11.5cm.) high 
£80-120

822 A pink tinted china Frozen Charlie with trousseau, with blue painted eyes, black painted hair with exposed ear 
and red and white striped dress —5 1/4in. (13.5cm.) high (broken and glued at one elbow), four homemade 
dresses and a cape, in a 19th century black lacquered box 
£80-100
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823 A fine 19th century German pink tinted wigged shoulder-head lady doll, with blue painted eye with cut-out 
highlight, red eyelid line, brown top eyeliner and eyebrow, dark red rosebud lips and nostril curls, ears, solid pate 
with tie holes, blonde mohair wig, shoulder plate with moulded breasts, back impressed 6 and five tie-holes, 
cotton stuffed body, like hands, white and red floral printed dress, white cotton underclothes, brown leather 
shoes and coral necklace —18in. (46cm.) high (some fading to dress) 
£800-1,000

824 A rare and fine 19th century Nymphenburg shoulder-head lady doll, with blue painted downward glancing eyes, 
dark red top eyeliner, heavy eyelid, grey painted brow, long narrow nose, closed slightly smiling mouth, exposed 
ears, grey painted and moulded hair piled on top of head, slender neck of small shoulders, stuffed cotton body 
with china well modelled hands with expressive fingers, very unusual china shoes and legs, blue painted 
strapping and brown painted soles with slight heel, magenta silk dress with lace trim and two petticoats —16 
3/4in. (42.5cm.) high (some damage to dress) 
£400-600

825 An 19th century German wigged china shoulder-head doll, with blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, red circles for 
nostrils, well modelled ears, brown hair wig, stuffed body with composition forearms, pink ribbed silk with black 
velvet trim, white cotton underclothes and black oil-cloth shoes —16 1/4in. (41.5cm.) high (wig not removed, so 
very top of head not checked, but seems fine, dress faded) 
£200-300

826 An 19th century Conta & Boehme china shoulder-head doll, with blue painted eye, white highlight dot to iris, red 
eyelid line, part exposed ears, black painted and moulded centre-parted hair swept up and back in rolls forming 
two plaits that meet above a chignon at the nape of neck, stuffed body with china limbs, black painted boots with 
red laces and slight heel, black and red wool gingham dress and white cotton underclothes —20in. (51cm.) high 
£150-200

827 A fine 19th century small or large dolls’ house bisque shoulder-head doll, with blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, 
exposed ear, unusual dark brown painted and mould hair swept back from the face held by a ribbon and bow 
and back of hair held in a moulded net snood, strokes of painted hair around the forehead, stuffed body with 
painted wooden limbs, black painted flat soled shoes, dress made of muslin, lace and fringing and white cotton 
underclothes —8in. (20.5cm.) high 
£100-150

828 A Simon & Halbig bisque shoulder-head doll with rare glass eyes, deep blue glass eyes, blonde painted brow, 
closed mouth, part exposed ears with gold painted and moulded drop earrings, blonde painted and moulded hair 
held by a black and gold hair band, the sides of hair rolled back and a dark pink rose on the right side, the 
shoulders with moulded crucifix, stuffed body with bisque limbs, original cream silk dress and white cotton 
underclothes —9 3/4in. (25cm.) high (back and left side of shoulders broken and glued, left foot and ankle rebuilt) 

£60-80
829 An Alt, Beck & Gottschalck bisque shoulder-head doll with elaborate hair, with blue paint eyes, red eyelid line, 

light brown brows, exposed ears pierced into the head, blonde painted and moulded hair swept back from head 
and held by three black bows on the top of head, falling in ringlets, shoulders with rare moulded chemise edge 
with blue ribbons, stuffed body with bisque limbs, blue and black moulded boots with button, white cotton dress, 
gilt pendant on black ribbon chocker and white cotton underclothes —16 1/2in. (42cm.) high (right shoulder 
broken and glued) 
£60-80

830 A German bisque shoulder-head doll with elaborate hair, possibly Kling, blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, 
blonde eyebrows, part exposed pierced ears, blonde painted and moulded hair, the sides swept back, a pile of 
curls at the front of the hair held by black and gold band, curls at the back of head held by another black band, 
stuffed body with bisque limbs, black painted boots with red laces, blue dress and white cotton underclothes —15
 1/4in. (39cm.) high (two cracks to left front side of shoulder plate) 
£60-80
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831 A German bisque shoulder-head doll with glass eyes, probably Alt, Beck & Gottschalck, head turned slightly to 
the left, blue striated glass eyes, feathered brows, exposed ears, blonde painted and moulded curly hair with kiss 
curl, gusseted kid body with bisque forearms, floral printed muslin dress, white cotton and cream wool petticoats 
and tan kid shoes —12 1/4in. (31cm.) high (moth damage to wool petticoat) 
£60-80

832 An Alt, Beck & Gottschalck bisque shoulder-head boy doll, head turned slightly to the right with blue painted 
eyes, red eyelid line, blonde painted and moulded side-glancing eyes, stuffed body with kid arms, white cotton 
shirt and black breeches —13 1/2in. (34.5cm.) high 
£40-60

833 An Alt, Beck & Gottschalck bisque shoulder-head doll with glass eyes, with deep blue striated glass eyes, blonde 
brows, small rosebud mouth, exposed ears pierced into the head, blonde painted and moulded curly hair with 
ribbon band, stuffed body with bisque limbs, yellow painted moulded buttoned up heeled boots with purple tassel 
and recent burgundy velvet dress —18in. (45.5cm.) high (hairline crack down of the back of shoulders, broken 
and glued across one boot) 
£80-100

834 An Alt, Beck & Gottschalck bisque shoulder-head 870 doll, with solid domed pate, head turned slightly to the 
right, blue painted eyes with white highlight dot, red eyelid line, light brown brows, closed mouth, ears pierced 
into the head, back of shoulders impressed 870 N 9, remains of blonde mohair wig, gusseted kid body with 
bisque arms, original floral printed with cotton dress, cream wool petticoat, white cotton underclothes, black 
socks, brown oil-cloth shoes and straw hat with ribbon trim —18in. (45.5cm.) high (chipped hand and some moth 
to wool petticoat, ageing to clothes) 
£80-120

835 An Alt, Beck & Gottschalck bisque shoulder-head doll, head turned slightly to the right with blue glass eyes, 
heavy brown brows, open mouth, blonde mohair wig, cloth body with bisque arms, original light brown spotted 
silk dress with lace trim and brown velvet belts, white cotton underclothes, black socks and oil-cloth shoes —14 
1/2in. (37cm.) high (shoulders not checked as dress sewn on and two fragile, but seem fine, silk dress perishing) 

£80-120
836 A small German wigged bisque shoulder-head doll, with solid domed pate, blue painted eyes, ears pierced into 

the head, blonde mohair wig, stuffed cotton body with bisque limbs, unusual orange painted and moulded 
buttoned-up heeled boots, spotted muslin dress, white cotton underclothes and hat —11in. (28cm.) high (front of 
one boot restored) 
£60-80

837 A rare German papier-mâché shoulder head doll with Apollo Knot hairstyle, with blue painted eyes, black painted 
and moulded hair, white kid rigid body with painted wooden limbs and black slippers, an over sized antique pale 
yellow silk dress with lace trim and muslin underclothes —18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (worn, topknot resorted) 
£80-120

838 A 19th century German papier-mâché shoulder-head child doll, head turned slightly to the right with brown 
painted eyes, exposed ears, dark brown painted and moulded curly hair, stuffed cotton body, papier-mâché arms 
and legs with moulded black shoes with red edges and white socks, brown, dark red and green checked dress 
and white cotton underclothes —13in. (33cm.) high (worn cheeks and wear, restored front of one foot and one 
replaced arm) 
£50-80

839 A 19th century German papier-mâché shoulder-head girl doll, with blue painted eyes, black painted and moulded 
centre-parted hair falling in curtains and ringlets around the back, stuffed cotton body with painted wooden limbs, 
red painted boots with gold buttons, original white cotton dress printed with purple flowers and white cotton 
petticoat —13in. (33cm.) high (head crazed, loss of paint on one shoulder and sleeves probably replaced) 
£80-120
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840 A 19th century papier-mâché shoulder-head lady doll, with blue painted eyes, black painted and moulded centre-
parted hair falling and curled back held in a plaited curled chignon, stuffed rigid kid body with painted wooden 
limbs, faded red painted slippers, dark brown and red velvet dress with black satin puffed sleeves and white 
cotton underclothes —18 3/4in. (48cm.) high (damaged nose and general wear) 
£80-100

841 A French papier-mâché headed white faced clown doll, probably an Eden clown by Fleischmann & Bloedel with 
fixed blue striated glass eyes, black brow, red painted lines to face and cheeks with butterfly transfers and 
forehead with beetle, white sheepskin wig edge, jointed papier-mâché body, original yellow silk costume with 
pointed hat and yellow kid shoes —18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (one eye needs resetting and slight damage and 
ageing to clothing) 
£200-300

842 A Smiling Bru swivel head fashionable doll, with pale blue striated glass eyes with a dark edge to iris, light brown 
feathered brow, pink closed slightly smiling mouth with darker pink detail, pierced ears, cork pate, replaced old 
blonde mohair wig, back of head impressed E, bisque shoulders, gusseted kid body, two-part pale brown silk 
bustle dress with ruched trim to jacket, linen bustle petticoat, cotton petticoat and drawers —15 1/4in. (39cm.) 
high (hairline down left side of face and over spray painted, some insect holes to body, leg seems open, rusting 
to fingers, some damage to dress) 
£300-500

843 A French pressed bisque swivel head fashionable doll, with grey glass eyes with dark edge to iris, brown feather 
brows, cupid bow lips, pierced ears, replaced light brown hair wig, bisque shoulders, jointed wooden body, 
antique brown silk jacket with ruched collars and cuffs, recent gold silk skirt, cotton split combination, wool 
petticoat, socks and brown leather Jumeau size 4 shoes with bee mark —13 3/4in. (35cm.) high (some retouching 
to body and kid around shoulders replaced) 
£600-800

844 A Jumeau pressed bisque swivel head fashionable doll, with blue striated glass eyes with darker edge to iris, 
brown feather brow, closed slightly smiling red mouth with darker red detail, ears pierced into the head, back of 
head and shoulders impressed 4, gusseted kid body, original cream wool cloth two-part bustle dress with train, 
ruched trim and two pointed pockets to front of top, cotton petticoat and brown leather heeled boots marked C.C. 
—17 1/4in. (44.5cm.) high (large tears and damage to body, mainly to legs, missing wig and pate, some damage 
to dress and boots) 
£500-800

845 A French pressed bisque swivel head fashionable doll, with deep blue striated glass eyes, brown feathered 
brows, pink closed slightly smiling mouth with darker pink detail, ears pierced into the head, pale blonde mohair 
wig on cork pate, bisque shoulders, kid gusseted body, golden/green velvet two-part bustle dress with green 
ribbed silk diamond trim down the front, matching hat, brown leather heeled boots, white cotton split drawers and 
chemise —16 1/4in. (41.5cm.) high (open firing cracks down either side, near mould line, some general wear and 
staining to underclothes) 
£500-800

846 A Jumeau pressed bisque swivel head fashionable doll, with grey glass eyes with dark edge to iris, brown 
feather brows, cupid bow lips, pierced ears, cork pate, back of head impressed 4, bisque shoulders, gusseted 
kid body, cream dress printed with grey flowers and white cotton underclothes —16 3/4in. (42.5cm.) high (one 
piercing hole pulled through are repaired, body very damage, mainly leg seams burst, missing three fingers and 
wig) 
£400-600

847 A rare Simon & Halbig swivel head fashionable doll with twill covered articulated body 1870s, the German copy 
of Anqueulle’s body called ‘Maquette’, the poured bisque swivel head with blue striated glass eyes, black 
eyeliner, brown feathered brows, pink painted mouth with darker pink detail, ears pierced into the head, recent 
blonde wig on cork pate, bisque shoulders, wooden body covered in twill with modelled toes, joints at shoulders, 
elbows, hips, knees and ankles, bisque forearms, ink writing on front of left leg 4/11 8/b, recent olive green 
dress, corset, wool petticoat and white cotton combinations —16 3/4in. (42.5cm.) high 
£1,000-1,500
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848 A rare Mademoiselle Rohmer pressed bisque fashionable doll, the swivel head on flange joint with bisque 
shoulder head, bright blue striated glass eyes, black top eyeliner, grey lower eyeliner, eyelashes and brows, full 
cheeks, deeply moulded light red mouth with darker red detail, moulded ears, remains of blonde mohair wig on 
cork pate, held to the shoulders by a large metal pin, gusseted kid body with blue oval stamp ‘Mme Rohmer - 
Brevete SGDG Paris’, peg jointed wooden arm joints with bisque arms, brass eyelets for sitting stays, wooden 
joints at knee, original Eau d’ Nil silk dress with bodice and black velvet trim, white jacket with applied black 
looping cord, white cotton blouse, two petticoats, pantaloons, socks and brown leather heeled shoes —15 3/4in. 
(40cm.) high (six restored fingers) 
£2,000-3,000

849 A fine late 19th century hand-stitched cloth West Indies wedding party from the Mr Potter Museum of Curiosities, 
comprising bride, groom, bridesmaid and pageboy in West Indies Regiment uniform, all of brown cloth with glass 
bead pupil, stitched white of the eye, raised noses and ears, afro hair wigs, the bride in white muslin bustle dress 
and wearing and holding kid gloves —12in. (30cm.) high, the groom with moustache and side burns and black top 
hat, the bridesmaid in white holding black oil-cloth handbag and parasol (parasol missing pole) and pageboy in 
red and yellow waistcoat - these were included in the Bonhams auction, September 2003, these were part of an 
eclectic lot 337 
£400-600

850 A rare Chad Valley Ramsey MacDonald cloth doll, with brushed cotton head, stencilled features, grey wool hair 
and moustache, stuffed cotton body with felt clothes and red and white woven label on back of trousers —12in. 
(30.5cm.) high (slight wear and ageing) - Ramsey MacDonald became the country's first Socialist Prime Minister 
of the UK in 1924, serving again from 1929-1931 and in the Coalition Government 1931-1935. 
£150-200

851 A rare Chad Valley Stanley Baldwin cloth doll, with brushed cotton head, stencilled features, black painted hair, 
stuffed cotton body with felt clothes, wooden pipe, hat and red and white woven label on foot —12 1/2in. (32cm.) 
high (slight wear and ageing, dusty) - Stanley Badwin was a Labour Prime Minister of the UK for a short term in 
the years 1923-1924, he was back as PM until 1929 and again 1935-1937. 
£100-150

852 A rare Chad Valley David Lloyd George cloth doll, with brushed cotton head, stencilled features, grey wool hair 
and moustache and stuffed cotton body with felt clothes —11in. (28cm.) high (slight wear and ageing) - Lloyd 
George became UK Prime Minister of the wartime Coalition Government in 1916 until 1918 and was again PM 
from 1918-1922. 
£150-200

853 A rare Chad Valley Winston Churchill cloth doll, with brushed cotton head, stencilled features, tufts of ginger 
mohair hair, stuffed cotton body with felt clothes, small grey felt trilby, holding two wooden bricks and red and 
white woven label on back of trousers, an old piece of paper pinned to his back inscribed in pen ‘Bought in 
Stockholm - W Churchill’ —12 1/2in. (32cm.) high (slight ageing) - Sir Winston Churchill was the UK’s wartime 
Prime Minister from 1940-1945, but while a Member of Parliament in the 1920s he taught himself bricklaying and 
was famously known as the Bricklayer! 
£300-400

854 A 1920s Lenci Pierrot felt doll, with pressed felt sad face, narrowed brown painted eyes, elongated boudoir type 
cloth body with felt hands and boots, original white and black felt clothes and wooden mandolin —24in. (61cm.) 
high (some slight moth holes and ageing, one boot replaced and general ageing) 
£250-350

855 A 1930s Lenci pressed felt boudoir type doll, with brown painted side-glancing eyes, brown mohair wig, swivel 
head, elongated jointed limbs, original pink muslin dress and bonnet, black felt slippers and white muslin 
underclothes —24 1/2in. (62cm.) high (some fading and Discretionolouration, slight wear) 
£300-400

856 A 1920s Lenci Chinese Opium Smoker doll, with pressed felt head, remains of painted features, black wool hair 
with queue, jointed cloth and felt body with large belly, felt hands and original, yellow, green, black and orange 
felt clothing —12in. (30.5cm.) high (face badly damage, other moth holes, wear and fading) 
£80-120
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857 An unusual 1920s Lenci Pierrot doll, with pressed felt head, painted narrow brown side glancing eyes, two-tone 
pink painted pursed lips, felt ears, swivel head, jointed elongated cloth body with felt hands with three fingers 
together, original white, black and green costume with cloak and black oil-cloth shoes —22in. (56cm.) high (moth 
damage, mainly to cloak and trousers and ageing) 
£200-300

858 A home-made American Long Island NY black cloth doll, 1940s, of brown cotton with embroidered googly eyes, 
nose and o-shaped mouth, black wool hair, red jacket, blue trousers and purple shoes —21in. (53.5cm.) high 
(slight fading) - a handwritten tag reads ‘this doll was by Elizabeth ‘Bettie’ Knox Gray in the 1940s when she 
lived at Sea Cliff Long Island NY, she retired to Kent Island, MD and to Norfolk VA. 
£40-60

859 A rare Chad Valley Princess Elizabeth and Margaret Rose cloth dolls, with pressed felt faces, inset blue glasses 
eyes, mohair wigs, swivel heads and jointed velvet bodies, in original blue felt coat, hat and shoes, blue floral 
printed dress, undercloths and red and white woven labels on foot —18in. (45.5cm.) height of Elizabeth (some 
moth damage, fading, Elizabeth with large hole in side of hat, both with moth nibble and staining to face, ageing) 
£150-200

860 Small size Chad Valley Walt Disney’s Seven Dwarves 1930s, with bashed cotton faces, painted features, white 
wool plush beards, cloth bodies with original clothes and white and blue woven labels to fronts —6 1/2in. 
(16.5cm.) high (missing one hat and three shoes, some fading) 
£100-150

861 A 1930s Lenci pressed felt girl doll, with brown painted side glancing eyes, blonde mohair wig, swivel head, 
jointed cloth body with felt limbs, two fingers together, blue felt and white muslin dress with matching bonnet and 
shoes, felt roses in hat and corsage and holding basket with doll’s head to outside —13 1/2in. (34.5cm.) high 
(some moth damage, especially around neck joint and left cheek, other damage and ageing) 
£80-120

862 A 1930s Lenci pressed felt boy doll, with brown painted side glancing eyes, brown mohair wig, swivel head, 
jointed cloth body with felt limbs, two fingers together, felt white shirt and red shorts with brown leather belt and 
shoes —13 1/2in. (34.5cm.) high (some moth, especially near left ear and other places, fading and 
Discretionoloured) 
£60-80

863 A Martha Chase child doll 1910-20s, painted cloth with brown eyes, blonde textured hair, hinged body with 
stitched fingers and toes, stamp on upper leg and original blue and white gingham dress with white yoke and 
matching combination —19 1/2in. (50cm.) high 
£150-200

864 A rare Kathe Kruse doll No 1 circa 1917, with painted cloth head with grey eyes and blonde painted hair, fixed 
head, stuffed body with hinged arms with separate thumb, jointed hips and card-lined feet signed Kathe Kruse on 
sole —16 1/4in. (42cm.) high; a cream silk coat and hat, two muslin dresses, bonnet and underclothes, for a large 
doll or baby — this doll has always been known last Nigel and was the toy of Katherine Pilkington, born 1911, a 
St Helens family 
£600-800

865 A pair of German composition headed Bisto gravy children, with painted features, mohair wigs, jointed cloth 
bodies and original clothing —12in. (30.5cm.) high (some aging and wigs a little sparse) - based on the 
advertising images created by Will Owens 
£80-120

866 An unusual character bisque headed jester doll, with inset blue glass eyes, raised arched eyebrows, large 
pointed nose, closed wide smiling mouth and sticking out ears, stuffed body with wired wooden hands, original 
black and white felt jester’s costume with brass bells and holding wooden stick —10in. (25.5cm.) high 
£80-120

867 A German bisque headed doll dressed a female Pierrot, with blue glass eyes, brown hair wig, long wired limbs 
wrapped in ribbon, cream and black costume with pointed hat and ribbon to hang —11 1/2in. (29cm.) high 
£40-60
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868 A rare Klondyke gold rush two dolls in a nugget of gold, a gold painted plaster nugget with a black and a white 
china pudding charm doll, in original box, the lid printed with ‘From Klondyke with Golden Xmas Wishes’ and 
inside lid with ‘To rush off to Klondyke there’s surely no need. Where thousands may fail while a dozen succeed, 
When Nuggets, as precious as specimen shown, At Home may be fun on a claim of your own. T.E.’ —2 3/4in. 
(7cm.) width of box (slight chip to nugget and box hinged lid loose) 
£100-150

869 An unusual late 19th century bisque headed baby in weighted rocking cradle, probably French with blue painted 
eyes, closed mouth, blonde mohair wig, cardboard body with wired composition limbs, original bedding and 
wooden cradle, with lead weight which when the cradle is rocked the baby moves her arms and legs —7 3/4in. 
(19.5cm.) long 
£80-120

870 A pair of German bisque children on tree swings, seated on bisque swings wearing blue and yellow clothing, 
ropes hanging from a wooden branch on wooden backs and bases, glass blossom and leaves and bisque 
animals at their feet —9 3/4in. (25cm.) high (slight damage to bisque animals) 
£60-80

871 Two German bisque headed dolls mounted with dogs, the girl Recknagel, both with glass eyes and straight 
legged composition bodies, the boy dressed in sailor suit holding a hoop and her in striped silk dress, both 
standing on a velvet covered base and with brushed cotton hounds with glass eyes —9in. (23cm.) height of boy 
(silk dress perished) 
£100-150

872 An unusual German bisque headed Native American family, with brown heads, sleeping eyes, black mohair wigs 
and straight limbed composition bodies, comprising father —6 3/4in. (17cm.) high, mother and two children, a 
cloth teepee and a card cooking bowl on tripod stand 
£400-600

873 A rare bisque headed Father Christmas, or Santa Claus with fixed blue striated glass eyes, moulded and painted 
characters face with heavy grey brow, protruding nose, large closed smile and sticking out ears, stick on 
cottonwool beard, large side lying S impressed on back of head, straight limbed composition body with hole in 
hand to hold, original red brushed cotton coat and hood with white wool plush trim —8 3/4in. (22cm.) high 
(missing wig and faded) 
£200-300

874 An 1897 hallmarked silver Peg Doll charm, with Birmingham hallmark —1 1/4in. (3cm.) high; and a pair of French 
pale blue glass doll’s eyes 
£30-50

875 An unusual set of eight Japanese Ningyo gufon seated male dolls in original wooden box, probably 1920-30s, 
white and three pink headed with inset glass eyes and remains of hair tufts, seated cross legged with wooden 
arms and original red and other colour robes, in original wooden box base with paper Japanese label ‘Katzuami’ 
—11 1/2in. (29cm.) height of largest (missing box lid, some hair loss and slight wear) 
£200-300

876 An unusual later 19th century papier-mâché doll, probably French, with blue painted eyes, pointed nose, black 
painted hair with curls around the face, rigid body and legs with cloth hinged wooden arms, original printed tunic 
and trousers —16in. (41cm.) high (dent to forehead and some wear and dirty) 
£80-120

877 An unusual early 20th century German composition character boy doll, with fixed brown glass side glancing 
eyes, brown painted feathered brows, open/closed mouth, well modelled ears, recent reddish brown wig, jointed 
composition body, muslin shirt, jersey knickerbockers, grey silk waistcoat and blue kid boots —18 3/4in. (48cm.) 
high (restored end of nose and retouched mouth, some wear) 
£80-120

878 A fine wax artist male doll by House of Wax Lewis Sorensen of California, the wax wrinkled head with inset blue 
glass eyes, white mohair wig and applied moustache, stuffed wired body with wax hands and ink stamp to body, 
fine quality clothes and boots —22 1/2in. (57cm.) high (photograph of Lewis can be provided as jpeg) 
£50-80
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879 A 19th century composition couple probably in Polish National Dress, with stuffed body, composition hands and 
boots, him with moustache with blue felt waistcoat and trousers, white cotton shirt, white felt coat worn on the 
shoulders, applied felt decoration and Dresden paper trim —9 1/4in. (23.5cm.) high; and her in red floral printed 
skirt, white muslin apron and basket on arm, both on wooden bases 
£200-300

880 An unusual 19th century papier-mache lady in ‘Costume de Madrid’, the static figure with head turned to the left, 
painted features, hair wig, wired arms with wood or composition hands, original olive green silk costume and net 
trim, mounted on base inscribed ‘Costume de Madrid’, in dome with wooden base —9 1/2in. (24cm.) height of 
figure with base, not including dome or stand 
£300-400

881 An unusual 19th century papier-mache lady, the static figure with head turned to the left, painted features, hair 
wig, wired arms with wood or composition hands, original cream silk costume and blonde trim, mounted on base 
indistinctly named similar to the previous lot, in dome with wooden base —9 1/2in. (24cm.) height of figure with 
base, not including dome or stand (some hair loss, top of head a little cracked and silk perished, dome is too 
large for base) 
£200-300

882 A rare and interesting German bisque shoulder head fashionable doll, possibly Simon & Halbig with head turned 
slightly to the left, fixed striated blue glass eyes, light brown four stroke brows, well defined nose, closed mouth 
with black line between lips, ears pierced into the head, solid domed pate, elongated neck with clavicle and 
shoulder plate with breast, original blonde mohair wig, light brown silk two-part bustle dress with pink velvet trim, 
gilt fob watch on chain, straw hat, light brown coarse cloth petticoat, white cotton petticoat, drawers, two 
chemise, socks and brown leather boots —17 1/4in. (44cm.) high (two minuscule eye chips to left lower eyelid, 
slight damage to body and slight moth damage to wig) 
£2,000-3,000

883 A German fur Borzoi toy dog, suitable for a small fashionable doll with black ears and face flashes and orange 
glass eyes —4in. (10cm.) long 
£80-120

884 An 19th century Jumeau swivel head fashionable doll with wrap around eyes, with large grey glass eyes with a 
darker edge to the iris, closed mouth, brown feathered brows, pierced ears, blonde mohair wig on cork pate, 
back of head impressed 2, gusseted kid body with blue ink stamp, original red and white striped cotton day 
dress, fine brown leather heeled boots, a slight too large pink silk bonnet and white cotton underclothes —15 
1/2in. (39.5cm.) high 
£1,500-2,000

885 A small French shoulder-head fashionable doll, probably Gaultier with fixed blue glass eyes, closed mouth, 
heavy brown brow, pierced ears, blonde mohair wig on cork pate, front of shoulders impressed 4 O M, stuffed 
body with bisque limbs, original red and white checked cotton dress, white cotton underclothes and white silk 
bonnet —11in. (28cm.) high (one arm replaced and body probably not original to shoulders) 
£400-600

886 A mid 19th century doll’s trunk with clothing, a blue, grey and white floral hand printed paper covered domed 
wooden trunk with brass loop handle and steel lock plate —9 1/2in. (24cm.) wide, a printed green cotton dress 
—13 1/2in. (34cm.) height shoulder to hem, a spotted muslin bonnet, a straw bonnet (slight holes), a brown velvet 
draw string bag with applied purple flower, a purple silk plaid shawl, a white cotton shawl with tucks, a pin 
cushion, a smaller blue and white printed cotton jacket, three single kid slippers and various cotton and muslin 
underclothes, in different sizes (trunk with some lifting of paper and wear) 
£200-300

887 A late 19th century red and black large size doll’s dress, in two parts with ruched, ribbon and black lace trim —21 
1/2in. (55cm.) height hem to collar 
£150-200

888 A late 19th century pink silk doll’s outfit, comprising a dress with lace inserts and trim —10in. (26cm.) high, a 
hooded cloak and hat (some perishing to silk) 
£100-150
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889 Three pieces of doll’s clothing, a burgundy velvet narrow waisted coat —13in. (33cm.) high, a spotted muslin 
dress and a dark blue cotton dress printed with white flower sprigs and with puffed sleeves 
£100-150

890 Three antique babies bonnets, a pair of crochet ladies gloves with ‘Point d’Ireland’ card tag; and other pieces of 
lace trim 
£70-100

891 A small French papier-mache doll’s body fully jointed with slender fingers —8in. (20.5cm.) high 
£60-80

892 A French porcelain doll’s wash set, white ground with green lining, comprising jug, basin, two boxes with lid, a jar 
and cover and bowl, plus soap and a bone tooth brush, in a ‘birdseye maple’ paper covered box with ink stamp 
to underside of lid ‘Alph. Giroux & Cie 45 Boulevard des Capucines Paris’ —2 3/4in. (6.5cm.) height of jug (small 
bowl broken and glued) 
£80-120

893 Two doll trunks, a canvas and black oil-cloth domed lidded think with carry handles, brass studs and Euston to 
Lockerbie destination label —9in. (23cm.) wide (old woodworm and wear); and a green tinplate covered wooden 
trunk with interior printed with bears, clowns and dressed animals 
£60-80

894 A late 19th century wicker pushchair, with bamboo handles, wrought iron frame painted green with yellow lining 
and green oil-cloth hood —38in. (96.5cm.) long (some wear and some damage) 
£60-80

895 A painted wooden dolls’ perambulator, painted black with gold lining, wrought iron springs, porcelain handles, 
reversible black folding hood and cream oil-cloth lining with footwell —36in. (91.5cm.) long (chip to handle and 
some wear) 
£60-80

896 A 1930s dolls’ perambulator, with cream and pale green vinyl sides and folding hood, aluminium tubular frame 
and mudguards —35in. (89cm.) long 
£60-80

897 A very unusual American The Oriole baby stroller, dark blue wooden body and frame with white lining, yellow 
canary transfer logo, oil-cloth seat and cast-metal wheels, circa 1910 —41in. (104cm.) high 
£80-120

898 A 1930s wicker dolls’ perambulator, moving hood with two small circular windows, wrought iron frame and 
suspension, turned wooden handle and spoked wood wheels with rubber tyres —33 1/2in. (85cm.) long 
£40-60

899 A 1930s doll’s or teddy bear three piece suit, of brown oil-cloth with sun ray backs, brass studs, brown velvet 
cushions and turned wooden bun feet —19 1/4in. (49cm.) width of sofa (slight damage and wear) 
£200-300

900 An Edwardian collapsible highchair, converting into a rocking chair, turned uprights on back rest and folding tray 
with porcelain beads —38 1/4in. (97cm.) high (some slight old treated woodworm) 
£40-60

901 A lat 19th century American doll’s buggy perambulator, brown, tan and yellow painted wood with stencilled cane 
and yellow and blue diamond decoration, cast-metal adjustable support to an oil-cloth canopy with fringing and 
wooden wheels —29in. (74cm.) high (some wear) 
£80-120

902 Two 19th century doll’s chairs, a hall chair with heart shape cut into back —19in. (48cm.) high and a dark stained 
pine chair with brass roundels and rush seat (missing one roundel) 
£60-80

903 Four 19th century doll’s cottage open armchairs, with rush seats, one with spindle ladder backs —11 3/4in. 
(30cm.) high, two with original painted finish (some wear) 
£80-120
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904 Three doll’s captain’s armchairs, with spindle backs —11 3/4in. (30cm.) high; and a similar folding table 
(underside of table attachments well replaced) 
£40-60

905 Four early 20th century open armchairs, simulated bamboo —13in. (33cm.) high, some with black lining 
£40-60

906 Five small early 20th century cottage chairs, one with arms —11in. (28cm.) high, varnished and a stool 
£50-80

907 Seven small doll’s chairs, two simulate bamboo, one with blue silk buttoned seat —13 3/4in. (35cm.) high, the 
other with cane seat; and five others 
£70-100

908 Three doll’s wooden convertible highchairs, varnished wood, turning into lower chair with play tray, two with 
transfer image on tray —24 1/2in. (62cm.) height of largest 
£60-80

909 Two recent East Asian black painted children’s chairs, painted with Oriental flowers, birds and gilding, both with 
spurious English paper labels to underside, one a corner chair —18 1/2in. (47cm.) high 
£40-60

910 An early 20th century child’s bow back captain’s chair, with turned spindles —20 1/2in. (52cm.) high (some wear); 
and another 19th century child’s chair 
£60-80

911 A late 19th century child’s armchair, upholstered with buttoned back and turned wooden front legs —21 1/2in. 
(54.5cm.) high (one back leg well replaced) 
£40-60

912 An early 20th century child’s chair, with lyre back and upholstered seat —29 1/2in. (75cm.) high 
£30-50

913 An early 20th century child’s chair, with unusual upholstered bow back, splayed spindles and circular seat —29in. 
(73.5cm.) high 
£30-50

914 An Edwardian mahogany tilt-top doll’s table, probably converted with inlaid wood centre and ivory band, turned 
base —12 1/4in. (31cm.) high (ivory submission RTEC3SYY); and a Japanese gofun doll with five wigs, in 
original wooden box (box lid broken) 
£60-80

915 Two 19th century doll’s or apprentice tilt-top tables, one inlaid with sections of specimen wood top —6in. 
(15.5cm.) high; and another with chess board top (missing foot and part of tripod base) 
£40-60

916 Three small doll’s trunks, the largest covered in dark red textured paper with black strapping and metal studs, 
working lock —7 1/4in. (18.5cm.) wide and two smaller (all missing lift out tray, some wear) 
£60-80

917 Fashion doll shoes, gloves and hat box, a pair of white kid leather gloves with black stained edging —2 1/2in. 
(6.5cm.) long, two different sized red kid heeled shoes with buckles (a little insect damage); and a split wood box 
with black oil-cloth lid and brown leather strap with ‘Goyard St de Mt Morel, 233 Rue St Honore 233 Paris’ label 
£100-150

918 A fashion doll’s jewellery box with jewels, the box covered in red patterned paper with steel handle and hook 
fastening, turquoise paper interior with mirror in lid —3 1/4in. (8.5cm.) wide, jewellery include a pince nez on 
chain with bow pin with heart pendant, a paste brooch, a brass dummy purse, a pair of earrings, a pocket watch, 
a ‘turquoise’ necklace, a cut ruby glass scent bottle and other items 
£150-200

919 A small German wax shoulder headed baby doll in wooden box, with grey striated glass eyes, separate domed 
pate, stuffed body with composition arms and legs with grey painted heeled boots, original muslin gown and 
bonnet with lace and pink ribbon trim, in a plain wooden lidded box —6 1/2in. (16cm.) high (repair to shoulder) 
£50-80
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920 A Continental solid wax girl in party dress mounted on circular wooden box, head turned and side glancing to the 
right, bobbed hair with topknot, tiered party dress with pink painted flowers, possibly Spanish 1930s —14 1/2in. 
(37cm.) high (a few old woodworm holes in base of box) 
£80-120

921 A German wax baby in egg candy containers circa 1910, the head with blue glass eyes, transferred brows, 
brown mohair tuft of hair, wax limbs, composition egg, remove the head to hide the sweet treats —7 1/4in. 
(18.5cm.) long (head a little warped and card lid needs some attention) 
£100-150

922 A 19th century wax old crone pedlar doll, the poured wax shoulder-head with head turned to the right, wrinkled 
face with wide toothy grin, brown hair wig, well sculpted hands and barefoot, papier-mâché body, original clothes 
including red felt cloak, basket of wares around neck and further basket and wares at her feet, under glass dome 
on wooden base —15in. (38cm.) height of dome 
£300-400

923 A rare 19th century musical pull-along toy of twin babies in a cradle, the waxed papier-mâché heads with blue 
glass eyes, open mouths, wired papier-mâché arms, original clothing and holding rattles, sat up in a wicker 
cradle with original blue silk cover and cushion with lace trim, yellow painted wooden spoked wheels with red 
lining, musical and some movement of dolls when pulled along and paper label on underside ‘die wacht am 
Rhein’ —16in. (41cm.) long (music box needs reconnecting, some wear, slight damage to back of cradle and one 
rattle missing) 
£400-600

924 Adelaide, an English wax over papier-mâché child doll 1830-40s, the shoulder-head with fixed blue glass eyes, 
smiling mouth, black painted eyebrows, slot for hair in top of head, stuffed body with kid hands, original striped 
muslin dress, cotton and lace bonnet, muslin petticoat and drawers —26 1/2in. (67.5cm. high (cracking and wear) 
- a label attached inscribed Adelaide 1830s 
£150-200

925 An 19th century wax over papier-mâché doll with sleep eye mechanism, with hazel glass lever operated eyes, 
original blonde mohair wig, shoulders with breast, slender wax over papier-mâché arms with fingers and thumb, 
stuffed cotton waisted body and soles of feet inked 12 —24in. (61cm.) high (cracking and melted on one shoulder 
blade) 
£80-120

926 A mid 18th century English small poured wax shoulder-head doll, with inset blue glass eyes, open/closed mouth, 
original brown hair plaited wig, stuffed cotton body with wax arm, original white muslin dress printed with stylised 
foliage, pink muslin ribbon trim, cream wool petticoat and white cotton underclothes and brown leather slippers 
—8 3/4in. (22cm.) high (Discretionoloured wax, broken shoulders with some missing, missing right arm and 
ageing to clothes) 
£100-150

927 A 19th century German wax over composition lady doll with moulded hat, with inset dark glass eyes, ears 
pierced into the head, blond painted and moulded hair held in a bun with fabric covered moulded hat with 
artificial flower, the shoulder head on a stuffed cotton body with painted wooden limbs with orange boots, original 
waffle cotton short sleeved jacket, muslin skirt with pink ribbon and blonde trim and underclothes —18 3/4in. 
(47.5cm.) high (crack to side of face and some moth damage to clothing) 
£80-120

928 A late 19th century German wax over composition lady doll, the shoulder-head slightly turned to the right with 
blue glass eyes, blonde eyebrows, modelled ears, clavicle and breasts, blonde mohair wig, stuffed cotton body 
with wax over composition limbs, painted gloves, socks and heeled boots —19in. (48.5cm.) high (missing fingers 
on one hand and thumb on the other), in plain wooden box with GWR Reading to London label 
£80-120

929 An 19th century Montanari poured wax child doll, with inset blue glass eyes, eyelid line, down turned mouth, 
inserted brown hair, the shoulders with arm creases and brass tie-holes, stuffed patterned cotton body with 
stitched on wax limbs, original white cotton dress and underclothes —18in. (46cm.) high (missing hand and part 
of left arm, a little moth to wool petticoat) 
£80-120
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930 A selection of early 19th century doll’s clothing, a white cotton Empire line dress —4 1/4in. (11cm.) high, larger 
two printed cotton dresses, a muslin dress, a white cotton dress with red cross lines undergarments and a baby 
gown (ageing) 
£100-150

931 A rare 18th or early 19th century single doll’s pocket, of textured white cotton —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) high 
£80-120

932 A rare children’s book The Diverting Pocket Companion, probably 18th century, containing a Variety of Riddles, 
Fables and Stories, Instructive & Entertaining, Adorned with Cuts, London: Printed for, and fold by the 
Bookfellers, in Town and Country (Price Two Pence) —3 3/4in. (9.5cm.) high (not certain if complete, worn 
cover); and a Seventh Edition ‘The Pocket Bible for Little Masters & Misses’, Wellington, printed & sold by 
F.Houlston & Son, covered in cloth, probably early 19th century 
£200-300

933 A rare group of early 19th century doll’s clothing, a pale green silk empire line dress with tucked front —16in. 
(40.5cm.) high, a pale purple silk coat with burgundy trim, a pair of black leather shoes, a pair of white cotton 
pockets, two stays, white cotton dress printed with brown spots, a heavy cotton dressing gown or Banyan printed 
with brown foliage, other undergarments, white cotton bonnet, a pair of socks and two pairs of booties; and a 
selection of interesting early handwritten notes and ephemera which was found with these pieces including a 
permit from the Lord Lieutenant permitting for Will Pike to travel from Port Belfast in 1804 
£800-1,200

934 Remnants of Spitalfields type silk, ideal for dolls dress making, a gold piece with yellow stripes and cream 
striped with garlands of roses —18in. (46cm.) x 9 3/4in. (25cm.); another gold strip —40in. (102cm.) x 7in. (18cm.), 
four small pieces of floral material and a Honition lace handkerchief 
£40-60

935 A rare mid 19th century composition baby in perambulator, sitting up with white moulded bonnet and arm 
outstretched, spotted cloth cushion and cover, wicker perambulator on yellow painted wooden wheels with red 
painted spokes —4 3/4in. (12cm.) long (missing one arm, a little damage to the wicker) 
£100-150

936 A mid 19th century papier-mâché and shell couple, with black painted eyes, her with black hair and him with 
black painted hair, wooden hands and feet with red and yellow bases, covered in shell and mica —7 3/4in. 
(20cm.) high (her with worn face and both with losses to clothing) 
£100-150

937 A German bisque shoulder-head doll, with head turned slightly the right, blue striated glass eyes, dark brown 
feathered brows, closed mouth, moulded ears, solid domed head, back of shoulders impressed 8, recent brown 
hair wig, stuffed cloth body with bisque arms, white cotton dress, underclothes and white kid shoes —19in. 
(48.5cm.) high (very tiny flake off left eye) 
£100-150

938 A German bisque shoulder-head doll, with head turned slightly the right, blue striated glass eyes, dark brown 
feathered brows, closed mouth, moulded ears, solid domed head, gusseted kid body with bisque arms, pink silk 
dress, white cotton underclothes, white kid shoes with rosettes and straw hat —17 1/4in. (44cm.) high (broken 
and glued across the back of shoulders) 
£80-100

939 A late 19th century china shoulder-head spill curl doll, with blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, exposed ear lobes 
and rows of blonde curls falling onto her forehead, stuffed cloth body with bisque arms, pink cotton dress printed 
with irregular spots and lace trim and white cotton underclothes —17in. (43cm.) high (arms possibly wrong) 
£100-150

940 A Simon & Halbig bisque shoulder head doll, with blue painted eyes, red eyelid line, brown single dash eyebrow, 
closed mouth with slightly protruding top lip, exposed pierced into the head ears, light brown painted and 
moulded hair held back by a black hairband, front of shoulders impress S 3 H, stuffed cloth body with bisque 
arms, dark blue cotton dress printed with scrolling white dots, silk and lace trim, cotton chemise and cloth 
drawers —15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high 
£100-150
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941 A German bisque shoulder-head doll with moulded cap and chemise, with blue painted eyes with white highlight 
dot, red eyelid line, dark brows, blond painted and moulded centre-parted hair swept back and falling down the 
back and the middle held in a net with applied undulating black and gold ribbon to edge of net, moulded chemise 
top with glazed collar and blue ribbon, stuffed cloth body with bisque limbs, black painted boots with red ribbons, 
recent blue dress and underclothes —13in. (33cm.) high (restored cap ribbon, missing a bit of chemise ribbon 
and one leg restored) 
£80-120

942 An unusual German two-face pink tinted china shoulder head doll, possibly by A W Fr Kister, one side of the 
head a young girl with blue painted eyes and black painted and moulded wavy hair with fringe, the reverse with 
an old lady with prominent nose, lined face, blonde moulded hair under a black bonnet —3in. (7.5cm.) high (two 
casting dips to front of girls shoulder plate) 
£150-200

943 A rare large Alt, Beck & Gottschalk bisque shoulder head boy doll with moulded hat, with blue painted upward 
glancing eyes, white highlight dot, red eyelid linen, brown brows, blonde painted and moulded curls, exposed 
ears, rare moulded pale blue painted hat with teal band and rosette to front, kid Universal jointed body with 
composition jointed arms, well made brown velvet suits, white cotton shirt, chemise and black leather boots with 
rosettes —25 3/4in. (65.5cm.) high 
£200-300

944 A Kling bisque headed Autoperipatetikos clockwork walking doll 1860s, he bisque shoulder head with blue 
painted eyes, blonde painted and mould hair swept back and held in an unpainted net snood, the shoulders with 
gilt highlighted glazed collar and blue painted bow, carton skirt housing mechanism causing her brass boots to 
walk along, the base of skirt printed ‘Patented July 15th 1862, in Europe, 20 Dec 1862’, kid arms, pale blue silk 
dress and white silk and lace underdress -11in. (28cm.) high (dents to carton skirt) 
£200-300

945 A rare Gustav Vichy lady at her toilette musical automaton 1870s, the pressed bisque French fashionable doll 
head with grey lace eyes with a darker edge to the iris, light brown brows, pink mouth with darker pink detail, 
ears pierced into the head, elaborate original blonde mohair wig with two long ringlets falling down her back, on 
cork pate, bisque shoulders and arms, stood with wooden legs, original cream silk dress embroidered with 
flowers, lace and pearl trim, attached by metal tube at waist to her wooden dressing table with turned legs, faded 
paper label to underside, easel mirror and dressed with pink silk covered with spotted net and lace trim, holding 
a wooden hand mirror and powder puff, when wound the music plays and the doll lifts her hand mirror and then 
leans towards the dressing table and powders her nose —22in. (56cm.) high (missing one finger, fading and a 
little dusty, head turn mechanism not working, mechanism could do with a service) 
£2,000-3,000

946 A rare Roullet & Decamps girl in rose automaton, with bisque Limoges head with fixed dark glass eyes, blonde 
mohair wig and papier-mâché arms, the papier-mâché flower covered in yellow cloth petals, keywind, on/off and 
Au Nein Bleu label to underside —8in. (20.5cm.) high; and purpose made perspex display case 
£600-800

947 A rare Roullet & Decamps clown balancing ladder automaton, with papier-mâché head with large bright red 
nose, white painted eyes and mouth area, tufts of orange hair, papier-mâché body, black tailcoat, oversized 
yellow waistcoat and bow-tie, tartan baggy trousers and oversize brown felt shoe, balancing wooden ladder on 
nose, keywound causing the music to play and the clowns body to rotate, his head move from side to side and 
the ladder rotate —30 1/2in. (77.5cm.) high (professionally refurbished) 
£2,500-3,000

948 A Roullet & Decamps girl automaton with dancing doll, with bisque Simon & Halbig 1300 Dep toy head with blue 
glass eyes, pierced ears and blonde hair wig, papier-mâché body with wired bisque arms, pale red silk dress, 
straw hat, stockings and shoes holding piz-nez in one hand, on a table a rotating bisque headed dolls’ house doll 
and standing on a rectangular velvet covered base, key wound with on/off lever, causing music to play, the girl to 
move head and both hands and the doll revolve —19 1/2in. (49.5cm.) high (some wear, especially to velvet on 
base) 
£800-1,200
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949 A late 19th century Leopold Lambert girl automaton, with SFBJ 60 bisque toy head with blue glass eyes, papier-
mâché body with large bisque hands, holding bisque doll, standing on red velvet base with LB key and on/off 
lever, causing music to play, head and arms to move —20in. (51cm.) high (missing one finger, redressed in blue 
velvet and base velvet worn and missing one foot of base) 
£500-800

950 A late 19th century Leopold Lambert flower seller automaton, with Jumeau head, blue glass eyes, heavy brow n 
brows, open/closed mouth, pierced ears, blonde mohair wig, bisque shoulders, papier-mâché rigid body with 
bisque arms, original silk dress, basket of artificial flowers, moving butterfly, cubed velvet base with fixed LB key 
and paper aire label to base, when wound she plays tune, moves head from side to side and raises bouquet to 
smell —19in. (48cm.) high (broken shoulder plate, fraying to dress and wear); under a modern glass dome with 
wooden base 
£1,500-2,000

951 A Jumeau pressed bisque swivel head fashionable doll, with large grey glass eyes with dark eye to iris, black 
eyeliner to top lid, pale brown brows, pink closed mouth, pierced ears, back of neck impressed 2, cork pate, 
blonde nylon wig, bisque shoulders, gusseted kid body with blue ‘Jumeau Medaille D’Or Paris’ ink stamp to 
lower back, recent black dress, matching hat and cape, white cotton underclothes and tan leather shoes —15in. 
(38cm.) high 
£600-800

952 A rare French pressed bisque swivel head fashionable doll, with deep blue striated glass eyes, black eyeliner, 
light brown brows, full face, closed pink mouth with protruding top lip and darker pink detail, ears pierced into the 
head, wood pulp pate and recent brow hair wig, bisque shoulders impressed G DEPOSE one side and B J?E B? 
C??? the other, wooden kid covered body jointed at shoulders, elbows, hips and knees, bisque forearms and 
lower legs, beige linen dress, quilted bodice, white cotton underclothes and brown kid shoes —19inn. (38.5cm.) 
high (one bisque leg broken and glued, not 100% certain they are original to doll, six restored fingers) 
£800-1,200

953 A Smiling Bru pressed bisque swivel head fashionable doll, with blue glass eyes with a dark edge to iris, light 
brown feathered brow, pink closed slightly smiling mouth with darker pink detail, pierced ears, cork pate with 
remains of auburn mohair wig, bisque shoulders, gusseted kid body, two-part dark brown silk and pale brown 
wool b dress and underclothes —14 1/4in. (36cm.) high (one arm detached, wear to body, bisque kiln speckled 
and dress very damaged and needs repair) 
£300-500

954 A rare Blampoix Senior pressed bisque shoulder-head fashionable doll, with head tilted and turned slightly to the 
right, blue painted upward glancing eyes, black eyeliner and lashes, brown brows, pink closed mouth with darker 
pink detail, pierced ears, cork pate, B 3 S impressed on back of shoulders, gusseted kid body and recent 
clothing —16 1/4in. (41.5cm.) high (slight wear to body and cloth attaching shoulders to body, damaged and 
glued) 
£800-1,200

955 A small French pressed bisque swivel head fashionable doll, with grey glass eyes with darker edge to iris, light 
brown feathered brows, pink closed mouth, pierced ears, back of head impress o, cork pate, recent red mohair 
wig, bisque shoulders, gusseted kid body, blue and beige silk bustle dress with blue ribbons down front, white 
cotton underclothes, tan kid shoes and recent straw hat with hat pin —12in. (30.5cm.) high 
£400-600

956 A French pressed bisque swivel head fashionable doll with rare jointed air-blown leather body, probably by 
Pierre Victor Clement with blue striated glass eyes, light brown brows, closed pink mouth with protruding top lip 
and darker pink detail, ears pierced into the head, cork pate with brown hair wig, air-blown leather body jointed at 
shoulders, elbows, hips and knees, original white muslin two part dress with blue ribbon trim, bone handled blue 
feather fan, blue kid slippers and white cotton underclothes —14 1/2in. (37cm.) high (piece probably broken from 
the back of the head, but neatly glued back in or possibly just two cracks, some moth damage to wig and other 
damage to dress) 
£500-800
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957 A Max Handwerck 283 groom dolls, with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed composition body, black 
wool frock coat, dog tooth trousers, white ribbed cotton waistcoat, starched collar, black oil-cloth shoes and 
miniature bowler hat —20 1/4in. (51.5cm.) high (wig too big, some holes to clothes and hat too small) 
£150-200

958 A late 19th century German bisque should head doll, with head turned slightly to the right, fixed brown glass 
eyes, closed mouth, dark brown brows, solid domed head, modern blonde wig, gusseted kid body with bisque 
arm, recent peach velvet, grey material and lace dress, matching bonnet and underclothes —22 1/2in. (57cm.) 
high (missing one arm and shoe, tear and repairs to knee joints, some loss to velvet pile) 
£100-150

959 An SFBJ 227 character boy, with dark glass eyes, open smiling mouth with moulded top row of teeth, blonde 
painted hair, papier-mache straight limbed body, blue checked shirt and denim shorts with one sandal —13 1/2in. 
(34cm.) high (two very tiny chips at base of neck rim) 
£150-200

960 An unusual small Gebruder Heubach character girl, with blue sleeping eyes, closed downturned mouth, original 
brown mohair wig, back of head impressed with square Heubach mark and 9/o, straight limbed composition 
body with black painted shoes and white socks, pale blue muslin dress, matching bonnet and underclothes —6 
1/2in. (16.5cm.) high 
£100-150

961 A German bisque shoulder-head child doll, possibly Kling, with head turned slightly to the right, brown sleeping 
eyes, brown feathered brows, closes mouth, blonde mohair wig, gusseted kid body with bisque arms, pink silk 
dress with lace trim and white cotton underclothes —17in. (43cm.) high (silk perishing) 
£150-200

962 A Kling 131 bisque shoulder-head doll, with fixed blue striated glass eyes, head turned slightly to the right, brown 
brows, closed mouth, blonde painted and moulded hair, back of shoulders impressed 131 and bell symbol, 
stuffed cotton body with bisque arms, printed muslin dress, cotton underclothes and brown shoes —15 1/2in. 
(39.5cm.) high (very tiny flake to corner of right eye) 
£100-150

963 A German bisque shoulder-head doll, with fixed brown glass eyes, head turned slight to the left, brown brows, 
closed mouth, pierced ears, solid domed head with small hole in top, recent blonde wig, shoulders impressed 
50/4, gusseted kid body with bisque arms, white cotton robe, bonnet and underclothes —14 1/4in. (36cm.) high 
£60-80

964 An Alt, Beck & Gottschalck 639 shoulder-head doll, with head turned slightly to the right, fixed blue striated glass 
eyes, brown feathered brows, closed mouth, solid domed head, blonde mohair wig, cloth body, brown integral 
oil-cloth boots with stitched laces with cotton tassels, printed muslin dress and underclothes —20in. (51cm.) high 
(damaged leather arms) 
£200-300

965 A German swivel-head fashionable doll, with deep blue striated glass eyes, dark brown brows, closed mouth, 
pierced ears, cork pate with blonde mohair wig, bisque shoulders, cloth body with bisque limbs, mould black 
heeled boots and ribbed socks and white cotton underclothes —14 3/4in. (37.5cm.) high (hairline to back of head) 

£200-300
966 A small German shoulder-head doll known as The Grape Lady, with blue painted eyes, black painted and 

moulded hair, moulded net snood with white frilled edge and bunch of grapes in front of hair, stuffed body with 
china limbs and black painted boots, original eau d’Nil silk dress and white cotton underclothes —11 1/2in. 
(29cm.) high (neatly broken and glued across neck) 
£60-80

967 A Simon & Halbig 1029 child doll, with brown lashed sting pulled sleep eye mechanism, dark brows, pierced 
ears, original light brown hair wig, back of head impressed 1029 S.H.9 St, jointed composition body with fixed 
wrists, cream printed cotton dress, white cotton underclothes and recent yellow kid shoes —19 1/2in. (49.5cm.) 
high 
£200-300
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968 A Simon & Halbig black 1039 boy doll, with brown complexion, brown sleeping eyes, black painted and moulded 
eyebrows, pierced ears, black mohair wig, jointed composition body, recent grey suit, red, white and blue socks 
and black leather shoes —18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (missing one finger and thumb, and three restored) 
£200-300

969 A rare Kloster Veilsdorf china shoulder-head glass eyed Grenier-type child doll 1860s,  with fixed blue glass 
eyes, painted eye lashes, red eyelid line, inner corner of eyes and around nostrils, closed, smiling mouth, 
moulded and painted black hair with centre parting, curls falling onto the face and around nape of neck, stuffed 
body with china arms and recent clothes --24 ½in. (62cm.) high (restored chip to top and bottom of her right eye 
and smaller restored chip to inner top eyelid, long thin chip to bottom right back shoulder and repaired body) 
£80-120

970 A 19th century German china shoulder head doll, head turned slightly to the right with deep blue painted eyes, 
red eyelid line, painted slightly smiling mouth with painted gap and nostrils, half exposed ears, black painted and 
moulded centre-parted hair, hair strands painted coming onto the face and falling in ringlets down the back of 
head, original stuffed body with good quality pink tinted hands with finger nails outlined in pink paint and 
underclothes —25in. (63.5cm.) high (damage to body and one arm loose) 
£80-120

971 An early F & W Goebel bisque headed closed mouth doll, with fixed brown glass eyes, heavy brown brows, 
closed mouth, light brown mohair wig, jointed composition body, white muslin smocked dress, straw hat, white 
cotton underclothes and white kid shoes —11 1/2in. (29cm.) high (small chip to base of neck, slight wear to body) 

£100-150
972 A late 19th century Simon & Halbig 989 closed mouth child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, dark brown heavy 

brows, closed mouth, philtrum, dimpled chin, pierced ears, blonde hair wig on card pate, back of head impressed 
989 10, jointed wood and composition body with fixed wrists and nicely modelled hands, Burgundy velvet dress 
with lace trim and gilt buttons, white cotton underclothes, knitted socks, black kid leather shoes and straw hat 
—19in. (48.5cm.) high 
£400-600

973 A large SFBJ 236 laughing character doll, with blue glass sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth with two moulded 
teeth, brown mohair wig, bent-limbed papier-mache body, cream cotton country smock, underclothes, white 
sock, white kid shoes and straw hat —26in. (66cm.) high (one hand badly repainted) 
£150-200

974 A Depose Jumeau Bebe No 10, with fixed brown striated eyes, closed mouth painted with slight gap, dimpled 
chin, brown brows, applied pierced ears, sawdust and glue pate with brown hair wig, jointed papier-mache body 
with fixed wrists and blue ink stamp, recent net and lace dress, underclothes, recent shoes and bonnet —21 
3/4in. (55cm.) high (restored chip to her lower right eye socket and over painted hairline down left side of face 
near ear) 
£600-800

975 A Tete Jumeau bebe No.9, with fixed blue glass eyes, dark brown brows, closed mouth with slightly unpainted 
gap between, pierced ears, brown mohair wig on cork pate, jointed papier-mâché body with blue ink stamp to 
lower back, original light blue cotton dress, muslin underclothes and net covered hat —20in. (51cm.) high (head 
broken and part overpainted, flaking to one hand and some moth damage to wig) 
£300-400

976 A Bahr & Proschild 585 toddler, with blue sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth with protruding top lip and two 
moulded teeth, brown hair wig in two plaits, jointed composition toddler body, white cotton dress, matching 
muslin mop cap, white cotton underclothes and cream oil-cloth shoes —15 3/4in. (40cm.) high (hairlines to head) 
£50-80

977 A small Kestner all-bisque 111 googly eyed doll, fixed neck with blue side glancing sleeping eyes, brown single 
stroke eyebrow, closed smiling mouth, brown mohair wig, jointed at shoulders, elbow, hips and knees, brown 
painted shoes and white socks, recent knitted dress, underclothes and bonnts —5 1/2in. (14cm.) high 
(reconstructed top of left leg) 
£150-200
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978 A rare SFBJ black 235 character baby, with brown complexion, brown glass eyes, black single line brow, 
open/closed laughing mouth with two moulded top teeth, moulded hair, bent-limbed papier-mache body and 
white cotton robe —12in. (30.5cm.) high (some thinning of painted around hair and hairline) 
£150-200

979 An Armand Marseille black 390 child doll, with brown complexion, brown sleeping eyes, single stroke eyebrows, 
bright red lips, black mohair wig, jointed composition body, white cotton sailor’s suit, red and white striped socks 
and straw hat —11 1/2in. (29.5cm.) high 
£50-80

980 An unusual English bisque black shoulder-head doll, with brown complexion, fixed brown glass eyes, black 
mohair wig, back of head impressed with unclear circular mark 19-9 ENGLISH MAKE, stuffed body with bisque 
limbs, white and blue floral printed dress, raised spotted cotton sleeves, underclothes and brown leather shoes 
—19in. (48.5cm.) high 
£50-80

981 A Gebruder Knoch 216 character shoulder-head baby, with blue intaglio eyes, open/closed smiling mouth with 
lower teeth, blonde painted hair, stuffed body with composition limbs, white cotton robe with lace trim, 
underclothes and knitted booties —17in. (43cm.) high 
£40-60

982 A Gebruder Heubach 8774 Whistling Jim character boy, with dark blue intaglio eyes, whistling mouth with hole, 
large ears, blonde painted hair, back of neck impressed 5 Heubach in square and 8774, stuffed jointed body with 
composition arms, pressure-operated whistling mechanism and white cotton romper with blue stripe —15 1/2in. 
(39cm.) high 
£150-200

983 A Gebruder Heubach 7647 character baby,  with blue painted squinting eyes, happy laughing face with 
open/closed mouth, single dash light brown eyebrows, blonde painted and moulded wavy hair, impressed on 
back of head with sunburst and 7647, bent-limbed composition body and knitted underpants —18in. (46cm.) high 
(missing two fingers) 
£60-80

984 A Hertwig bisque shoulder-head doll in moulded Sou’wester hat, with blue painted eyes, brown brows, small 
mouth, blonde painted and moulded centre-parted hair falling down the side of face, moulded Sou’wester the 
front painted mauve, moulded sailor’s collar with gold painted tie, stuffed body, bisque limbs and floral printed 
mauve and white cotton dress and underclothes —12 1/4in. (31cm.) high 
£50-80

985 Five small bisque Hertwig shoulder-head dolls with moulded hats, with stuffed bodies with bisque limbs, nicely 
dress, the largest —7 1/2in. (19cm.) high 
£100-150

986 Four small bisque Hertwig shoulder-head dolls with moulded hats, with stuffed bodies with bisque limbs, nicely 
dress, the largest —7in. (18cm.) high 
£80-120

987 Five small bisque Hertwig shoulder-head dolls with moulded hats, with stuffed bodies with bisque limbs, nicely 
dress, the largest —11in. (28cm.) high 
£100-150

988 An 19th century bisque shoulder head doll, known as Empress Eugenie, with blue painted eyes with white 
highlight dot, blonde painted brows, blonde painted and mould hair held in a blue painted net snood, a purple 
lustre tassel and grey plume, stuffed body with bisque forearms, purple lustre boots with white socks with purple 
trim, unusual brown velvet jacket and trousers and white cotton shirt front with buttons —20 3/4in. (53cm.) high 
£200-300

989 An unusual 19th century china shoulder-head doll in elaborate theatrical costume, possibly Adelina Patti, with 
blue painted eyes, exposed ears, black painted and moulded hair with curls at fringe, paint strokes onto the face, 
a plait across the top of the fringe and held across the back in bands ending in curls, oil-cloth body with white kid 
arms, pale blue gauze costume covered in gilt thread ribbon, spangles and lace, blue velvet waistcoat, red cuffs 
and intricate integral boots —15 3/4in. (40cm.) high 
£150-200
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990 An unusual bisque headed eskimo doll, the head probably German with fixed dark glass eyes, open/closed 
mouth, brown mohair curls, straight limbed composition body and covered in white rabbit fur —12 1/4in. (31cm.) 
high 
£80-100

991 A Kestner 162 lady doll dressed a bride, with brown sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed composition lady 
body, cream crepe silk and silk wedding dress with train, net veil with artificial silk headdress and bouquet —18in. 
(45.5cm.) high 
£200-300

992 A Heinrich Handwerck 79 10 X child doll, with brown sleeping eyes, dimpled chin, pierced ears, blonde mohair 
wig, jointed composition body, pink silk dress with matching hat, underclothes and recent shoes —18 1/2in. 
(47cm.) high (dress fraying) 
£100-150
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